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EXECUTIVE


This research offers a new approach to the planning and manage


ment of complex, large-scale water resources systems. It utilizes the


concepts and methodologies from systems engineering theory for the


advanced structuring, formulating and solving of mathematical models.


These models are aimed at the profound analysis of short- and long-term


planning aspects of water resources.


A planning and management methodology for a regional water


quality control is presented. The planning framework is developed based


on a multiobjecitve analysis in order to take into consideration the


conflicting objectives of surface water quality and the cost, of ex


pansion and operation of wastewater treatment plants (both secondary


and tertiary), Multiobjective analysis in water resources systems has


become particularly important in the context of the federal principles


and standards for the planning o^ water and land resources. The obiective


of the guidelines is to place environmental concerns on a basis equal


to economic development.


A regional water resources system may be a complex, large-scale


system and may include many elements. In this study, the components in


cluded are ground and surface water and wastewater treatment plants.


The water quality objectives represent the levels of


water quality parameters in different segments of the stream, over


the entire planning horizon. The resulting, levels of pollutants






depend on the net effluent discharges of various pollutants under


consideration, as well as on the hydrologic characteristics of the


stream.


Since the cost objective is in terms of dollars, while the


water quality objectives are in terms of the pollutant levels (con


centration), these objectives are noncommensurable, and a multiobjective


optimization approach is desirable. The decision-maker is an individual


or an agency who desires to simultaneously minimize the cost of waste


water treatment, along with the levels of water quality parameters.


A nonlinear programming is employed to determine the


optimal schedule of construction and/or expansion of secondary and


tertiary precesses at each plant location, meeting estimated


effluent discharge levels at minimum present value cost. The


cost function includes capital cost of secondary and tertiary


units and variable operating cost of each process.


Water quality objectives represent the level of pollutant


parameters (or other indicators) in the stream reaches over the


planning period, and are developed by using a mass balance equation


for conservative pollutants and the Streeter-Phelps equation for


nonconservative pollutants. Two additional indices of assurance


of satisfying the quality objectives and violation norm are also


developed*


The cost and quality objectives are integrated to form a


multiobjective planning problem. With cost as the primary objective


and water quality as secondary objectives, the latter objectives
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are reformulated in the epsilon-constraints form. The epsilon-


constraint problem is solved for different levels of pollutants in


the stream, corresponding to different discharge policies. The non-


inferior solutions, including the trade-offs along with optimal cost and


corresponding levels of achievement of each objective may be submitted


to the decision-maker for his evaluation of the Surrogate Worth function.


Preferred solutions are obtained by satisfying the optimality criteria


of the Surrogate Worth Trade-off method. The above developments are


presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.


Chapters 4 to 8 are devoted to a comprehensive modeling of a


groundwater system, and to developing planning and management methodologies


for efficient use of groundwater in general and conjunctive management


of ground and surface water in particular. Both short- and long-term


planning models of ground and surface water use are presented. In


particular, it suggests procedures and methodologies for a comprehensive


mathematical analysis of hydraulically connected multi-cell aquifer and


multi-stream systems. The models consist of hierarchies of response


functions relating the system's response to various activities affecting it,


Appropriate response functions are developed which exclusively


allow for coupling a complex, large-scale water resources system with a


management model. This is an appreciable step ahead in the state-of-the


art of analyzing conjunctive use of ground and surface water resources


and is a major contribution of this study.


In Phases I and II of a previous related study, groundwater para


meter identification models are developed and their usefulness is


demonstrated. However, in those studies unknown parameters were assumed


to be a continuous function of space, without taking into account the


heterogeneous property of most aquifers. In this study an approach is


adopted which takes into consideration the distributed nature of aquifer
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properties, by decomposing them into various cells whose geometric


configurations are selected according to the geological characteristics


of the aquifer. A sensitivity analysis of model output for errors


introduced by input data and parameters is also carried out.


The multi-cell particular cell simulation procedure is discussed


in Chapter 4 of this report. It provides the construction of mathematical


models for numerically solving complex grounchvater systems. The basic idea


used is to decompose the system into a number of cells according to


certain considerations. These considerations may involve geographical,


geological and hydrological characteristics; administrative and operational


judgments; or any other requirements associated with the particular need


for the groundwater simulation model. The multicell mathematical model


is used to approximate cells ' boundary conditions associated with a given


stress. These boundary conditions are used to isolate each particular


cell's mathematical model. The following advantages are realized:


(1) The proposed procedure allows for applying mathematical


simulation models to a large-scale and complex system, where


the application of a regular compact simulation model on a


digital computer is evidently inadequate.


(2) The restriction of computer capacity often needed in


simulating a large aquifer system is best overcome by decom


posing the model.


(3) The proposed procedure is evidently advantageous in cases


where the interest is directed toward an isolated subsystem for


a particular response. The modeling efforts can concentrate on


the particular subsystem cell, while the rest of the system is


accounted for through the aggregated multicell model.
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(4) Data acquisition efforts are directed by the model's


needs. This is an important factor In evaluating the model.


(5) The flexibility of the modelTs structure Is an appreciable


advantage in particular if an administrative scheme Is considered.


This characteristic is well illustrated by applying the manage


ment model to the tax-quota system In Chapter 8.


(6) Most developments later discussed are essentially based on


the availability of the decomposed aquifer simulation model.


It allows for production of response functions under any de


sired hierarchy.


The importance of the algebraic technological functions (A.T.P.)


in a linear system is realized when the coupling of the physical system


with a management framework is desired. Some real and meaningful


advantages are associated with the hierarchy of the response functions


as described below:


(1) It provides the systems analyst with a methodology by


which to handle a large-scale and complex groundwater system


within a management framework. The response functions super


position may be easily constructed in agreement with administrative


or other considerations, not restricting the management model


formulation.


(2) The amount of preparation work associated with the


production of response functions for later use in management model


fomrualtion Is considerably reduced.


(3) If a large number of wells is considered in a management


model, then the associated response functions matrices require


an extensive computer capacity unless a certain weighting of the


response Is applied. This Is possible via the proposed technique.
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The stream-aquifer interactions add a most important aspect


to this research. An important contribution is the analysis which


considers a multi-stream system interacting with a complex groundwater


system. Of particular interest is the supernosition of functions re


lating infiltration from different streams to different aquifer cells.


It provides a new analytical tool for coupling infiltration from a stream


with management framework. The A.T.17. and the stream-aquifer response


functions combined in the form developed in this study are the basis for


analyzing a complex water resources system within a management framework.


The management model development and analyis presented in


Chapter 6 constitutes a major contribution o^ this study. The


quantitative analysis is made possible by utilizing the mathematical models


previously developed. The following aspects are actually appreciated:


(1) The analysis provides a full demonstration of the ad


vantages associated with previous developments in application


to water resources management model formulation and solution


perspective.


(2) An important contribution is made to the analysis of con


junctive use of ground and surface water systems. The proposed


model is a first step in taking into account the distributed


parameter characteristics of the systems involved in a water


resources management model formulation.
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CHAPTER 1


1.3 PREFACE


The population growth around the world, and the increased


industrial activities and dependence on food and fibre production,


have caused a critical demand for water and land resources. The


increase in population places an increasing demand en municipal


water consumption, requires greater facilities for water and land-


based recreation facilities. At the same time, growing industrial


and. agricultural activities demand more water for industrial uses


and for irrigation.


Effluent discharges from industrial wastewater and municipal


sewage treatment plants into the streams and lakes often degrade the


quality of water. Poor water quality may be unsuitable for recreation,


fishing, and other nonwithdrawal uses; it may be harmful to fish and


other aquatic life. Natural runoff from urban and agricultural lands


also carries several polluting substances, including sediment,


phosphorus, nitrogen, and other nutrients into the stream. Consequently,


the problems of water quantity and water quality and interrelated.


In order to meet the jvouir^ dei'inn/i for wo tor in industrial,


municipal, agricultural imd other uses, expenditures must bo iiiaik:


in construction, operation nnd inn intent nee of supply projects,


such as reservoirs, dams, groundwater piunpage, desalination






plants, and distribution systems, including aquaducts, pipelines,


and canals.


In order to maintain the plyen levels o£ water quality,


investment in the construction of now vastewater treatment plants,


expansion of existing plants , and operation of those plants must


be made.


The economic development and environmental quality are


thus in conflict, and often in competition with each other. An


improvement in environmental quality may only be achieved at the


expense of investing more in building wastewater treatment plants


and applying appropriate waste treatment. A recent upsurge of public


concern has resulted In redefining the federal guidlines for the


future development of water and land resources [Federal Register,


1973].


The "principle and standards" for the planning of water


and related land resources prepared pursuant to the Water Resources


Planning Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-80) shows a considerable


departure from past planning standards [Federal Register, 1973].


The objective is to place environmental concerns on a basis equa]


to economic development. The national economic development


objective is reflected in an increase in the value of the nation!s


output of goods and services and an improvement in national


economic efficiency. Hie environmental quality objective is


reflected In the management, conservation, preservation., restora


tion, or improvement of the quality of natural and ecological


resources.




Extensive research has been done on the problem of the con


junctive use of ground and surface water. A substantial portion of


the United States8 water supply comes from groundwater sources. Many


other countries have found that using aquifers in conjunction with


the available surface water has been an important factor in their


development- This observation is even more important throughout most


arid and semiarid regions. When water resources are a limiting factor


in the development of a region* then their optimum utilization is


society's main concern. Very sophisticated methods have been de


veloped and successfully applied for the optimal planning, construct


ing, operating and controlling of surface water systems. This is


due to the obvious desire to use extensively these most available,


at-hand sources. The physics of runoffs, rainfall and streamflow,


the mass-balance equations considering reservoirs, and the multi


purpose surface water projects all are relatively well-developed and


known. Full utilization of this knowledge paved the way to many


excellent mathematical models aimed at the optimal solution to surface


water problems. On the other hand, models on groundwater, to the


extent that they have been developed to date, do not yet fully con


trol this very important resource. This is due to the complicated


physics associated with the law of flow in porous media. Scarce data


raise the problem of error in identifying mathematical model para


meters when such a model is assumed to approximate an actual system.


As opposed to surface water systems, some elements essential to


groundwater structure may hardly be measurable or even known, hence


the problem of validating the model. Following the present line of


evaluation of the world's resources scarcity, groundwater systems are




limited absolutely, but unfortunately in too many cases are only


partially and inefficiently utilized. The main reason for such


neglect is the insufficient grounds for accurate planning and ef


ficient operation. This is why so many recent studies analyzing


water resources are devoted to the management of groundwater systems.


These works are aimed at better using available water through optimal


planning and operation. However, mathematical models resulting from


to date studies are found to be limited in their applicability. A


main reason for this is the complexity and the dimensionality as


sociated with problems involving a distributed parameter groundwater


system control. In many cases models are impractical because of


certain simplifications assumed actually making the model unrealistic;


or, being close to approximate reality, the mathematical formulation


indices a substantial dimensionality limitation preventing the model


from being applied to a real complex and large-scale system.


In the following discussion we frequently refer to the terms


"complex" and "large-scale" systems. By "complex" we mean to in


clude in the analysis non-homogeneous distributed parameter systems.


The distribution is over time and space with irregular in shape


boundaries. This is particularly true in groundwater systems. The


"complexity" is even more severe if the system interacts with other


physical systems such as surface water streams and reservoirs. Also


coupling the physical considerations with administrative framework


introduces more aspects making the system "complex".


The term "large-scale" is used to emphasize the involvement of


large number of decisions, state variables, constraints and input-


output relations in the model. It also means that various kinds of




functional relations are associated with the modeled system.


Large-scale and complex groundwater system is therefore an


aquifer system underlying a large area. Many different activities


affect the system and are affected by it. To analyze such a system


one must consider more than one functional associated with it,


(hence the need for coordination between the various functionss or


possibly multiobjective framework). Both space (number of wells)


and time (planning horizon) play an essential role in the system's


dimensionality.


The goal of this research is to develop an overall mathematical


model made up of a hierarchy of submodels. A hierarchy of water quality


submodels along with pollution control cost model are integrated in


order to analyze and long-range planning for the Basin's surface water


quality. Also developed are submodels that can be used as tools to


analyse and plan the conjunctive use of ground and surface water resources,


1.2 MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE


The goal of this research is to develop long-term planning


and management framework for a complex and large-scale water resources


system. The development of planning objectives is carried out on a


regional basis. The tendency towards regionalization of water resources


development and control is due to a number of factors, such as economies


of scale, access to advanced technology, hydrologic boundaries, juris


dictional power, comples network of water and land resources, etc.,


[Halmes and Macko, 1973], The hydrologic boundaries of a watershet often


extend beyond an area of local jurisdiction. Thus, a realistic planning


framework may be developed and implemented when it is carried out on a


regional basis.




Major efforts of this research may be attributed to the: (I)


surface water quality control and management; (II) groundwater response


analysis; and (ill) conjunctive management of ground and surface water


resources.


The groundwater system Is represented in an analytical form.


This enables one to model the response to both an Imposed Input and sur


face and groundwater Interactions. By modifying recent developments in


the field of groundwater management and using large-scale systems methods


we have appreciably improved the state-of-the-art of using ground and


surface water conjunctively. The final product comprises a step-by-step


procedure, through which the optijnal operation control of a large-scale


and complex groundwater system, with or without a conjunctive surface


water system, may be successfully achieved. The drawback associated


with previous studies dealing with this same problem Is considerably


reduced. The well-established procedure should provide the implementation


of a profound analysis for the benefit of water resources planning and


operation.


In this research considerable effort Is devoted to the


Integration of the mathematical models related to each planning


objective. Some of the mathematical models available from earlier


work in the field are modified and extended for that purpose.


The expansion and/or construction schedules of wastewater


treatment plants and their operating policies must be determined


for the entire planning period so that the water quality standards


in the stream can be satisfied. The expansion and construction of


secondary as well as tertiaiy treatment plants are considered in


recognition of the Clean Water Act as amended in 1972. The future




wastewater load at each plant is expected to increase due to popu


lation growth and increased industrial activities in the region.


It is assumed that information en the wast.ewater load for the


planning period i:' available and thus treated as a parameter in


the wastewater treatment problem. The point source pollutants


considered for the study include BOD and DO deficit levels in the


stream.


Since the surface water quality objectives are noncommensurable


to one another and to the economic objective, a multiobjective planning


framework is applied. The Surrogate Worth Trade-off (SWT) method is


utilized for this purpose [Haimes, Hall and Freedman, 1975].


A major part of this studyrs work was done under the project


titled integrated System Identification and Optimization for Con


junctive Use of Ground and Surface Water,n Phases I, II, and III,


supported by the Office of Water Research and Technology, U.S.


Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. Full cooperation from


the engineers of the Miami Conservancy District (MCD), Dayton, Ohio,


provided us with a full-sized case study, to which most of the re


search results could be successfully applied and verified. Some of


this study's contributions were used directly by the district.


The planning for groundwater use or the conjunctive use of


ground and surface water can be efficiently achieved only when the


state of groundwater levels in the basin is accurately known, and are


explicitly coupled to the management and planning optimization model.


The groundwater response model is coupled with the management model by


developing algebraic technological functions. These functions should


approximate the groundwater system to be coupled with a desired control


scheme, taking explicitly into account most elements affecting the system.


In dealing with a large-scale and complex aquifer system, the first




step is to construct a mathematical model which is assumed to approxi


mate the real system. A new procedure for that purpose is developed by


decomposing the mathematical model into so-called multicell-particular


cell models• This proves to be of great advantage, especially for


large-scale, complex groundwater aquifer systems [Haimes, 1976].






CHAPTER 2


MODELING OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM OF SURFACE WATER


POLLUTION CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT


2,1 WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT COST MODEL 

2,1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the planning, operation, and expansion of 

a regional wastewater treatment plant, management system is con


sidered. The management model is designed for a region consisting


of industries and cities near the stream where the river system is


the main receiver of all treatment plant effluents. A dynamic


planning model is considered in response to continued growth of


waste production due to population and industrial growth in the


region. It is assumed that there exist a number of wastewaLer


treatment plants along the river. The objective of this dynamic


planning model is to determine the most economical expansion


schedule for these plants so that the increasing demand for waste


water treatment may be satisfied. The economic expansion schedule


includes such factors as expansion capacity of each plant and the


time of its expansion.


Many existing systems for management of water quality have


grown more or less haphazardly, with extensions added to meet


current exigencies, but without integrated plans for long-term


development. Some planned development for water quality management


has been attempted, but probably in only a few cases lias an attempt
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been rondo to fully deploy the techniques of systems analysis.


It is the intention here to present a systematic approach


to the water quality management of a river basin by applying an


optimization model which integrates the cost of expansion and opera


tion of a series of wastewater treatment plants with different


water quality standards for a set of pollution constituents. The


maximum tolerable level of pollutants in the stream not only


depends on the specific utilization of stream water, but on various


other factors. With increased affluence, there may be a public


demand for a cleaner stream with higher quality standards, that is,


reduced permissible waste loading. But also with the realization


of high costs, there may be a demand for less stringent standards


and higher permissible loading.


The cost of meeting the Clean Water Act of 1972 requiring


communities to apply "best available technology" in wastewater


treatment by 1983 is estimated to be $467 billion, [National Water


Commision, 1973]. This is more than double the costs required to


meet the water quality standards established under the Water


Quality Act of 1965. The implementation of a true "no-discharge"


policy by 1985, provided by the Clean Water Act, may even cost much


more, if it is at all attainable. The basin wide wastewater treat


ment plants model developed in this chapter is able to examine the


net savings in cost by gradually improving the water quality stand


ards by imposing stricter effluent discharge standards, instead of


meeting a "zero discharge" policy by 1985. The model is capable of
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analyzing the needed treatment efficiencies, operating levels and


expansions of both secondary and tertiary treatment units, based


on the net wastewater load and a net effluent discharge policy.


By considering the secondary and tertiary treatment facilities


as independent units, connected only by transport links, it is


possible to appJ.y appropriate cost functions for expansion as


well as operation of these units, depending on the kind of treat


ment process used. Also, since any waste load, entering the


tertiary plant must have undergone secondary treatment, an incre


mental expansion and operational cost function (i.e., excess cost


after secondary treatment) can be chosen appropriately.


The reuse of wastewater as a supplemental source of water


has long been recognized by many, such as Parizek et al [1968],


and Sopper [1968], The decision however, as to the proper use of


ivaste effluent must be based on the relationship between water


management and the available water supplies of the region.


Artificial recharge of groundwater is primarily practiced as a


way of conserving groundwater resources. A natural extension of


this practice is to reuse treated wastewater for artificial


groundwater recharge. Owen [1968] and Sopper [1968] indicated


that a feasible method of wastewater renovation for reuse would


be to apply partially treated wastewater to the land whereby it


undergoes natural filtration through soil and finally recharges


the groundwater system. The use of treated wastewater effluent


is a relatively recent development in the United States. In
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1970, Todd [1970] reported that 400 cities in the II." S. were


using treated effluent for deliberate recharge of groundwater


resources. It is evident, that, a coordinated use of waste


effluent for artificial groundwater recharge will have a bene


ficial effect on the water table level. The extent of its use


is determined by considering such factors as magnitude of water


demand in a planning area, availability of other sources of


water, and the economic trade-off between cost incurred in ad


vanced treatment of additional wastewater and the cost of


ground-water recharge. Wastewater reclamation and reuse through


groundwater recharge is considered as a supply source in this


model.


2.1.2 Mathematical Model Formulation


The stream we are concerned with is segmented into K


number of reaches. A typical reach, is denoted by a subscript k,


where k = 1,2,...,K. Let the number of locations along the


river system where the treatment plants are located be J, where


a typical wastewater treatment plant location is denoted by the


subscript j, j = 1,2,...,J. A particular reach may include multiple


wastewater plants, depending on the number of reaches chosen and


their.length. However, there may be reaches without any treat


ment plants and subsequently there is no effluent discharge


into those reaches. The hypothetical boundaries of stream reaches


are drawn, taking into account such factors as location of plants,


wasteload generation, hydrologic characteristics, existing water
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quality, as well as tributary flow rates. IVhen effluents from


more than one plant discharge into any reach k, the number of


plants discharging into the k reach is represented by the sub


script j, . The configuration of the treatment plants is shown


in Figure 2.1. Tlic plants at cacli location j consist of secondary


c)\u\ tertiary treatment processes. These two processes arc inde


pendent, except that they are interconnected through flow variables.


It is assumed that raw wastewater load at each plant, must undergo


at least primary treatment. The configuration of plant facilities


considered allows us several alternatives in connection with


wastev/ater flow. The effluent volume from a primary treatment


facility may be subjected to secondary treatment, it may be dis


charged directly into the stream, or a portion of it may be further


treated in a secondary treatment facility and the rest discharged


into the stream. The net effluent volume from the secondary treat


ment plant may be further subjected to three different alternatives;


it can be transported to a tertiary treatment plant for further


pollutant removal; discharged into the stream, or utilized for


groundwater recharge. The decision variables, constraints and


objective functions are introduced next.


The decisions at both the secondary and tertiary treatment


plants include whether and how to schedule construction and expan


sion of the individual unit: and what are their operational


policies. The operational policies include how much wastewater


can be treated in secondary and tertiary units, how much secondary


effluent to utilize for artificial groundwater recharge, and what
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Figure 2,1, Wastewater Treatment Plants Configuration
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will be 1 lie effluent 1 onJ d ischarged into the stream reach. The


net: effluent discharge into the stream :i s dependent on the water


quality requirements of the stream. Let q«. represent the


capacity expansion of the j secondary treatment plant in the


planning period n, where j = 1,2,,..,J, and n = 1,2,..,,N.


Similarly, let q?/ be the capacity expansion of the j


tertiary treatment plant in the planning period n. Other decision


variables are related to the operational level of the plants. Let


x, . be the quantity (million gallons per day) wastcwater load


treated in the secondary plant j during a period n, where


j = 1,2,...,J and n = 1,2,...,N. Similarly, the operating level,


or the quantity of secondary effluent subjected to further treat


ment in the tertiary treatment; plant at location j during a


period n is denoted by x«- • It is assumed that the wastewater


load curve at each plant location for the entire planning period


is known and hence treated as exogeneous variables. The increased


population in urban areas over the planning period results in an


increased wastcwater load in the municipal plants. For the


analysis of the case study, population projection of ORER's


Series 1; is used to determine the increase in wastewater demand


over the planning period. Similarly, for the industrial plants,


an increase in industrial activities places an increasing waste


load at each industrial plant.


Let the demand function at plant location j over the


planning period be denoted by a vector d., where ch is a (Nxl)
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column vector,


d. =

-.1
 d.
in


lN


where d. represents the wastewater load at j " plant during a


time interval n. Due to the general configuration of the plants,


several other decision variables must be defined. The wastewater


load wit!) primary treatment either enters the secondary treatment


plant or a fraction of the load can be transported to the point


at which it is discharged.into the stream reach. Let x7. be

3jn


the volume of wastewater (in millions of gallons per day) after primary


treatment discharging directly into the stream reach from j


plant during a planning period of n, j = 1,2,.. .,J and


n = 1,2,...,N. The effluent from the secondary treatment plant


is again subjected to several alternatives. The secondary


effluent may be treated further in a tertiary plant, for advanced


removal, or it may be discharged into the stream. Also the


secondary effluent can be reused as a supply source for groundwater


recharge.


Let x . . represent the quantity of secondary effluent 

(mil]ion gallons per day) discharged directly into the receiving 

water body from j ' plant during n time interval without further 
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treatment, wheieas xr. is the amount of secondary effluent re

5j n


claimed for groundwater recharge from the p]ant j, in the period n,


where j = ],2,...J; n = 1,2,...,N. Tlie decisions relating to


treatment levels in tlie secondary and the tertiary plants are


defined next.


Let z, . be the percentage removal of biological oxygen


demanding .(BOD) load in the secondary treatment plant at loca


tion j during period- n. Similarly, let z~. represent the


BOD removal efficiency in the tertiary treatment plant at loca


tion j during period n, whereas z~. is the phosphorus


removal efficiency in tertiary plant j during the n period,


for all j = 1,2,. .., J, and n = 1,2,..•,N.


The purpose of the model as stated already is to determine


the minimum.cost of expanding, operating and maintaining wastewater


treatment plants consisting of secondary process, tertiary process,


and a provision for reusing treated effluent as an indirect


supply source through groundwater recharge. By considering the


secondary and tertiary plants separately, it is possible to apply


appropriate cost functions for expansion as well as operation and


maintenance of the individual processes in the plants. The alloca


tion of the waste load at secondary and tertiary treatment plants


is determined in the optimization process by four important


determinants:


(i) Cost of activities in tlie secondary units,


(ii) Cost of activities in the tertiary units,


(iii) Viiter quality requirements in the surface stream,
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(iv)	 Cost of g round water recharge by secondary

effluent'.


Tlie costs of wastowater treatment plants are quantified,


based on the capital cost functions associated to various treat


ment processes developed by Smith [1968]. Frankel [1965]


presented a series of treatment processes and the biological


oxygen demand QOU) load removal efficiency of each of these


processes. It is shown that with a high-rate trickling filters


process in the secondary plant for different loading parameters,


a BOD removal efficiency of as high as 85% can be achieved. In


the tertiary treatment plant, clorination and chemical precipita


tion can be used which is capable of removing up to 99% of the


BOD load. Clorination and chemical precipitation is applicable


only after the wastewater has been treated for secondary removal.


Thus an incremental cost for tertiary treatment, over and above the


secondary treatment is considered. The specific tertiary costs of


interest are those of phosphorus and BOD removal, representing an


additional requirement for a given basic facility. The capital


cost functions for both secondary and tertiary treatment plants'


expansions are represented as functions of installed capacity.


Smith [1968] presented an exponential type capital cost function


for both secondary and tertiary treatment plants. The expansion


cost shows economics of scale, whj.ch means that each additional


unit of capacity is less costly than the previous one. In other


words, average per unit cost for a bigger plant is less than that


for a smaller sized plant. Deredec [1972] and Michel [1970]
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also showed thnt the capital cost of a wastowater treatment plant


shows economics of scale with increasing capacity, hence, an expo


nential cost Function is a good representation of plant expansion.


The cost functions presented by Smith [1968] arc in 1968 dollars.


Kaplan [1975] converted these costs to 1975 dollars using the F.PA


sewage treatment Plant Construction Cost Index [Hngineering


News-Record, 1975] .


The functional representation of capital costs for


secondary and tertiary treatment plants are:


0 < a 1 < l (2.1)


0 < "2 < ]- (2-2)


j = 1,2,...,J; n = 1,2,...,N


where, q~.. and. q~ . represent the expansion of secondary and


tertiary treatment facilities respectively in the j ' plant loca


tion, during the n 1 period; <f>- (q- . ) represents the fixed cost


function for secondary treatment plant expansion, whereas 4>. (q . )


is the incremental cost of tertiary treatment plant expansion.


The exponents a and a? are greater than zero but less than one,


indicating the existence of economies of scale.


The operational variable cost depends primarily on the opera


ting level or the amount of wastewater (millions of gallons per day)


treated, and the percentage removal or the treatment efficiency.


A great number of studies have examined the operating and
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maintenance (OfJM) costs of wastewaler treatment plants of vari


ous capacities and treatment levels. Michel [1970] estimated the


operation, maintenance and replacement costs due to labor,


chemical and electrical power costs, according, to plant size and


treatment process. Smith [1968], Shah and Reid [1970] examined


the OfTM costs of wastewater treatment plants for different plant


sizes and treatment levels. Shah and Reid [1970] developed a cost,


function by multiple regression analysis where key variables were


population, flow rates, and plant efficiencies.


The annual operating and maintenance cost functions are


developed by using the data presented by Frankel [1965] for


various levels of flow treated and the treatment levels. Data


compiled by Frankel [1965] indicates that if the treatment level


is greater than 45% (equivalent to primary removal), then the opera


tions and maintenance cost in a secondary plant Is Independent of


the treatment level but vary linearly with the volume of waste


water treated, whereas the 0§M cost for tertiary treatment


depends both on the quantity of wastewater flow and the


level of treatment. Assuming a treatment, level greater than


85%, the operation and maintenance cost for tertiary treat


ment can be presented by a quadratic function of treatment.


level. The cost functions can be quantified in the
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functional f.onw as follows:


S ( r A (? V\ 
I / -y ' / \ — O _i- O A" I La • *J I 

2 i j n ' -liir 0 1 l j n 

0.45 < 7. . < .85 
l i n " 

t r . , . , + b (Z - 0 . 8 5 ) 2 

2 2 in 

0.85 $ zo. < 1.0

. 2jn "


where 4»̂ (x-. > z ) is t.lie annual O^M cost for secondary


treatment, for a flow treated of x.. - MGD, and a treatment level


of 21 .. The subscript j and n are used to identify the plant


and the period of analysis. The OflM cost function for tertiary


treatment is <>o(xo. > z ) where xo. is the flow treated and

^ 2 2jn? 2jn ? ljn


z?. represents the treatment level in the tertiary plant. Again


the subscript j indicates the plant, and n is used for the


period of analysis, j = 1,2,,..,J and n = 1,2,...,N. The values


of the coefficients an> a,> bn, K , b^ and b^ are determined


by regression analysis.


For the secondary plant, 0§M cost function is obtained


by performing a regression analysis with flow rate (in MGD) as


independent variable and cost as dependent variable. Similarly,


for tertiary treatment plant, OQM cost function developed is


quadratic in the treatment level and linear in the plant size.


Again the operating costs presented in (4.3)-(4.4) using Frankel's
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data is in 1965 dollars. The Wholesale Price Indices for Electric,


Power, Chemicals rand Allied Products, and Industrial Conmioditi.es


[U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1975] are


employed to represent the cost functions in 1975 dollars.


These costs enter into the cost objective only when the


wastev/ator load at. a particular plant, location contains the pollu


tant under invest!oat ion, -The annual operating cost at a given


plant is then simply the sum of the annual operating costs of the


various pollutant removal at that particular plant. The total


cost in wastewater treatment plant model is then the sum of the


plants1 expansion, as well as operation and maintenance costs of


all plants over the planning period.


Let f?(Q1? g0, x, z) represent the total present value


cost of wastcwater treatment plant expansion, operation-and


maintenance, of all plants for the entire planning horizon. For


simplicity, vector notation is used wherever convenient. The


variables are defined next.


Let cu be a (NJxl) column vector of the secondary


treatment plants1 expansion capacities over the entire planning


period. Thus,
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where (j, - is represented as a. (N\]) dimensional column vector as: 

q l j 2 

qljn 

"lljN
_1 

For the te r t ia ry treatment plants, cu is a (NJxl) column vector 

of expansion capacities over the planning period. Hence, 

L. ZJ _


where cj~. can be represented as a (Nxl) dimensional column


vector as:


q2j2


Let e tlie existing Initial capacity of j secondary
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treatment plant, and q2, be the initial capacity of j ' tertiary


treatment plant.


In order to simplify the expression, the operating flow


variables x} , x2> x., x4, and x^ are grouped together and


represpited as x, where


.:1


?


x =


where each of the variables x , Si = 1,2,3,4,5 represents the


wastewater flow in MGD through the plants at different segment. £,


as depicted in Figure 2,1, Each of the flow'variables x0 for


I = 1,2,3,4,5 is a (NJxl) column vector represented as follows:


where x
•rj 
. is a (Nxl) dimensional column vector of Ith  operating


.th

variable in j location treatment plant for the entire planning
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horizon. Thus,


r~
 X
 fcjl


X
 %j 2


x£jn


where x . is the flow through t segment in j " plant in the


period n. Again, x1 . is the amount of wnstewater load treated


in a secondary plant whereas x~. is the amount treated in


tertiary plant, j during period n.


The volume of waste-water discharged into the stream reach


after primary treatment1 ;  is x~. , and x. . is the volume of
 3jn' ijn


secondary effluent discharged directly into the receiving stream


from the j olant during the n* time interval, whereas  x r .


is the amount of secondary effluent reclaimed for groundwater


recharge, j = 1,2,...,J5 n = 1,2,.,,,N. Finally, decisions


relating to the treatment efficiencies of the plants over the


entire planning period are expressed by a vector z as,


, i = 1,2,
z =


where each of the variables z , I = 1,2, represents the per


centage removal efficiency of I pollutant element. Each of the


treatment efficiency variables z is a (N.Txl) column vector
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which can be represented as follows:


W j


where z . is a (Nxl) dimensional column vector of I ^ treatment

-X.J


element in the j A location over the planning period. Hence,


z£jn


where z . represents the treatment efficiency of pollutant


element &, in the j plant, over a period n. Again, z.. . is


the percentage removal efficiency of BOD load in the secondary


plant and Zo- represents the removal efficiency of BOD load in the


tertiary treatment plant, where the subscripts j and n indicate the


plant's location and the period of analysis.
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The level of pollutants in the surface water depends on


the net discharge of each pollutant from treatment plants, the


initial pollutant load in the stream, the tributary inflow, and


streamflow condition. Each of the pollutnats can be viewed as an


objective, the levels of which can be imposed on the model based on


the decision maker's evaluation of the water quality standard. In


Sectiom 2.3, stream environment quality objectives are presented for


BOD load and DO deficit levels. A multiobjective formulation of all


noncommensurable objectives are then presented in Chapter 3.


The overall optimization problem for point source pollu


tion control can be formally stated as follows:


N J

n>in{f (clrq2,x,z) = ^  . H


•2C x2jn'z2jn) 

n
3  j (1+ >)  '} C2.5)


subject to:


(i) Resource Demand Constraints:


x , . + x_. = d. (2.6) 

j = 1 ,2 , . . . , J ; n = 1,2, . . . ,N 

(ii) Project Utilization/Capacity Constraints: 

n 
x l j n * I  qljnfQ-ii0 Secondary unit) (2.7) 

TV-1
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x	 < ? q  2 j n  
+ q 2 j  0 ( T e r t i a r y Uni t ) (2.8) 

J n=l 

j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J ; n = 1 , 2 , . . . , N 

(iii) Secondary to Tertiary Plant Transport Constraints:


=
xljn " *2jn 'X4jn "X5jn  ° C2.9)


j = 1,2,. ..,.7; n = 1,2,... ,N


(iv)	 ROD Removal lifricjcucy Const ra i.nt..s (secondary

and tertiary).


0.45 s z,. < 0.8S (2.10)

lin ^


0.8S < z < 1.0	 (2.11)


j = 1,2 T; n = 1,2,...,N.


(v) Phosphorus Removal lifficiency Constraints : 

0.8 <	 zy < 1.0 (2.12) 

j = 1,2, . . . , J ; n =" 1 ,2 , . . . ,N . 

(v) Groundwater Recharge Capacity Constraints:


x 5 j n	 < ^ (2.12)


j = 1,2,...,J; n = 1,2,...,N.


(vi) Nonnogativity Constraints: •


q, , qOJ x, z $ 0 (2.1.3)

""*JL ~ i* " ~~


Tiie cost function (2.5) presents the total cost of expan


sion and operation-and-maintenance of Bnsin-wkie wastewater


treatment plants. ITie costs of expansions of secondary and tertiary
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treatment plants are represented by $* (q . ) and ^(cu. )


respectively. The functional relationships oTrf>s(ci,- ) and


*l̂ l2-jiP a r e Presentecl in (2.1W2.2V The operating costs of


secondary and tertiary treatments are I'iven by ^-fx, . , zn . )

J
 I Jjn* ljir


and (f)2^
X2in> Z2in^ * T h e f u n c t i o n al relationships


 are
for *2(xljn/ ZJjn^ ^ +2Cx2jn' W


presented in (2.3)- (2.4)- The cost of p/roundv/ater recharge is


presented by ^ fxr- ). Finally, f (a,, cj7, x, z) is expressed


in present value cost, by applying an appropriate discounting


factor. For the case study problem a discount rate, p = 6.125?.


is used. The constraint (2.6) indicates that the wastcwater


load generated at each plant location is subjected to the treat


ment, alternatives as depicted in Fipure 2,1 Constraints (2,7)


(2.8) imply that the total capacity of secondary and tertiary


facilities at each location at any time should be at least equal


to the wastewater flow volume. The allocation of secondary efflu


ents in different alternatives such as tertiary treatment and


groundwater recharge, is satisfied by constraint (2.9). Con


straints (2.10)-(2•11) indicate the lower and upper bounds on


the BOD and phosphorus removal efficiency in secondary and tertiary


treatment plants. The groundwater recharge capacity constraint


is presented in (2.12)$ where g represents the capacity of recharge


facility in the time period n.
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In the following section, a stream water quality model is


presented. Net pollutant discharges from wastewater treatment plants into


the stream over the planning period constitute input for the stream quality


model. In particular, pollutants considered are the BOD load, DO deficit,


and phosphorus levels.


2.2 STREAM MATER QUALITY MODEL 

2.2.1 Introduction 

Until recent years, analysts in the field of water and related 

land resources emphasized economic objectives in planning while at the


expense of environmental qualities, recreational opportunities and other


related objectives. The federal principles and standards for the planning


of water and related land resources systems [Federal Register, 1973] pre


pared pursuant to the Water Resources Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-90), show


a considerable departure from past planning standards. The "Principles and


Standards" specify that the overall purpose of water and related land


resources planning will be directed toward improvement in the overall


quality of life through contributions to the objectives of national


economic development and environmental quality. These two broad-based


planning objectives have been established to place environmental concerns on


a basis equal to economic development. The Clean Water Act as amended in


1972 (Public Law 92-500) [Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 1972] focuses


attention of the elimination of all point source pollutants from the nationTs


water by 1985. The attainment prohibitive, since in most wastewater treat


ment processes, cost increases exponentially with treatment efficiency.


For example, the cost of cleaning up the last one percent of pollution may


be double that of eliminating the first 99 percent [National Water Commission,


1973]. The point sources of pollutants are characterized by those waste


constituents such as outfall of domestic sewage and industrial waste from
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municipal and industrial treatment plants respectively? whose points of


entry into water courses are known.


2.2,2 Mathematical_ Modeling _of_ Quality Objectives


The objective of the stream quality is to minimize the


critical quality components over the entire planning period in


all major streams Li the Basin. The minimization of pollutant


levels in streams i.s carried out: by observing the level of each


pollutant at all reaches of the streams. It should be noted that


a minimum acceptable level of quality for each component Is a


subjective factor. For example, municipal, industrial, agricul


tural , and recreational users may demand water of varying quality.


The stream is decomposed into a number of hypothetical


reaches. The length of each reach and location of its boundaries


are fixed by considering such factors as the locations of treatment


plants, their effluent discharge rates, hydrologic characteristics


of the stream and the existing level of quality parameters.


The environmental quality objectives should be responsive


to the publicly expressed concern over the environmental effects


of specific resource management measures within the planning area.


In addition, the trade-off analysis by the decision-maker in


multiple objective planning should properly represent the point


of view of affected groups where alternative planning objectives


are compared so that impacts measured In nonconmensurable units


may be traded-off against one another. Hence the pi-inner is


responsible for formulating his objectives in such a way that the


dccislon-iiiiker has a basis for an effective choice which in fact


represents society's choice. A decision-makerTs interest in
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environmental quality objective may be many-fold. A decision-


maker may not be satisfied simply by looking at the worst case


level of each of the quality constituents in the stream over the


planning period. Also, he may not be satisfied to look at the


overall basinal water quality problems formulated to represent the


total load of each pollutant imposed on the water body. The


decision-maker must be presented with quality measurement criteria


which can adequately form a basis for trade-off analysis.


Mien municipal sewage and industrial wastes are discharged


into surface water, its dissolved oxygen level becomes depleted.


This is due to the oxygen demanded by biodegradable materials in the


process of their decomposition. This can be remedied by removing


most of the BOD load from municipal and industrial wastes through


treatment before discharging thorn into the streams. In other words,


treatment can be loosely interpreted as reducing dissolved oxygen


deficit. Obviously, a trade-off exists between an acceptable


environmental quality in surface water and cost, (capital and


operational) associated with the removal of pollutants such as


BOD load, etc. The basis for a trade-off analysis as presented


in this study depends not only on the level of pollutants


in the stream, but. also on two other indices of measurement.


These indices are the assurance that the pollutant level taken


as the stream standard is satisfied and a norm to measure the


extent of violation of that stream standard. These indices


certainly give the decision-maker a better perspective in


determining the relative worth of costs incurred in improving the


level of water quality in the stream.
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The decision-maker while looking at the number of viola


tions of the stream standard, can at the same time be presented


with the extent of deviation in the standard at the points of


violation. The first objective is termed the assurance level and


the second objective is termed the violation norm. The four


quality objectives considered in this study are then:


(i) Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD),


(ii) Dissolved Oxygen Deficit (DO deficit),


(iii)	 Level of Assurance,


Civ) Violation Norm,


The resulting level of TOD load and DO deficit in the stream


depends on the not BOD load discharged frcm treatment plants, nm\


the tributary contribution of dissolved oxygen into the stream.


The not loads, however depend on the operational variables oC the


treatment plants. These variables include the amount of wastewater


treated in the secondary and tertiary plants, the pollutant


removal efficiencies of each plant, etc.


The stream hydrology can be defined adequately by simulating


the stream flow over time and space. In order to simulate the


stream flow, a large number of Basin parameters such as rainfall,


runoff, Basin topology, soil moisture conditions, vegetation cover,


and many other parameters are required to be known or estimated


[Crawford and Linsley, 1966; Ricca, 1972; flames et al, 1973].


Although the hydrologic cycle is fairly easy to describe in quali


tative terms, the extension of this qualitative knowledge to a more


quantitative ground is quite difficult. The accuracy of the model
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depends not only on the availability of algorithms and simulation


strategies, but alo on the availability of extensive and reliable


data. However, a critical low flow condition can be considered, in


which case the pollutant, load will describe the worst situation


in the stream. A critical low flow period is do fined, as the low


seven-day or one-month flow occurring once in ten years [Hall


and Dracup, 1970]. A low flow condition occurs in summer months


when the water temperature is high. At high temperature, the


saturation level of dissolved oxygen is reduced. At the same


time, wastewater contributes a substantial volume to river flow


due to less water in the stream. Thus, if a critical lovflow


condition is adopted for water quality analysis, the quality levels


will be satisfied under improved stream flow condition for a chosen


treatment and land management policy. Analysis based, on critical


low flow condition is justified for the following tractibility


in modeling:


(i) Stream flow dynamics can be presented by a

one-dimensional differential equation.


(ii) The modeling effort is simplified.


(iii) Data needs are greatly reduced.


(iv) Computational complexity is considerably

reduced•


(v) Model output can only describe the worst

pollution distribution in the stream.


In this study only nonconservative types of pollutants are


considered. The BOD load and DO deficit level are nonconservative


pollutants. Nonconservative pollutants are subjected to decomposition


and dilution and their concentration in a stream may depend on the other


interacting pollutants fEckenfelder, 1970],
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2.2.3 Quality Objectives


The equations describing the distribution and concentrations


of sediment and phosphorus are developed. The stream is segmented


into a total of K number of hypothetical reaches, where the sub


script k indicates the k reach. Associated with each reach k,


is BOD load from point source combinations being discharges into the


stream from industrial and municipal treatment plants in the Basin.


Under critical low flow conditions, the time of travel for a unit


volume of water from one position to another is directly proportional


to the travel distance. In other words, for constant flow, time and


distance are equivalent measures. However, when the effluent discharge


is superimposed on the critical low flow condition in the stream, the time


of travel can no longer be assumed to be constant, but is dependent


on the velocity of flow which in turn depends on the total flow volume


at each reach and the reaches upstream. The equations developed are


quite general. All component inputs are introduced. If an input


component is not applicable for the Basin, it can be deleted in the


computer model. In order to identify a treatment plant j which dis


charges its effluent in a reach k, the notation is now slightly modified.


Let j, represent the wastewater plant which discharges into a reach


k, and let k. indicate the reach into which plant j discharges its


effluent.


A mathematical relationship exists between biological oxygen


demand and dissolved oxygen in the stream. When biological oxygen demanding


material is discharged into the stream, its dissolved oxygen level


tends to bo depleted due to the oxygen demanded by the biodegradable


materials in the process of decomposition. Streeter and Phelps
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[1925] have shovji that the decomposition rate of BOD materials


and the rate at which it uses the dissolved oxygen depend


exponential])1" 0:1 dcoxygenation and reaeratioa coefficients.


The values of these coefficients are in general temperature


dependent. Since the analysis is based on the cricical lev/ flow


condition, they are assumed to be constant within each reach.


By slightly modifying the notation as described earlier in


Section 2.2, let w- . (x,z) be the net discharge of BOD load


-ft


at plant j discharging into k 1 reach in the time period


n, j = 1,2,...,J ; n - 1,2, •.. ,N. rrhe treatment plant's


configuration at. any location yields the following equation:


w .n(x,z) = w. (Xy|. (l-z.. ) + x0. 0-Zo. ) + x.. ) (2.14)

^3-yp- " " jn 4jn ljn 2jn 2jir ^jn


wliere x and z are respectively the operating and plant


efficiency variables relate-.1 to j '] plant, and w. represents


the jyross ]?OD Joad per unit volume of wast crater fibs-A'ni))


generated at plant location j durinp, period n. Tlie level of


130D Joad at the sajiipling point in the 1st reach at any period n


can IK* d̂ '-.cr iho.-l by Iho following a\n;\\ ion [St rector and


Phelps, 192SJ .


=
 [C1O+ ̂ ijjn^sz)+ a^j} + of^expC-d^Cx)) (2.15)


where,


-n = BOD load at the beginning of 1st reach in


pounds/day,
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w	 . (x,z) = Total BOD load discharged into reach 1 during


the t i m^ per i oel n in pound s/d H y.


o1', = Tributary flow contribution of BOD load into


1st reach; if no tributary flow exists,


°31n= °"


aK = Groundwater flow contribution of BOD load 

into reach 1; if no groundKater interaction 

exist , o« l n = 0. 

d. = Deoxygenation coefficient in reach 1. 

t . (x) = Time of travel in reach 1 in time period n. 

For a two-reach streajn segment, the BOD load at the 

sampling point in the 2nd reach is given by the sum of residual 

ROD load after decomposition from 1st reach and the net load 

directly into reach 2. Thus, 

Substituting	 for f31 (x,z) from (2.15) in (2.16), we get: 

2	  2t P

n = 1,2,.. . ,N 

A siiuilar development can be extended to a k reacli .strearn by 

recursive formulation to vield: 
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k . ^k ^ k ^

c,z) = c-n exp(- 7. d.t (x)) + z {K, . (x,z)} OXT.(- I d t


1U .=1 i in  j = 1 ljn £ = k/ *..


k . k .

+ x Co, - + a?- ) exp(- T. d tB (x)) (2.18)


• T i l i 1 T"i G y T T —


i=l 13 x £=1


k = 1,2,...,K ; n = 1,2,...,N

wlierc fn, (x,z) is the total BOD load (pounds/day) in reach k con


ikn - 


tributed by residual upstream loads, input loads from treatment


plants discharging directly into that reach and groundwater and


tributary inflow, if any. Again, the net BOD load from treatment


plants depend on the operational policy x and treatment


efficiencies z.


The Strceter-Phelps equation [Streetcr and Phelps, 1925]


is universally accepted for describing dissolved oxygen deficit


level in streams. The resulting level of dissolved oxygen deficit


can be expressed by a linear first order differential equation


which relates dissolved oxygen deficit to the ?W load, the initial


oxygen saturation deficit, and initial oxygen demand. The para


meters in the equation (2,18) are deoxygenation and reoxygenation


coefficients. Since in general there may be tributary flow and


groundwater-surface water interaction, the contribution of dissolved


oxygen to the mainstream through tributary and groundwater inflow


are also taken into consideration. The reoxygenation coefficient


in general depends on the hydro]ogic characteristics of the stream,


and the temperature cf water [Ilass, 1970]. The hydro]ogle charac


teristics Include the velocity of the stream, the depth of stream


water, etc. Since the net stream flow at any reach depends on


the net discharge of wastewater in that reach and readies upstream,
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and the tributary inflow, the reoxygenation coefficient is assumed


to be a function of operational policies of wastewater plants


dining each time period. Let the dissolved oxygen deficit, in


reach k during time interval n be given by f , (x,z), where

zicn ~ ~


the vectors x and z are the operational and pollutant removal


variables respectively. The dissolved oxygen deficit at the end


of the first reach in the stream at time period n, denoted by


f . (x,?:) is given by the following equation [Streeter and Phelps,


1925],


« (c2(} - ^ ( x . z )


d


- ^ (2,19)


n = 1,2,...,N


where,


c^ = Initial dissolved oxygen deficit at the head of


reach 1 in pounds/day.


w9. (r >̂ = Net added dissolved oxygen due to effluent


discharge into reach 1 during period n.


ô -, = Contribution of dissolved oxygen due to tribu


tary inflow in reach 1 during planning


interval n.


oj?., - Contribution of dissolved oxygen due to


groundwater flow into reach 1 during the


time period n.


1*1 (x) = Reoxygenation coefficient in reach 1 during


time period n.
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The initial DO deficit level c2 g depends on the saturation


level at the head of reach .1 , g , in pounds/cu.ft., the initial flow at


the head of reach 1, s , in cu.ft/day, and h , the initial dissolved


oxygen level at the head of reach 1 in pounds/day. Thus,


c?A = e s - h . By considering a two-reach stream segment, the
^0 o o o


DO deficit level at tlie end of the second reach during a period n


can be written as:


f22nCx,z) = Cr2.ln(x,z) - ^ J 2 n C x ,z)-o* 2 n - ^


(2.20) 

n = 1,2,...,N.


In (6.9), f7? (x,z). is expressed as a function of residual


DO deficit f-, (x,z), from previous reaches, the net added DO from


treatment plants directly into the reach under consideration,


w . (x,z), as well as the net BOD load f79 (x,z) in reach 2, and


of other parameters.


The above formulation can be extended to a k reach stream


segment, and. the DO deficit f?, (x.z) i.n reach k is expressed as:


k = 1,2,.. . ,K ; n 1,2,. . . ,N. 

Equation (2.21) is further modified to express in terms the 

decisions related to plants ' operations and pollutants ' exponential 

decay factors to obtain in the following form. 

http:pounds/cu.ft.
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k
r


fo1 (x,z) =-- (p> s -h ) oxp ' - x rn 
(>0t:n fx))


w2jn(x,z) oxp/- s
- Z	Z /  rt o


3-1 VX,-K.


ci0 *


J % L 1 I	 - 1

exp { - t d t (x) V exp < - £ r (x)t (x) /


I -i v  v n j 1 -04.1  v n vnv- j


k d

Wj- (x,z)! Z (~—^yij~* (exiD{ ~d

£t£n(x)} -exp{  -
r
£ n \ n ^ ) »


exp/ - S d t (x) \ exp« - E r fx)t Cx)> > (2.22)


k = 1,2,...,K; n = 1,2,...,N.


The water quality standards for BOD and DO deficit levels are


expressed as concentration of pollutants in the stream. In order to


express pollutant level in concentration, net stream flow must be


calculated. Net streamflow, s, (x), at the end of reach k during


period n is the sum of critical flow S in OJL ft/day,


added flow due to tributary inflows, v, in reach k and readies


upstream, and the not effluent volume u, (>0 directly discharged

Kn


to reach k during time-period n and all reaches upstream.


net effluent discharge u, (x) in turn, depends on the operational


decision x of secondary and tertiary plants. Therefore, the


stream flow in reach k over a period n is:
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•"'k


k = 1,2,...,K ; n = 1,2,...,N.


The concentration of pollutant p in an>r reach k can be


obtained simply by dividing net load of pollutant p in reach 1:


by the net stream flow 31^(x) in that reach at any period n.


Since net load of pollutants are in pounds/day and stream flow is


3 , 3


expressed in ft'Alay, the concentration is expressed in pounds/ft' .


However, an appropriate conversion factor may be used to convert


pounds/ft^ to other unit such as, mg/litre.


Let f , be the concentration of pollutant p in reach k


over a period n.


Thus, for BOD load and DO deficit level which depend,


only on point source pollutant discharge, are given by:


^?) W^) / SknC^ (2.24)

p = 1,2; k = 1,2,...,K: n = 1,2,...,N.


Thus the resultant level of pollutants, namely BOD and DO deficit


in the stream over the planning period are now obtained for a


particular policy of plants1 operation.


It has been mentioned earlier in the chapter that presenting


the level of pollutants in all stream reaches over the planning


period may not be adequate or practical. At the same time, present


ing the decision maker with only the v:orst case condition of


quality with respect to each pollutant over the planning period is


not. adequate, since the decision mker does not have knowledge on


the frequency of violation of quality standard, nor does he know
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the number of observation points where quality level exceeds the


prescribed standard. Hence two additional indices of quality


measurement are considered: (i) level of assurance, and (ii) viola


tion norm.


Kaplan [1975] introduced an assurance level of satisfying


a water quality standard by defining a water quality standard as


that level of quality which will be violated by some specified


fraction of the total number of observations. Considering a total


of P pollutants, measured at K readies over a period of


N intervals, a total of PKN observations can be generated. The


number of observations (or data points) included in actual


analysis can be considerably less than PKN, since it may not be


necessary to observe pollutant level at all reaches. Only those


critical readies where stream standards are most likely to be


violated may be sufficient. For each pollutant a total of KN obser


vations can be generated. By using notations, similar to those used


by Kaplan [1975], let G (x,z,z) be a random variable with discrete


probability function so that P (G (x,z,z) = f , ) = ^ , where

p p - - ~ pxn KIN


P (G (•) = f , ) represents the probability that the value of a
p p J pkn l


random variable G is equal to f , . Thus,
p l pkn '


K N


k=l n=l p p pKn


Let. D (f , ) be a discrete distribution function represent-
p pKn


ing-the probability of having the value of random variable G less


than or equal to some specified standard f , , i.e.,


D (f , ) = P (G fx,z,£) < f , ). The distribution function D (f , )
p pkn p p *•• - - pkn' p^ pkn


is thus described by choosing a set of assurance levels and deter
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mining the corresponding levels of water quality. A water quality


standard may be defined as that level of quality which will be


violated by a specified fraction of the total number of observations,


The lesser the number of violations of water quality standards, the


greater the level of assurance of satisfaction. The assurance


level can thus be represented by a scalar quantity, say a , for


pollutant p, p = 1,2. The range of values of a varies from


zero to one, i.e., 0 < a s i . For a pollutant p, a =1 indicates


an assurance level of 100% for some specified standard for


pollutant p. Similarly, a =0, indicates an assurance level


of ()°o. In other words, the quality standard for pollutant p is


violated at all observation points KN at all. readies over the


planning period. Thus, for each pollutant p, the expected


number of standard violations is presented by a scalar quantity


(l~a )KN, having an assurance of a , p = 1,2. There may be


several criteria in establishing a water quality standard. An


average value of pollutant level over all readies over the


planning period may be selected as a criterion. A worst, case


level of pollutant at all reaches over the entire planning period


may also be chosen as a standard. If a i\Torst case level of a


given pollutant for all reaches, over the entire planning period


is selected as standard, then this standard will have a model


expected, frequency of violation of 0! or equivalently an assurance


of 1001. Hence, for worst case level of a given pollutant p,


a is always equal to one. However, if an average value of


water quality level for each pollutant p is selected, then the


model expected frequency of violation of water quality standard
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is not necessarily 0%, unless the water quality level in all


reaches over the entire planning period is uniform. The later


criterion is selected in this study. Referring to (6.15)- (6.16),


the stream quality objectives are modified to include the above


criteria. Let f represent either the worst case or the average


quality level of objective for a given pollutant p. Hence, if the


first criteria is chosen, then we may write:


f (x,z) - max max f , (x,z) for p = 1,2 (2.25)

p
 ~ ~ ncN kcK pkn "' "


However, if an average level of pollutants in the stream


over the planning period is chosen, then the quality objective f


for a given pollutant p can be written as:


1 f K N ')

£ (x,z) - L Z l  W x > z ) for P = 1?2 (2


P " - **• ^ - 1 n=l pkn ~ " <


An additional Index of quality measurement is Introduced


along with the assurance objective that indicate the extent of


violation of quality standard at the observation points for each


pollutant p. The decision-maker while considering


the number of violations of stream standard,* is also presented


with the amount of violation at the observation points. In other


words, the amount of deviation in the stream quality levels from


a specified standard is also considered as a criterion of the


decision-maker's assessment for trade-off analysis. The extent


of violation is presented to the decision-maker by introducing a


violation or error norm. In this case an absolute norm Is adopted.


Let the level of quality for a given pollutant p at the


observation points where the standard is violated with a specified
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assurance of a and for a net pollutant discharge of w , (x,z)


into the stream for all k=l,2,...,K and n=l,2,...,N, be donoted by


£ (x,z). The subscript v denotes the data points where the


standard is violated, v = 1, 2....V • The total number of observa


tion points where a given pollutant; p lias violated the specified


quality standard is denoted by V • In practice, for a pollutant p,


V = (1-a )KN for an assurance of a . In general, usinq a vector
p ]Y p


notation, let a represent the assurance of satisfying quality


standard for all the pollutants under analysis, where,


T
a = [ou ,a?] . The water quality standard for a pollutant p


which can be achieved by an assurance of a may be defined as


f (x,z,a)?  x  v, v = 1,2,...,V . Let the
pvv- -* -J at the observation point P


violation norm for a given pollutant p be denoted by 6 which


is also a scalar quantity. Thus, 3 can be represented as an


absolute norm:


M V ? ' 5 ' 9 ) "  V C x > z ) M C2 26)
'

where p thus represents the maximum level of violation of


water quality standard for a pollutant p, p - 1,2.


By including a deviation norm as a measure of environmental


quality, the decision-maker is likely to arrive at a better judgment.


In a sense, the assurance level can be viewed as risk and uncertainty,


whereas the violation norm is a measure of the sensitivity in the


attainment of other performance objectives. Hall and Haimes [1975],


Haimes, Hall and Freedman [1975] justified the need for including


these soft objectives in water resources planning. The water


quality objectives f (x,z,a,g) for each pollutant can now


be formulated as that level of pollutant p in
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the stream for a specified attainment level of assurance a, and a


violation norm of g. The vector 6 represents the violation norm


T
for each of the pollutants p, p = 1,2, where § = [g-, ,go] . Again,


p = 1 indicates BOD level, and p = 2 represents the DO deficit level.


In summary, water quality is analyzed by jointly considering


the effect of pollutants from point sources (wastewater plants) in the


Basin. The mathematical models are developed to analyze the stream


quality responsive to the pollutants under consideration. The waste


water treatment planning model considers capital expenditures and


operational costs for expansion as well as operation and maintenance


of pollution control facilities. The formulation of planning model,


both secondard and testiary treatment processes are taken into account.


In the following chapter, the cost objectives and stream quality ob


jectives are utilized in amultiobjective analysis framework.
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CHAPTER 3


MULTIOBJECTIVE INTEGRATED PLANNING MODEL FOR


SURFACE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL


3.1 INTRODUCTION


This chapter presents a method of integrating the planning


models developed in Chapter 2. The cost objective of the planning


models is the operation and expansion of wastewater treatment plants


in the Basin. The optimization problem for the Basin-wide planning


involves a large number of decision variables and many constraints.


Thus its direct solution is computationally difficult.


Also a single model approach for the planning of water resources


is deficient and incapable of representing all the couplings among the


various systems components and activities. The hierarchical-multiobjective


modeling is a natural approach which is responsive to the large scale


and complexity of these systems. This approach is essential for handling


the planning of large-scale water resources and environmental systems,


while taking into consideration the multiple objectives and goals as well


as all systems' interactions. Since the hierarchical-multiobjective


analyses are complementary to each other and are part of an overall


approach in the decisionmaking process, a brief discussion on these


approach is presented in this chapter [Haimes, 1976].
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The concept of the multilevel approach is based on the decomposi


tion of large-scale, complex systems and the subsequent modeling of


them into "independent" subsystems. This decentralized approach, by


utilizing the concepts of strata, layers and echelons, enables the


system analyst to analyze and comprehend the behavior of the subsystems


at a lower level and to transmit the information obtained to fewer


subsystems at a higher level. Each subsystem is separately and


independently optimized, with perhaps different optimization tech


niques being applied, based on the nature of the subsystem models as


well as on the objectives and constraints of the subsystems. This is


termed a first-level solution. The subsystems are joined by coupling


variables which are manipulated at a second or higher level in order


to arrive at the optimal solution of the whole system. This is teimed


the second- or higher-level solution. One way to achieve subsystem


"independence" is by first relaxing one or more of the necessary con


ditions for optimality, and then satisfying these conditions at the


second level.


Decomposition and multilevel optimization approaches have


several significant advantages in solving large-scale, complex optimi


zation problems over conventional optimization methods. For example,


by decomposing the problem into several subproblems (subsystems), a


conceptual simplification of a complex system is achieved. This is


especially important for highly coupled systems, where the outputs of


one subsystem are the inputs to others. The decomposition yields a


reduction in the dimensionality of the problem at hand at the expense
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of having to solve several subproblcms of smaller dimensions. This


in turn reduces the computational effort involved, such as problem


formulation time, programming effort, debugging effort, and the number


of cards to be punched, etc. A significant advantage of the multilevel


approach is that none of the system model functions needs to be linear,


and thus more flexible mathematical models can be constructed to repre


sent the real system. Note that a major shortcoming and deficiency


of classical systems engineering practices is that they often result


in an imbalance between system modeling and system optimization. This


is reflected by the vast number of linearized models in the literature


that take advantage of the Simplex method and its extensions. By


applying the decomposition and multilevel optimization techniques, no


such costly sacrifice of realism in modeling is needed, as more repre


sentative and sophisticated nonlinear multivariable dynamic mathematical


models can be constructed. Furthermore, interactions among subsystems


can be handled, since at the lower levels the subsystems1 "independences1


are achieved via pseudo variables. The above trade-off between system


modeling and system optimization is minimized by the applicability of


the approach to both static and dynamic systems. Thus the time domain


which plays an important role in a water resources system need not be


imbedded or ignored in the analyses (as is the case in static models;


e.g., linear programming). Therefore the water resource system can be


modeled by both static algebraic equations and"dynamic differential


equations. Both centralized and decentralized decisionmaking processes


can be considered via the hierarchical-multilevel approach. This is


especially important for regional water resources management, including


regional wtiter quality control and pollution abatement.
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Four major sources of complexity arise in attempting the


modeling task for environmental and water resources planning. The


sources of complexity, which are due to the coupling in natural


systems, are listed below [Haimes and Macko, 1973].


(i)	 Temporal Coupling: The planning horizon in such studies

spans periods which vary from 15 to 50 years. The dynamic

changes in the demographic, economic, hydrologic, and other

elements should be accounted for.


(ii)	 Political-Geographical Coupling: The basin or the region

is often divided into several major planning subareas

based on political-geographical boundaries, which cross

hydrologic boundaries.


(iii)	 Hydrologic Couvling: An alternative subdivision of a

river basin or region is on a hydrologic basis. In

particular,, the analysis of flood plains and water

quality is made on a hydrologic basis.


(iv)	 Functional Couvling: The various planning objectives

and goals (e.g., to control flooding, enhance recreation

opportunities, enhance water quality, etc.) are coupled

with each other so that improving one objective may

affect all others.


Clearly, each of the above classes of coupling provides a basis


for a different system decomposition with a corresponding hierarchy of


models. Figure 3.1 depicts such a hierarchy of two layers, where the


first is the decomposition layer and the second is the coordination


layer. The first layer is composed of two levels. The second level


constitutes m planning subareas based on the geographical-political


decomposition. The first level constitutes n objective functions in


the planning study based on the functional decomposition. The second


layer is the overall hierarchical coordination layer where a multiobjective


optimization method may be applied. The temporal and hydrological coupling


are analyzed implicitly. Other hierarchical structures are possible and


their choice depends on the specific needs and goals of the systems analyst


as well as on the type and availability of data.
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Figure 3.1 Hierarchical Modeling for Environmental Water Resources Planning
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A hierarchical structure based on hydrologic decomposition in


the Basin may also be suitably applied to the solution of the integrated


multiobjective planning problem. The overall Basin-wide cost function


is decomposed functionally into smaller subproblems, each of which


represent facilities within a hydrological sub-basin. A multiobjective


optimization problem is formulated recognizing that the stream quality


objectives are noncommensurable with the cost objective. At the first


level, the primal Lagrangian problem for each subsystem is solved for


a minimum cost strategy with a fixed Lagrange multiplier chosen at the


second level. The optimum values of the decision variables related to


the wastewater treatment problem are utilized to determine the resulting


water quality of the major streams in the Basin. Based on a specified


water quality standard for individual pollutants, the resulting number


of violation of stream standards and the violation norm are calculated.


The wastewater treatment problem considers the expansion


and operation of plants at each location* Since the projected


load of raw wastewater increases over time at each plant location,


the expansion and operation of plants are considered jointly.


The expansion schedule at each plant includes both secondary and


tertiary treatment facilities. This is particularly important in


the light of U.S. Public Law 92-500. Since the benefits from most


wastewater treatment processes are subject to severely diminishing


return with the increase in treatment efficiency, the model will enable


one to examine the cost savings of gradually improving the quality


of discharged effluent as opposed to implementing a !zero discharge7


policy by 1985 and the requirement of "best available teclinology"


by 1983 for wastewater treatment plants.
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The stream quality objectives are developed in Chapter 2,


taking into account the hydrologic characteristics of stream, the


effluent discharge volume at stream reaches, the net pollutant dis


charge, tributary inflows> groundwater contribution of pollutants, travel


tijne and other parameters. The operational policies of the wastewater


treatment plants are used to determine the net discharge of a pollutant


into stream reaches. For different values of net discharges allowed


for each pollutant, a different set of water quality level in the stream


is obtained. In the next section, the submodels presented in the previous


chapter are integrated to form a multiobjective optimization problem.


3-2 MULTIOBJECTIVE INTEGRATED MODEL


The overall multiobjective problem is presented in this section.


The cost function is the present-value cost of capacity expansion and


operations of the secondard and tertiary treatment facilities,


f2(q-j> q2? x, z). The effect of water withdrawal from streams and


groundwater in the Maumee. River Basin though affect the prevailing


stream quality in some instances, is negligible. Hence the ground


and surface water supply management and optimization problem is treated


separately.


An improvement in water quality standard can be achieved


by decreasing the pollutants discharged into the stream, toy de


crease in pollutants however results in an incremental cost in


wastewater treatment arid land management. In other words, there


exists a trade-off between the cost of pollution control and water


quality. A multiobjective optimization of management cost and


water quality objectives is thus necessary. The Surrogate Worth
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Trade-off method [Ilames and Hall, 1974a; Haimes, Hall, and


Freedman, 1975] is utilized for multiobjective analysis. It


involves a vector optimization of nonconunensurable objectives with


an appropriate set of constraints. The vector optimization problem


min [foCq1,g2,x?z)? f-^x^a,?), f2(x,z,a


where f (g-,g^,x,z) represents the combined present-value cost of


wastewater treatment; f1(x,z>a9Q) and fo(x,z,a,6) are water quality


objectives with respect to BOD load and DO deficit level respectively


in the stream, with level of assurance a and violation norm of 3,


The wastewater treatment plant model has a number of physical


and environmental constraints which must be satisfied. Constraints


(2.6) - (2.13) associated with the wastewater treatment problem are


presented in Chapter 2.


3.2.1 Multiobj ective Formulation


A multiobjective optimization problem is then formulated as


follows:


f Cx,z,a,3)
1 - - - 


nun

£2Cx,z,a,§)
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rjn 3jn jn


j = 1,2,...,.7 ; n = 1,2,...,N


n

X.. . < i c n q l io 1.111 L 

n 
Xo - £ 

2jn n=] Jjn 
q2jo 

j - 1,2,...,J ; n = 1,2,...,N


x.. - xo. - x.. - xr. =0 n ^

Ijn 2jn 4jn Sin (p.^j


j = 1,2,...,J ; n = 1,2,...,N


0.45 < z]j n < 0.85 (3.6)


0.85 < z2j n < 1.0 (3.7)


j = 1,2,...J ; n = 1,2,...,N


X5jn s £n ^-8)


j = 1,2,...J ; n = 1,2,...,N


q r q2, x, z, > 0 (3>9)


Haimes [1970] used an e-constraint approach to solve a vector


optimization problem. Here the s-constraint approach is further utilized


to derive the surrogate trade-off ratios. The water quality objectives


f (x,z,a,B) for p = 1,2 represent that level of pollutant p in the


stream which will be violated at (1-a )KN number of observation points,


and will have a violation norm of B • The multiobjective problem can


be solved for various levels of net pollutant discharge from treatment


plants. The resulting level of pollutant concentrations in the stream


is obtained by solving the appropriate water quality equations presented
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in Chapter 2. The maximum concentration or the worst quality case of


each pollutant at one or more KN numbers of data points can then be re


garded as having an assurance level of 1001 i.e., zero number of violations,


thus the corresponding value of the violation norm is also zero. Hence,


an e-constraint problem can be solved for different levels of net pollutant


discharge policies resulting in a different set of planning for operational


policies in the wastewater treatment plants. Note that the concentration


in the stream reaches k during a period n for pollutant p is given by


f •. (x,z) • Let e , be the maximum allowable level of pollutant p in stream


reach k during time period n, p = 1,2; k = 1,2,..•,K ;


n = ],2,...,N. Since a uniform pollutant level is considered


over the planning period, the subscripts k and n may be


dropped from c . • Considerino the cost objective y ^ j ^ ' ^ t  O


as primary, and the quality objectives as secondary, the c-constraint


problem may be written as follows:


min {f (q ,q9>x,z)} (3.10)

q q x z u ~x -**


p p p = i > 2 (3.11)


k = 1,2,...,K; n = 1,2,...,N


=
Xljn + X3jn  djn (3.12)


1,2,...,.7; n = 3,2,...,N


n


^ C3.13)


n

X2jn $  J 2

 q2jn + q2jo


j = 1 , 2 T; n = 1 , 2 , . . . , N 
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=X l jn " X2jn " X4jn ' X5.in  ° C3.15) 

j = 1,2, T; n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N 

0.45 < z ] i n < 0.85 (3.16) 

0.85 $  z 2 i n < 1.0 (3.17) 

j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J ; n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N 

x 5 j n 5 gn (3.18) 

j = 1 , 2 , . . . , J ; n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N 

where C3.ll) are quality objectives formulated as


e-constraints. Constraints (7.16)-(7.17) are related to nonpoint


source pollutants indicating its upper and lower bounds. Constraints


related to wastewater treatment problems are presented by (7.18)


(7.25). In (3.11) the right-hand side c may be


varied parametrically. The e-constraint problems (3,10) - (3,19)


are solved for each parametric value of e and corresponding


total optimal cost and optimal decision variables are obtained.


Again, instead of considering different values of pollutant level


in the stream reaches over the planning period, a uniform standard


with respect to each pollutant p, is assumed for all reaches


and over the entire planning horizon.


The c-constraint approach [Ilaimes and Wisiner, 3972; Ilaimes, 3 970;


and Hnimes, Hall, and 1;recdmnn, 197S] is utilized providing the


information needed to generate the trndc-offs. The solution of


the optimization problem described by (3.10)-(3.19) for binding
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c-constraints (3.12) would generate noninferior solution 

and corresponding t rade-offs . By varying the right-hand sides of 

(7 .14)-(7 .15) , noninferior region may be generated. Forming 

Lagrangian L fq^q^x^z ) for the above problem, y ie lds : 

r K N r 
min< L(qvc[2,x,z ) = f ^ c ^ ,q 2 ,x ,z ) + Z £ L


v " k~l n " !


C 3 ' 2 0  ) 

S.t . 

where S is a set of decision variabl.es satisfying constraints (3.13)


(3.19̂ ) of the original problem, and X , is the Lagrange multipliers

pKXl


associated to the ^-constraints for p = 1,2* k = 1,2,..,,K;


n = 1,2,...,N, Only the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimality


[Kulm and Tucker, 1950] , for which the following conditions hold


are of interest here:


< 7 1 - r 1 = 0 (3.21)


u
K->*} " '2j "  (3.22)


Alkn* X2kn >̂  0 (3,23)


k = 1,2,...,K; n = 1,2,...,N.


Clearly, i f CfpknCO"  £
p ) < 0 for any p = 1,2; k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,K


and n - ] , 2 , . . . , N , tlie corj-cspouc! in;1, utu 11 ipl ier A .. -• (), ;iiul

|) K! I


the solution is not guaranteed to be a noninferior point. However,
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for f -, (-)"c ~0> corresponding A , is either zero or nonzero


positive. When each of the multipliers X , is positive, the corre


sponding solution is a noninferior one.


Let X , be a function of e , c where


X i Ce-i 5
 eo ) indicates marginal increase in. cost obiective


pkn 1 2 ' *
*

f (q ,q[ ,x,z) incurred in reducing the level of p pollutant, r >


by one unit in reach k during the time period n, given satisfactory


levels of other objectives  c , i f p. From p.20) one may obtain:


v e 2 } • - % • - C3-24) 

p = 1 , 2 ; k = 1 , 2 , . . . K ; n = 1 , 2 , . . . , N . 

However, at the minimum of Lagran^irui> the constraints (3.21) - (3.22)


are all satisfied, so that,


'flicref ore,


9f

X p b i ( £ : r  £ 2 ' zy U) = • vr ' P = 1*2> (

V 

k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K ; n = 1 , 2 , . . . , N . 

Since we are interested in noninferior solution, for which the


e-constraints arc binding for all nonzero multipliers, (3.24)


can be finally written as:


3f 

W v e2' €
5'

 £
4
} = " jr~r t 

plm 

p - 1,2; k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K ; n - 1 , 2 , . . . , N . 
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As discussed earlier in this chapter, the above optimiza


tion problem involves a large number of decision variables and


constraints, thus a hierarchical decomposition may be of advantage


in reducing computational complexity. Each subsystem problem is


handled by a conventional optimization technique. The above


problem may also be solved by using an efficient nonlinear pro


gramming algorithm. The Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG)


algorithm [Lasdon et al, 1973] for nonlinear optimization is found


to be quite efficient in solving the e-constraint problem presented


above. A two-level optimization scheme based on a basinfs hydrologic


boundaries may also be suitably used. Such a hydrologic decomposition


structure is shown in Figure 3.2.




DECISION-MAKER

(S'\T Method)


epkn' P=


k=l,2,. ,K k=l,2, .,K

n=l,2,. ,N * n = l , 2 , .,N


Coordinator


ON

IN)


(q1,q2,x,z,z)\ IX* (q1,q2,x,z,z


Sub-basin 1 Sub-basi j \ j Sub-basin J 

Point Dist. Point Dist. Point Dist. 
Source Source Source Source Source Source 

Figure 3,2, Hydrological Decomposition Structure
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3,2o2 Decision-Maker and tlic^^urrop.crle Ĵ 2LLllJ;iH?iLL511 

Before applying the Surrogate Worth Trade-off Method to 

the integrated problem, i t is necessary to outline the following 

definitions [I la lines and Hall, 1974a]. 

Noninf er i.or So Int. ion: A non inferior solution is one in 

which no decrease can be obtained in any of the 

objectives without causing a simultaneous increase 

in at least one of the other objectives, 

indifference band is defined to 

be the subset of the noninf er lor set. where the


improvement cf one objective function is equivalent


in the mind of the decision-maker to the necessary


degradation of others.


Preferred SoIutijDii: A preferred solution is defined to


be any noninferior feasible solution which belongs


to the indifference band.


By varying the right-hand side of epsilon-constraints


(3,12), . all noninferior solutions may be generated. However,


in our study, we have adopted a uniform basin wide effluent dis


charge policy. A particular combination of operating policies


for wastewater plants results in a set of pollutant levels in stream


reaches over the planning period, The average value of quality level


with respect to each pollutant for the entire planning period, e9


the level of assurance, a , and violation nom, 8 , are calculated
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for each pollutant p. Thus, a set of uniform effluent discharge


policies for all treatment facilities can be adopted and for each


policy a corresponding water quality distribution over the stream reaches


can be obtained. At this point, the Lagrangian problem (3,20) is solved,


utilizing the stream quality values distributed over stream reaches, as


obtained from water quality models in Chapter 2. The Lagrangian problem


would generate a set of trade-off-values corresponding to each water quality


models of Chapter 2, The Lagrangian problem would generate


a set of trade-off values corresponding to each water quality


objective. Once the set of trade-off values corresponding to


solutions within the noninferior region are generated, the


decision-maker must select a preferred solution from those candi


date solutions, based on his subjective preferences. At this point,


there are several alternatives open as to the interaction with the


decision-maker. The decision-maker may be presented with an


average value of trade-off with respect to each pollutant, i.e.,


Alternatively, the decision-maker may be interested in maximum value


of trade-off over all reaches and for all time period. Thus,


max {


k c K n e N


The systems analyst (coordinator) Interacts with the decision-


maker by presenting him the total cost involved in attaining
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given levels of environmental quality objectives (represented by


average value, c p = 1,2 and the trade-offs


\ ) p ]  2 g with levels of assurance a and violation 

norm g. The decision-maker is asked to give his evaluation of 

X Cthe worth of O-)C
C
1> 2 ) marginal units of total cost in


curred in improving an additional unit of p quality objective,


given the attainment levels of e. for all p, p = 1,2 and


given the levels of assurance a, and violation norm 3.


By asking the decision-maker sufficient questions at various


points within noninferior region, the Surrogate Worth function


W (c. ,eo) can be constructed for each two objective functions

op r 2;


The optional solution (often known as preferred solution) is those


values of water quality objectives e*, p = 1,2 and total cost


objective f*(E*,e*) where the decision-maker is simultaneously


indifferent to all trade-offs.


In summary, this chapter presents a multiobjective model


formulation by integrating the submodels presented in Chapter 2.


Since the cost objective is noncojrpnensurable and in direct


conflict with water quality objectives, an optimal solution in


volves a vector optimization problem. The Surrogate Worth Trade-off


method is utilized in solving this multiobjective problem.


Twor different water quality components are included in


the study. These are BOD lo^i qnd DO deficit,


In addition, the level of assurance of satisfying the water
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quality standard and violation norm indicating the extent of


violation of standards are included as a measure of performance.


A uniform effluent discharge policy is adopted for both point and


nonpoint source pollutants. Different effluent discharge standards


result in different pollution levels in the stream. The distri


bution of pollution levels in the stream over the planning period


is then obtained by solving the water quality model equations


presented in Section 2.2, Either a-worst level oj* the mean value


of quality distributed, over the stream, with respect to each


pollutant for a specific effluent discharge policy can be taken


as standard.


Once the distribution of pollutant levels over the stream


segments are obtained for any specified effluent discharge policy,


the Lagrangian problem is solved by substituting those values of


quality levels at the right-hand sides of e-constraints. The


optimal solution of Lagrangian problem yields the trade-offs


between the cost and water quality objectives (when the trade-offs


are positive)• The Surrogate Worth function is constructed by


asking the decision-maker to give his evaluation of preferences


among trade-offs, given the levels of attainment of all objectives-


The optimal solution of multiobjective problem is the


point where all the Surrogate Worth functions are simultaneously


zero. However, it may be possible that no solution is obtained


where the Surrogate Worth functions are simultaneously zero. In


that case, additional noninferior points may be presented to the
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decision-maker or, alternatively, the optimal solution is chosen


for which a majority of the optdmality conditions are satisfied.


In the following chapter, modeling of a complex groundwater


system by decomposition and superposition approach is presented,


which is a further extension of our work of Phase I and II of this


proj ect.
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CHAPTER 4


MODELING OF A COMPLEX, LARGE-SCALE GROUNDWATER SYSTEM —


THE DECOMPOSITION AND SUPERPOSITION APPROACH


4.1 INTRODUCTION


In Phase I the application of the decomposition and superposition


approach as a modeling procedure for a multicell aquifer groundwater system


was introduced [Haimes, 1973]. A hierarchy of response functions was


developed in Phase II [Haimes, 1974], relating the complex system response


to imposed input. The above developments laid the groundwork to practically


establish mathematical models for coupling physical water systems with


administrative, economical and other considerations. This study is there


fore devoted to two aspects of the desired analysis:


1) To establish the multicell-particular cell simulation procedure


as a major tool for large-scale groundwater system analysis. Two chapters


summarize this goal. The first contains the model itself, repeated from


Phase I, but with well-established procedures and mathematical justifi


cations. The second contains the identification schemes as developed in


Phases I and II but modified to use the decomposition of groundwater


approach. Sensitivity analysis is applied to point out the advantages


associated with the modified approach.


2) The second aspect of the desired analysis is to analyze, develop


and apply a management model for the conjunctive use of a large-scale,


complex groundwater system with other water resources. Three chapters
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are devoted to this purpose. In one we formulate a general model where


the distributed parameter system is explicitly considered. Next the model


is applied to the case study described in Phases I and II, namely the


Fairfield-New Baltimore area, Dayton, Ohio. Finally, based on the


general model, an example problem is solved where the conjunctive use of


groundwater, streams and a surface reservoir is considered. The discussion


is completed by introducing a multiobjective analysis to that same area.


4.2 THE NEEDS FOR MODEL DECOMPOSITION


The groundwater simulation model plays an important role in all


studies on groundwater systems: Prickett and Lonnquist [1971], Tyson


and Weber [1964], Pinder and Bredehoeft [1968], Bear et al [1972],


and Haimes [1973]. A simulation model will also be used in this study


as the basis for developing ways of coupling the physical system with


management models. However, there are many disadvantages to digital


simulation models developed and used in groundwater systems modeling


problems. While the traditional approach, Prickett and Lonnquist,


[1971], may be appropriate for systems governed by a single partial


differential equation, applying it to systems whose portions are governed


effectively by different equations may make the modeling difficult.


Another disadvantage occurs when the system consists of several combined


unit aquifers. Although each unit is affected by the others, an input


from within a unit has a greater influence than an input from outside,


Haimes et al [1968]. Thus, points within and outside a given unit


deserve different weightings in the model. Finally, for any real water


resources system, it is likely that detailed analysis will require


extensive computer capacity followed by a considerable amount of input
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data which may prove to be an important restriction, Maddock [1973],


In particular, this difficulty prevails for a large-scale aquifer


system where direct use of traditional techniques may prove inadequate.


In the following a new approach to the construction of a ground


water simulation model is proposed, (Figure 4,1). The basic principle


is to apply system decomposition techniques in constructing a hierarchy


of simulation models. These models are aimed at determining a particular


response to overall distributed activities (pumpage, recharge, etc.)


throughout the system. The idea of the multicell model, Bear et al


[1972], is used farther up in the model's hierarchy for determining


boundary conditions for a particular cell where the point(s) of interest


has been located. The particular cell, while isolated from the rest of


the system by means of the computed boundary conditions, is now modeled


from an accurate analysis. This proposed modeling procedure may provide


an improved solution to some of the difficulties of traditional ground


water simulation models:


1. For a large-scale, complex system, where a compact simulation


model on a digital computer is evidently inadequate, the proposed technique


may prove to be a real advantage. The principle of water balance


equations used in formulating the multicell model provides a first


approximation for the interactions between different parts of the system.


Thus vertical flows as well as horizontal flows are computed along with


other conditions along interfaces. These are then used as boundary con


ditions for decomposing the system into subsystems each of which, while


isolated, is easily modeled and solved. There is no standard procedure,




MULTICELL SIMULATION MODEL AGGREGATED


AGGREGATED APPROACH INPUT


DETAILED INPUT REAL SYSTEM


<s° o


PARTICULAR CELL PARTICULAR CELL

MODEL MODEL

r


SYSTEM DECOMPOSITION


RESPONSE


Assumptions: 1) Error due to aggregation is small (function of distance).

2) Solution is unique.


FIGURE 4.1.. SIMULATION MODELS HIERARCHY
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however, for decomposing the system, and it is the ingenuity and ex


perience of the system analyst that are required for an improved model


structure.


2. The extensive computer capacity that is often needed intro


duces an important restriction to applying groundwater models. This


restriction is best overcome by decomposing the model. In many cases,


a groundwater simulation model is viewed as an operational tool which


is used periodically. This view requires frequent running of the simu


lation program using mini- or middle-sized digital computers "on-line."


A step-by-step procedure may permit a large-scale groundwater system to


be simulated on a computer with a limited capacity.


3. The unavailability of input data with which to identify a


groundwater system to be modeled by digital simulation is in most cases


the main source of errors in the model's results. Bear et al [1972].


Under a given budget for data collection, it is essentially the


vicinity of the interesting area that is expected to affect the model


results the most, Haimes et al [1968]. Hence, data collection efforts


should be concentrated mainly on identifying that part of the system.


The proposed technique offers the advantage of considering in detail


a particular cell while the rest of the system is aggregated by means


of the multicell. Obviously, this advantage is greatly appreciated


where the interest is on an isolated subsystem. It may not be so where


interest in the system response is equally distributed over all or most


of the system.
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4. The hierarchy of models structure in the proposed modeling


technique (Figure 4.1), is actually not restricted by the geological


or hydrological conditions of the modeled area. Hence, the lower level


subsystems may be defined subject to administrative considerations.


This may be desirable in cases where the groundwater model essentially


couples the system with some management model where an administrative


scheme controls well pumpages and artificial recharges. The advantage


of having the structure of the simulation model follow that of the


management model is evident.


The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a general discussion


of groundwater simulation models, including the multicell model and the


particular cell model comprising the model decomposition context. Some


of the essential conditions and assumptions underlying the proposed


technique are discussed and analyzed. Applications to a case study


illustrate the procedures, pointing out the advantages of the proposed


technique as opposed to other methods.


4,3 GROUNDWATER SIMULATION MODELS


A brief discussion aimed at introducing groundwater mathematical


models can be found in Bear et al [1972]. Prickett and Lonnquist


[1971] analyze digital computer aquifer simulation models more


profoundly. A detailed formulation for developing groundwater simu


lation models is found in Pinder and Bredehoeft [1968], regarding


unsteady-state flow of a fluid in a confined aquifer. A three-


dimensional flow equation system is discussed by Bredehoeft and
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Pinder [1970]. A brief list of possible mathematical models to


approximate groundwater flow under different conditions is given by


Haimes [1973] , based on Bear [1972] and others.


The common feature of most digital simulation models developed to


date is that they are constructed to solve sets of equations with


associated boundary conditions. These equations are assumed to describe


mathematically the flow in the aquifer system. Because of the complexity


of boundary conditions in the real world, no explicit solution is yet


available, and hence the digital computer program is essentially for


solving the mathematical model's response to a specified stress imposed


on the system. The technique basically used is to solve numerically


the set of equations while satisfying the boundary conditions. The


procedure is to simultaneously solve the system equations, while taking


into account initial and boundary conditions and the particular set of


forcing functions for which the system response is desired.


The discussion in Section 4.2on the disadvantages of commonly


used simulation models relates directly to the above approach.


The decomposition approach however, suggests a different way of


solving the same mathematical model, arriving at the solution in a


step-by-step procedure. In that procedure, the final step corre


sponds to the solution of the so-called particular cell model. The


solution to this model is possibly subject to boundary conditions


determined by previous steps via the multicell model. The mathemati


cal model which is used in our study is now represented.
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Darcy's law and Jacob [1950], provided Pinder and Bredehoeft


[1968] the basis for showing that for two-dimensional laminar flow


in an anisotropics non-homogeneous porous medium9 the hydraulic head


h(x,y9t) is given by the partial differential equation


(4J


where T(x5y) is the transmissivity coefficient9 S(xsy) is the


storage coefficient, and q(x,y5t) is the flow per unit of aquifer


depth leaving the aquifer. For a particular cell model the term


q(x,y9t) represents the net effect of recharge and discharge from


the aquifer cell. In the following discussion we assume that in


duced in this term are pumpages from wells and flows into and out


of the cell due to interactions with its neighbors.


define

M


q(x,y,t) = 2 Q(k,t) <5(x-x,

k


J

j,t) 6(x~x.) 5(y-y.)


where Q(k,t) is the pumpage at well k and W(j9t) is the


flow leaving the cell through the j section of the boundary


line defined between the cell and its neighbors, at time t. 6 is


the Dirac delta function. W(j,t) is determined by the multicell
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model, and i ts derivation is shown in the following section, for 

all boundary line sections  j 9 j = 1, . . . , J. 

In addition to the boundary lines  j 5 j = 1, . . . ,J , the 

aquifer cell may contain no-flow boundaries which we denote by X, 

so that 

an" = ° ( 4 - 3 ) 

where n is the normal direction to the boundary and |~


is evaluated on the boundary.


We also denote by y the boundary line where constant head


boundaries are induced on the aquifer cell so that


t) = h(y) , t e [0,T]


the initial conditions are


h(x,y,0) = g(x,y) ^ g.


corresponding to conditions before any external activity is imposed 

on the system. 

The finite difference approach is discussed by Pinder and 

Bredehoeftr [1968], and others, using the alternating direction 

implicit i terative procedure (Peaceman and Rachford [1955])5 for 

solving the model equations. In our study, the simulation program 

developed by Maddock [1969], was used for the case study verif i 

cation, and applied to the particular cell for i ts solution. 
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We are now in a position to assume that the set of equations


defined by (4,1) ^ (4«5J "is specified and that the only information


necessary to completely solve the model is the flow function W(j,t),


for some j and all t e [0,T]. We next show that the multicell


model may assist in deriving this function.


 MULTICELL MODEL FORMULATION


The multicell approach to modeling groundwater makes use of a


set of water balance equations, of which each represents a mass


balance applied to a particular cell. For a single cell representing


an area within an aquifer and surrounded by impervious boundaries,


the balance equation takes the form, Bear et al [1972]:


Q " At = [h(t + At) - h(t)] # A • S


where

At = period for which the balance is written


Q = net inflow into the cell


A = area of cell


h(t) = average water level elevation in the cell at time t


S = aquifer storativity at the cell (averaged)


Applying the same principle of water balance to a multicell


system, taking into account the interflow between adjacent cells,


leads to a set of difference equations [Bear and others]- The


form of these equations is identical to the form of those which


result from the discretization of a partial differential equation


used to approximate the aquifer system.
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The thickness of an aquifer usually is small compared with


its lateral dimensions. For an unconfined flow in non-homogeneous


medium9 in which the storage coefficient is assumed to be independent


of water table elevation while transmissivity is not, the following


difference equation for the r cell and the m+1 period may be


used, Yu and Haimes [1974]:


) - h(rfi)] + IL r[(h(£,i))
2 - 2


= Vr[h(r,i+1) - h(r,i)] + Q(r,i) (4.7)


where

D A w&,r Ca,r „ A M£,r K£,r


A S A


A Mr r r 4 , * c \

y
V " At u£,r " K£,rVL£,r " £3r


i) - water table eleyation at the £ cell during the

1 t h time step


Q(r,i) = net outflow from the r cell during the i time

step


W = length of the perpendicular sector associated with

the segment between cells £ and r


L = distance between the centers of nodes £ and r.

£»r


K£»r = hydraulic conductivity averaged between cells £ and r.


E = effective aquifer depth averaged between cells £

and r
a
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F^ = elevation at the top of the aquifer averaged between


cells I and r


Af - area of rth cell


S = storage coefficient averaged over the r cell


The non-linear term on the left in Equation (4,7)stands for


the flow from the neighboring z cell into the r cell during


the i period.


The first term on the right side is the quantity of water


stored in the r cell during one period while the second term


is the pumping flow rate from the r cell during the ith period.


Hence, equation (4,7) states a balance condition for the sum of all


flows entering a cell from its surroundings as balanced by storage


and pumpage.


One should note that the multicell approach is an over-simpli


fication of the real system- Boundary conditions must be simplified


as well. Constant flow may be handled through inflow to a particular


ceTL Constant head requires a fixed head for the cell at all times.


No-flow requires that the hydraulic conductivity be set at zero be


tween cells and the construction of an imaginary neighboring cell.


The multicell model provides approximate inflows and outflows for


each cell in the modeling procedure. These values may be computed


for each time step together with averaged water heads.
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The flow between the I cell and the r cell during time


period i is:


R£$r[h(£9i) - h(r,1)] + U£^[(h(£,i))
2- (h(r9i))

2] (4.8)


Equation (4.8)is essentially the required flow function


W(j5t) (Equation (4,2)) where j corresponds to a particular neighbor


ing cell, a.


For the particular cell, a more detailed formulation may be used,


and the above computed flow is then distributed along the boundary


line according to spatial and hydrological considerations.


In the following section we shall state and prove the mathemati


cal ground for the proposed procedure.
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4.5 ANALYTICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR MODEL SUPERPOSITION


A new groundwater simulation procedure was developed and stated in


the previous sections. System decomposition and response superposition


are featured in that approach, together with input aggregation and


crude approximations of some of the functions such as W(j,t)


(Equation (4.2)). In the following we state and prove some of the


arguments essentially underlying the basics of the proposed technique.


4.5.1 An Error Function and the Aggregation via the Multicell Model


The time-dependent effect of activities such as pumping or recharge


imposed on an aquifer is distributed unequally throughout the system.


In particular, at time t > o, the response distribution depends on


the aquifer physical characteristics, namely transmissivity and


storativity (TSS) coefficients, the boundary conditions and the


distance between the activated point and the interesting point, Bear


[1972]. In developing the modeling superposition procedure, a basic


assumption is that the response is strongly influenced by near-well


properties rather than by those further away, Haimes et ai [1968].


Consequently the groundwater simulation model structure provides


aggregation of pumpages in all other cells. Pumping from wells


inside the particular cell is considered to minimize the induced


error more accurately. This basic assumption is intuitively


obvious, and may be analytically proved for the following classical


case.
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Consider transient radial flow through a homogeneous, unconfined


aquifer. We get the equation, Jacob, [1950]:


r 3r Lrn 3r J b/K 9t


where h is hydraulic head, r the radial coordinate, S


the storage coefficient, and k the hydraulic conductivity. Let


Q be a constant (positive) well production at the origin. Initial


and boundary conditions are:


lim h(r,t) = hQ


t-K>


lim h(r,t) = hQ (1.10)


2


where h is the initial hydraulic head in the aquifer,


Haimes et al [1968], show that if drawdowns are small compared


with the aquifer thickness, transmissivity coefficient is defined


T = kTT where h" is the mean value of h, and the solution to (4,9)


subject to C4.10) is:
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A sensitiyity analysis for that case may be done to determine


the sensitivity cf the solution to certain parameters. Rewrite


Equation (4.11):


u)


4Tt


Through aggregating pumpage from different wells at a single point


(the multicell model principle) we in fact are changing the variable


r , which is the distance from the origin. The sensitivity of the


solution h to perturbations in r is approximated by the following


equation:


8h Q f S r -Sr74Tt / Sr2 

3F = 4 i T * L2Tt e / TTtt
2 (4,13)Sr


rec2r


where


Cl = WT C2 " 4Tt


The effect of perturbating r by 6r on the computed head


h at a point located at a distance r may be approximated as:


«5h =


rec2r


It is evident, that as the distance r between the pumping well
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and the measuring point is larger* the error caused in computing the


drawdown at r + 6r is reduced, and is approximated by the ex


pression (4.14).


Such a sensitivity analysis, if performed for more complex


systems which are nonhomogeneous with irregular boundaries9 is expected


to be more tedious if possible at all. Later in this study* applica


tion of the proposed procedure to the real system case study shows


induction of negligible error due to the superposition technique


as compared with a much more detailed one. Furthermore the


modeling efforts are considerably, easier.


4.5.2 The Uniqueness of the Decomposition Approach Solution


Given a system which may be described by a set of partial


differential equations and the associated boundary and initial con


ditions, the solution strategy basically suggested in this study is


as follows:


1.	 Solve the system equations (via the multicell model).


2.	 Use the solution to compute boundary conditions for


a particular subsystem (particular cell).


3.	 Solve the particular cell model. This solution is


subject to the boundary conditions derived from


the multicell model. This solution is applied to


solve for the system response inside the cell.


Dealing with the problem of flow in a porous media, the mathe


matical model used for describing the system is comprised of
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the dif fusion equation, namely part ial d i f ferent ia l equation of the 

parabolic type, Bear [1972J. 

Consider the one-dimensional operator L: Ly = 0 (4.15) 

w h e r e
 32 x e [0,1] 

L = 3 (.) . D (.) (4.16) 
9 t 9x^ t e [0,T] 

and boundary conditions: y(x,0) = g(x) u -m 

y(o,t) = y(i , t) = o (4.18) 

The solution for this case is explicitly known to be (Roach, [1970]


y (x , t ) = £ exp [-D(ifr) 2t ] « [ J
] 

 g(x) sin iir x dx] " sin I"TTX 
i=l o 

(4.19) 

Assume now that the solution (4.19) ^s used to specify the value 

of y corresponding to the values of the spatial variable x = a, 

x = b such that 0 < a < b < 1. 

y(a,t) = y^a.t) = h 
(4.20) 

y(b,t) = y2(b,t) = h2(t) 

A part icular problem for x e [a,b] is now performed. We now 

consider the operator L : L y = 0 (4.21) 

where 
a 22 

L = | £ ( . ) - DiL-2( . ) x £ [a,b] , t e [O.co] { 4 2 2  ) 
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boundary conditions: 

yp(x,0) = g(x) (4.23) 

yp(a,t) = h^ 

yp(b,t) = h2(t) 

The solution for the problem stated in (4.21) - (4,25) is 

yp(x,t) = fp(x,t) x e [a,b] t e [0,*] (4,26) 

(4.26)is assumed to pertain to a unique solution for operator


 and the associated boundary conditions.


The procedure stated at the beginning of this discussion


(1) - (3), is essentially illustrated through the derivations in


(4.15) - (4.26),


THEOREM: The solution y(x,t) in (4.19) is identical to


the solution y (x,t) in (1.26) for all x e [a3b]5 t e [0^] if


and only if y(x,t) is a unique solution of operator L and y (x9t)


is a unique solution of operator L .


PROOF: Let Z-j, Z be two distinct solutions for (4.19)


and (4,26)» respectively, x e [a,b].


define Z = Z1 - Z (4,27)


L2 = | - (•) . i ^ 2 ( . ) x e [ a 9 b ] t e [ 0 t O o ] (4.28) 
3x 
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L22 . L2(Z, 

r 9X 

= 0 - 0 = 0 (4.29) 

Z(x,0) = Z^x.Q) - Zp(x,0) = g(x) - g(x) = 0 (4-30) 

Z(a,t) = Z^a^t) - Zp(a,t) = h.,(t) - h^ t ) = 0 (4.31) 

Z(b,t) = Z^b.t) - Z (b.t) = h2(t) - h2(t) = 0 (4.32) 

(4,29) - (4.32) hold true provided both Z1 and Z each 

constitute a unique solution for L and L , respectively. 

Equations (4,27) - (4.32) constitute a problem whose solution 

is Z(x5t) = 0 # x,t9 Mikhlin [1970], and consequently 

Z^x.t) = Zp(x,t) x e [a,b] t e [ O H (4.33) 

To conclude this part of our discussion, the multicell-


particular cell modeling technique approximates the unique solution


for the drawdown distribution provided both mathematical models each


constitute a unique solution.


The hierarchy of groundwater simulation models (Figure 4,1)


is based on the analytical groundwork which the previous discussion pro


vides. Thus, we first solve the multicell simulation model. This


model will serve as the higher level in the simulation hierarchy.
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Consequently, we have the particular cell model solution lower in


the hierarchy. The higher level provides the lower level with


boundary flow equations which in turn are used in the particular cell


model formulation to specify the Vest of the world" effect on the


modeled subarea. The procedure described here was applied to the


case study as discussed and summarized in Phase I.


A most appreciable advantage of the proposed procedure is that


the digital computer time consumed is small. In order to determine


10 years1 drawdown at wells located in a particular area (Cell 4 ) ,


Haddock's groundwater simulation program, Maddock [1969]* on the


UNIVAC 1108 consumed 59 seconds to simulate the overall aquifer system


in one single stage. The two-stage simulations however* consumed


less than 14 seconds* of which the particular cell simulation (with


Maddock's program) consumed 10 seconds.
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CHAPTER 5


IDENTIFICATION OF GROUNDWATER PARAMETERS


IN A MULTICELl SYSTEM


5,1 INTRODUCTION


Groundwater is a vital source of water supply. Its wise


management presents numerous problems of varying degrees of com


plexity. Thus a broad approach is required to analyze and solve


these problems. One of the problems is that there are not enough


data available on the system being modeled. Thus water resources


systems analysts develop a nonrepresentative model of the system,


which often results in an erroneous output from the model. This


chapter is concerned with developing a reasonably representative


model of a groundwater system, using additional information so that


a model output with a high degree of accuracy can be obtained.


Hence, in the process of evaluating groundwater as a continuous


source of water supply., the analyst may consider the following


questions:


(1)	 What system model has to be built in order to closely


represent the real system?


(2)	 What are the errors involved in modeling?


(3)	 What are the effects of model errors on the output of


predicted water levels?
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The purpose of this chapter is to answer the above fundamental and im


portant questions faced in modeling a groundwater system*


Attention is primarily directed toward a sensitivity analysis of


identifying parameters of confined aquifer models.


5.1.1 Motivation


Identification of unknown aquifer parameters is essential for


making optimal decisions in the planning of a water resources system


where groundwater or the conjunctive effect of ground and surface


hydrology is considered. Obtaining the required aquifer system


parameter values directly by an extensive observation system


would be very difficult. For this reason most of the parameter


values used are deduced from the behavior of the real system


rather than from direct observation. Mathematical models which


approximate a real system play an important part in this regard.


The basic motivation of this chapter is to identify the unknown


parameters so that the mathematical model closely represents the


real system response.


Applying this motivation to this phase of the project accomplishes


the foil owing:


(1)	 it develops a drawdown forecast model.


(2)	 it analyzes sensitivity of computed head values to sys


tematic changes in different model parameters.


(3)	 it uses the Fairfield-New Baltimore area in Southern


Ohio as a case study.
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5.1.2	 Objective


The main objective can be described as follows:


(1) To develop an efficient means of identifying the parameter


of an aquifer system that is confined9 unconfined (when drawdown is


small compared to the saturated thickness) or both, using additional


information so that the model becomes less sensitive to error in


parameter identification. To do this, the aquifer is decomposed into


blocks known as cells according to available hydrological and other


information. A set of difference equations is established for parti


cular cells based on the interflow between adjacent cells. To


obtain an accurate estimate of drawdown at a given point of interest,


one can isolate the cell in which the point of interest is located.


This cell may then be modeled in greater detail, using a mathemati


cal model which considers the particular boundary conditions related


to the adjacent cells as a function of time. This decomposition


approach uses much more available information than any other approach


developed for identifying aquifer parameters in groundwater systems.


(2) To show that the above decomposition approach to


parameter identification for predicting drawdown of groundwater


systems yields better results than earlier work in this area. Note


that earlier parameter identification (presented in Phase I and II)


considers (i) to be the whole aquifer as a single cell and (ii), the


transmissivity, to be spatially distributed in two-dimensional


coordinates.
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The scope of the following is limited to these assumptions:


(1) The aquifer model can be described by a linear


parabolic partial differential equation.


(2) Transmissivity is decomposed on a two-dimensional


space.


(3) Storage coefficient as well as the initial and


boundary conditions of the aquifer, together with the recharge


and withdrawal are known,


5• 1.3 Literature Survey


Practical water resources problems are governed by partial


differential equations containing a number of physical parameters.


These unknown parameters are usually determined empirically. How


ever., over the past several years, investigators have presented


theoretical ways of identifying them from data observed in the field.


Thus the theoretical ways of identifying these parameters are equiv


alent to the problem of parameter identification of a partial


differential equation. This area is not well developed and many


problems remain unsolved as yet. The problem stems from the fact


that the theory of partial differential equations is complex and


difficult to apply. Most partial differential equations of inter


est in engineering have no analytical solutions9 and the existing


numerical techniques to solve them are not completely satisfactory.


For identification of partial differential equations* most


techniques focus on identifying a constant parameter in a
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one-dimensional system, whereas this chapter focuses on identifying


varying parameters in a multidimensional system. The literature


dealing with parameter identification in unsteady groundwater flow


governed by a partial differential equation is widespread.


To the problem of water resources analysis, Yeh and Tauxe


[Yeh and Tauxe, 1971] applied quasi-1inearization in identifying


the parameters of a homogeneous and isotropic confined aquifer system.


A further extension of this model to a finite leaky aquifer system


was studied by Marino and Yeh [Marino and Yeh, 1973]. The major


criticism of quasi!inearization is its small region of convergence.


Also, for systems of more than one dimension, it produces large sets


of ordinary differential equations which are obtained by transforming


partial differential equations, thus increasing considerably the


problem's dimensionality.


For a particular identification of aquifer parameters,


Haimes, et al [1968], applied decomposition and multilevel opti


mization techniques where the aquifer system model is decomposed


into a set of independent subsystems each of which is described by


a one-dimensional, constant-parameter partial differential equa


tion. This approach is appealing for its relative simplicity.


However, it cannot handle complex boundary characteristics which


cause interference with well response, since the image equations


(which describe interactions among subsystems) become rather compli


cated. Also, variable recharge produced by lakes and/or rivers
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cannot be handled* since the input-output water balance of the


aquifer is assumed constant (indeed, the computational simplicity


of the method would be spoiled since no analytical solution for the


subsystems1 equations exists )• Other' comments


on this approach can be found in Birkhoff and Varga [Birkhoff and


Varga, 1959], In this chapter, both complex boundaries and recharge


patterns can be handled with the scheme developed in section 5.2.


Falkenbarg [Falkenbarg, 1971]identified variable para


meter one-dimensional equations by transforming the partial


differential equation into an integral equation representation.


Using a functional approach, he generates an approximate solution


for the distributed system, using the integral equation. This ap


proximate solution is then used to identify the equation parameters


on a least-square basis. Extensions of this methodology to handle


two-dimensional partial differential equations has not been done


up to now and therefore cannot be applied here.


Kleinecke [Kleinecke, 1971] transforms the partial differen


tial equation into a set of difference equations, and using an


equation balance error criterion, formulates the aquifer model


calibration problem as a linear programming problem. The validity


of this approach has been questioned because of the difficulty of


accurately estimating time and spatial derivatives using discrete


data on the function being identified. The approach in general


seems to be very sensitive to the level of measurement error and
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therefore of little use.


Karplus and Kawamoto [ Karpius and Kawamato, 1966] apply


sensitivity analysis to identify constant parameters in a multidi


mensional partial differential equation. Senfield [ Senfield, 1971]


follows the same approach. The identification problem is posed as


a minimization problem. Solution of the partial differential equa


tion is required to match the measured response of the physical


system. The parameters are identified on a least-squares basis


using a steepest-descent method. The main drawback of this approach


is the slow convergence rate of the steepest-descent method. This,


combined with the number of sensitivity equations (equal to the para


meters being identified) that have to be resolved at each iteration,


may be an overburden from a computational viewpoint.


Phillipson [Phillipson9 1971] solves the problem of identifying


initial and boundary conditions for systems described by linear


parabolic and second-order hyperbolic partial differential equations.


He casts the problem within a variational framework and characterizes


extremals of quadratic functionals constrained by a partial differ


ential equation by applying known results from the theory of optimal


control of distributed parameter systems developed by Lions [Lions,


1971].


In Phase I we formulate the identification problem using steps


similar to those of Phillipson [Phillipson, 1972]. On the other


hand, we use Lions [Lions, 1971] for solving the quadratic
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approximation of the parameter identification as a variational problem,


The different methodologies of identifying parameters mentioned


above have some features in common -- they all primarily assume an


aquifer either as a single cell or as a one-dimensional flow system


or both. These assumptions have the following problems:


(1) Considering an aquifer as a single cell leads to


assuming a homogeneous property of the aquifer. In the real world,


the discontinuity of soil characteristics in an aquifer causes the


aquifer to have non-homogeneous properties. Hence the assumption of


homogeneity is erroneous.


(2) Groundwater flow is multidimensional. Hence the assump


tion of one-dimensional flow becomes nonrepresentative of the actual


groundwater flow.


In general, errors associated with mathematical assumptions results


from using a relatively simple mathematical expression to represent


a complex natural physical system. To cope with this problem


reasonably, this chapter implements a better procedure for ground


water system modeling. In this procedure the whole aquifer is


decomposed into different cells, taking into account the fact


that interflow between adjacent cells results in a set of differ


ence equations. In chapter 1 this procedure is discussed.


To identify the parameter (transmissivity) of a particular cell,


the cell is modeled in greater detail and calibrated via


Marquardt's Non-linear Algorithm [Marquardt, 1963].


Consequently in this approach, by decomposing the system and con


sidering multidimensional flow, we assign more importance to the
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nonhomogeneous soil characteristics and the two-dimensional flow


pattern of an aquifer. Finally, additional information generated


due to disintegration of the aquifer system leads to a parameter


identification procedure which results in a less sensitive output,


even if some error exists in basic input information.


5.1.4	 Aquifer Identification Problem


Using the models described in Chapter 1, Equations (4-1) and (4.7),to for-


cast aquifer water levels, the following information for each cell


should be obtained:


1.	 Length of the perpendicular sector associated with the


segment between cells, W


2.	 Distance between centers of cells, L


3.	 Hydraulic conductivity averaged between cells, K


4.	 Effective aquifer depth averaged between cells, E


5.	 Elevation at the top of the aquifer averaged


between cells, F


6.	 Water elevation, h


7.	 Forcing function or pumpage, Q


8.	 Storage function, S


9.	 Transmissivity function, T


10.	 Initial conditions


11.	 Boundary conditions


Determining the above eleven types of input data or parameters com


prises the aquifer system identification problem, and identifying


each of these parameters is difficult. For example, identifying Q
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requires determining the pumpage and recharge pattern, rain in


filtrations river and lake percolation, and leakage and losses


to make a water balance of the total water input to the aquifer.


A similar puzzle is determining the aquifer's initial and boundary


conditions (I.C. & B.C.)* This is known as a state identification


problem. Transmissivity and storativity are highly variable discrete


ly distributed parameters. This is due to the wide variety of


geological materials and structures an aquifer can be composed of.


Such characteristics pose serious problems in identifying aquifer


model transmissivity and storativity. In general the eleven points


mentioned above are related to each other and can be considered a


single problem composed of many subproblems. This chapter addresses


itself to a single subproblem: Identifying the particular cell


transmissivity function using more hydrological and geological in


formation. It is assumed that pumpage, elevation, storage function,


conductivity, I.C. and B.C. are already known. The problem can be


stated as follows:


Given the following information on each cell


(1) initial and boundary conditions


(2) storage coefficient


(3) conductivity


(4) well pumpage records


(5) water elevation records


(6) topology


estimate the value of T (model transmissivity function) on the
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basis of the above information3 using some curve-fitting criterion.


Some factors which complicate the solution to this problem* are:


1. Since the aquifer water sources are random variables, it is


difficult to estimate accurately the input function (Q) of each cell.


2. As it is not feasible to collect data for an entire particular-


cell » crude discretely distributed data are used to estimate the


overall distributed parameter function of a cell.


3. It is difficult to determine initial conditions9 boundary con


ditions and topology of each cell.


5-1.5 Aquifer System Identification


Due to the heterogeneous property of most aquiferss the


assumption that the groundwater system has distributed rather than


lumped parameters is inherently more realistic. In this regard, two


basically different approaches may be used to get useful representa


tions for the heterogeneous properties of the present system. One


approach is to subdivide the aquifer into a finite number of areas


of specified geometry, each of which is assumed to be homogeneous


with respect to transmissivity and storage. The simplest such


case is the analysis of a lumped system for which the entire aquifer


is considered to have homogeneous transmissivity and storage. The


second approach is to define aquifer properties through a functional


relationship which provides spatial variation. In this chapter a


mixed approach of the above two methods will be considered. The


whole aquifer is subdivided into a finite number of blocks known
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as particular cells, each of which has


(1) Constant storativity and


(2) Spatially distributed transmissivity.


Thus the identification problem in groundwater hydrology involves


determining the distribution of parameters which characterize a


particular cell from observations of pumping and recharge rates,


flow at boundaries* water levels9 and topology*


In order to predict future system response of a particular cell


using equation (5.3) one should know the following about each cell:


(1) Boundary conditions including additional interflow information


between cells obtained from multicell model equation (5.2).


(2) Production rates (i.e., rate of pumping, Q).


(3) Values of T and S.


It is easy to obtain the first two pices of information from observed


data at specified locations, whereas collecting data for (3) creates


a problem since no detailed knowledge of the variation of T(x,y) and


S(x,y) is available. One way to handle this is to formulate an


inverse problem. Thus, utilizing the observed information as input,


an inverse problem in the aquifer system can be formed:


Given some function


F(h - h)


where h = observed head &


h = h(T,S) = calculated head
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How must T and S be chosen so that F is minimized? An answer to


this question enables one to predict accurately the system response to


future modes of operation. So it can be assumed a useful description


of the system is given by specifying T and S which will minimize an


appropriate criterion function.


5.2 IDENTIFICATION PROBLEM


5.2.1 Introduction


The important step in the identification of a parameter problem


is to choose the model topology for the system being considered.


In addition, one will need to determine the existence and inique


ness of a solution to the model and to have the capability of


solving the equations governing it. Selecting the model for the


aquifer has already been discussed in Chapter 4, The next step,


developing an identification algorithm for model identification, is


the main topic of this Chapter.


5.2.2 Composition of the Identification Problem


As mentioned in the last chapter, the mathematical model of


the present system consists of two parts


(1) multicell model


(2) particular cell model
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5.2.2.1	 Multicell model contribution for parameter identification


problem


The multicell model described by equation (4.7) is repeated


for convenience below


L.. ^jm  h W 2L *

0 '	 \i


The flow between the j-th cell and the ith cell during


time period m is:


E W..C.	 W..K.. o 0


i - f r ^ <hj™ - hi-> - -iqf  " V - <ht»> 3 (5.2)

J I	 J I


5.2.2.2	 Particularcell Parameter Identification


For the particularcell, a more detailed formulation is used,


and the above computed flow (5,2) is then distributed along the


boundary line according to spatial and hydrological considerations.


The particularcell model under consideration as described by


equation (5.1) can be written more specifically for cell j as


hoj	 (5.4)


r2 = hlj	 (5.5)


Q j ( x ' y ' t } £ Rj	 (5.6)
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where h*(x,y,t) = drawdown at location (x,y) of cell j and time t.


Qj(x,y,t) = net discharge rate per unit areas including recharge,


leakage etc* at location (x,y) of cell j and time t. The initial


and boundary conditions of the system are respectively given by


(5.4) and (5-5) r-j and r2 denote the boundary geometry* Rj in


equation (5.6) is the domain of (5.4) - (5.5)


The model described in (5.3) - (5,6) is not completely


determined because the function T.:(x,y) is unknown; therefore* the


question arises as how to determine T-(x,y). The identification of


the function T-(x,y) for a particular cell is known as a parameter


identification, system identification, parameter estimation or


model calibration.


Since the transmissivity value, Tj(x»y) is not known, the


response h-(x,y,t) cannot be computed from (5.3) - (5,6) The


identification problem is to estimate the value of the transmissi


vity function Tj(x,y), so that a specified performance criterion is


satisfied. Choosing a performance criterion however, depends on


many factors, including, for example, the model representing the


physical system, the number of data points, the sensitivity of


parameters as related to performance function, etc. A least-square


norm of the output error, i.e., between observed and calculated


values for the water head, is selected as the performance function.
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This function Ji(T(x,y)) is expressed as


Jj(T(x5y)) = J J [h..(x,y,t;T)

o


- h-(x,y,t)]2 dt dn. (5.7) 
J J 

where 

H. = the area of cell j

j


h.(x,y,t,T) = the model output for a given function T.(x9y)

j j


H-(x,y,t) = the observed value of the waterhead of various


points in space and time over the area of cell j


Complete knowledge of a specific cell's geology is required to


determine the mathematical structure of T.(x,y). The difficulties


involved in determining transmissivity from physical measurements


force hydro!ogists to pursue indirect methods. Accordingly, a


scond-order polynomial representation of transmissivity function


is utilized. The representation of transmissivity as a linear


function in spatial coordinates was originally developed in Phase I5


then it was modified to a second order polynomial in Phase II.


The second-order polynomial representation of T.(x»y) which belongs

j


to the space of positive polynomials in x and y is


T-(x,y) = b1 x
2 + b2y

2 + b3x + b4y + bg (5.8)


where b,9bo,bo,b/l and bc are unknown coefficients to be estimated.

1 L 5 4 o
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The identification problem can now be stated as follows:


Minimize J.(T.(x,y)) = Win {/ ',t,T)


- h5(x,y,t)f dt (5.9)


Subject to the constraints set


jtx.y) |i ) • |7(T0.(x,y) ft - S jff • Qj(x.».t)

hj(x,y,o) =


> (5.10)

_h


fi = °i '  h j ^ x ' y ' t ^ r2 = h1

n


Q.(x,y,t)


The search for a transmissivity function T.(x,y) which minimizes the


objective function (5,9) constitutes the identification algorithm


for a particular cell. The Marquardt Algorithm for least-squares esti


mation of nonlinear parameters {Lopez, 1973] as used for parameter


identification is found to be an effective approach in this regard.


Once the parameters (b ^ ^ b ^ b  ̂ & b5) representing spatially


distributed transmissivity function T.(xsy) of cell j is identifiec

vJ


the next task will be to find the average value of tansmissivity
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for cell j 9 T. as follows:

J av


T (x.y)dxdy

J


x y (5.11) 
•j av 

/ dx dy / • 
*x y 

where I 1 T.(x,y) dx dy

J J J

x y


is the sum of transmissivities at different points over the entire


particularcell j


and I I dx dy is the total area of cell j


x y


5.2.3 Iterative Procedure for Identification Problem


Consider a number of cells constituting an aquifer. It is


assumed that within the times considered there is no change in the


aquifer's boundary conditions. Thus based on geohydrological con


siderations, a two-dimensional system model comprised of cells


can be formed. Water in adjacent cells can flow from one to another.


Hence for an n-cell aquifer system, the following approach is
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proposed as a solution to the identification problem:


(1) Make an initial guess for the vector Jav


av 
r ° 
!2"av 

T° -av (5.12) 
av 

T° 
'av 

av


(2) Substitute T in the relation


(5.13)


where K.. = conductivity averaged between cells j and i


j av i av = transmissivity averaged between


cells j and i


D.. = flow depth averaged between cells j and i


to get the conductivity K..


(3) Solve multicell model equation (5.1) to compute flow


values between adjacent cells and water head at different times.


To do so, use the information generated in step (2) above.


(4) Optimize transmissivity function T(x,y) for each par


ticular cell by minimizing the error function between observed and


calculated values of drawdown at specified points for each cell.


Calculated values of drawdown are subject to flow values of multi


cell model equation ( 5 J ) ,
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(5) Transform improved T(x,y) of step (4) into average


transmissivity Tav  using equation (5.11) - for each cell.


(6) Compare the average transmissivity vector T ob-

a v


tained in step (5) with the initial guess of T aif in step (1).

— aV


If this difference is less than a vector of convergence factor £,


then stop the procedure* Otherwise go to step (1) (use improved

T ̂  obtained in step (5) rather than initial quess T [ ) .
— av — av


A flow diagram of the identification algorithm is depicted in


Figure (5,1) The preceding theoretical concept was put on the


Univac 1108 digital computer in fortran language to achieve our


results.
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1st 1-th

Cell Cell


1st i-th

Cell Cell


ENTER 

o 
INITIAL GUESSES I, 

COMPUTE FLOW VALUES (7.) BETWEEN 
ADJACENT CELLS USING MU7ICELL MODEL 

j-th Cell 

OPTIMIZE TRANSMISSIVITY FUNCTION Tj(x,y) (1) USING FLOW VALUES 
(Z) FROM MULTICELL MODEL & (ii) MINIMIZING THE ERROR FUNCTION 
BETWEEN OBSERVED & CALCULATED HEAD OF THIS CELL 

>th 
Cell 

. m-th n-th 
'Cell Cell 

IMPROVED T,(<>y) 

TjAV 

hh 
TJx.y) dx dy k-th 

Cell 
m-th n-th 
Cell Cell 

C H E C K STOPPING CRITERION YES 
EXIT 

BASIC SCHEME FOR THriTERATIVE PROCESS 

Figure 5.1 
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5.3	 CASE STUDY


5.3.1	 Introduction


The purpose of this section is to illustrate the feasibility


of the modeling technique proposed in the last chapter by means


of a case study. The Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer in the


lower great Miami River Valley of southern Ohio is a typical


example of a large water resources system. This example is well


suited to testing the methodologies developed in this chapter.


Even though the system is described in detail in Phases I and II,


we represent it here for the completeness of the report,


5.3.2	 Description of Real Aquifer System: Miami Conservency


District


The area modeled for the validation of the identification


algorithm is the Fairfield-New Baltimore area of the Miami Con


servency District which consists of 32 square miles of the Great


Miami River Valley southwest of Hamilton, Ohio. The area modeled


possesses a sand and gravel aquifer that is bounded by the bedrock


walls of the Great Miami River Valley. These walls form the boundary


of the aquifer, with the exceptions of the west and the north, where


the boundaries are arbitrary. For the west boundary the dry fork of


the White Water River, located about two miles west of New Baltimore


was selected. For the northern boundary a line through Fairfield


near the southern city limit of Hamilton was chosen.


Geologically, the aquifer under study consists of glacial
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outwash, sands * and gravels of the Pleistocene Age* From the hydro-


geological point of view, the aquifer area can be conveniently


divided into three parts as follows:


In the central part of the area the aquifer material


consists of stratified sand and gravel situated 150-200 feet below


ground surface. Widely scattered lenses of clay and silt are also


present but do not cover a sufficient area to cause any perceptible


confining effects. In the southwest corner the sand and gravel is


only about 80 feet thick.


Along the eastern edge of the area some three square miles


consist of a sand and gravel aquifer which is about 100 to 150


feet thick and is overlain by about 100 feet of clay and silt.


In the western-most portion of the Fairfield-New Baltimore


area, which covers about eight square miles, the aquifer is about


200 feet thick and is capped with a complex layer of till, silt


and clay.


Groundwater is unconfined throughout most of the area. How


ever 5 the mathematical condition that the drawdown be small as


compared to the saturated thickness of the aquifer is satisfied.


This condition permits use of the identification technique developed


in this work.


The hydrologic and geologic characteristics of the Fairfield-


New Baltimore aquifer have been extensively studied and a report


[Spieker, 1968] provides an excellent source of information for


the area.
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5.3.2.1	 Estimation of the Input-Output Water Balance


Concerning the hydrologic boundaries (i.e., boundary con


ditions), the aquifer is bounded by the vertical bedrock wall of


the buried Miami Valley. The permeability of this rock is slight,


yet it can contribute a significant amount of water to the system


due to the very large contact area5 therefore, a leakage boundary


is introduced into the model. A second source of water is provided


by the Great Miami River which traverses the aquifer as shown


(Figure 5,2), The river strongly interfaces with the aquifer and


is one of the most important components of the ground and surface


water system.


The input-output water balance of the aquifer is made


up of the following components:


(i) Recharging of Induced Stream Infiltration


This is a difficult system input to estimate. It is a


highly variable quantity whose interaction with the aquifer depends


on many factors, such as width and depth of the river, velocity of


the streamflow, permeability of the streambed. The most critical


of all these factors is the stream infiltration rate under condi


tions of low streamflow. Two estimates of this factor have been


made for the area in question and, based on them, a range of


240,000 to 500,000 gpd per acre has been determined as the ex


pected range of variation for the maximum infiltration rate all


year round [Spieker, 1968]. Such a range indicates that the river


is a large source of water for the aquifer; consequently, in the
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aquifer model the river has been modeled as a constant head


boundary*


(ii) Recharge from Boundaries


The perimeter of the aquifer modeled is 220,000 feet, of


which 180,000 feet are along the bedrock valley walls. The perme


ability has been estimated to be on the order of 1.5 gpd per sq. ft.


These figures, when multiplied by the total area, yield 6.8 mgd


coming from the bedrock formations into the aquifer. This last


figure is used in this study.


(iii) Pumping


Pumping is concentrated in three well fields, namely, the


well fields of Hamilton south (Fairfield), the Southwestern Ohio


Water Co., and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Pumping started


in 1943 with eleven wells in Fairfield. These were operated from


1943 to 1945. Then, from 1945 to 1952 there was no significant


pumping in the area. In 1952 Southwestern Co. installed a new


well, S-l (Figure 5.4). It was pumped from 1952 to 1955 at an


average rate of 10 mgd. In 1955 a second well was installed, S-2


(Figure 5.4), The combined pumpage of S-l and S-2 from 1955 to


1962 averaged 13.8 mgd. In 1956 the city of Hamilton installed


a new well field (F-16, F-10, F-ll) which was pumped from 1956


through 1962 at an average of 7.5 mgd. The U.S. Atomic Energy


Commission well field A-25 has been pumped at an average of 1 mgd


since 1952.
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(iv) Initial Conditions


Records of water level in the area were not kept until


pumping had started; therefore, it is difficult to determine the


initial conditions of the system. Spieker [Spiekers 1968] esti


mated those conditions based on existing hydrographs of the area,


present water level measurements3 models
1 results, and river stages,


In the present work, initial conditions for groundwater levels in


the area were considered according to Spieker•


For the Fairfield-New Baltimore area only four reliable


pumping tests have been performed to determine the aquifer trans


missivity. Locations of test points are shown as T-, 5T?ST~ST«5


(Figure 5.4), The storage coefficient has been considered based on


Spieker.


The construction and validation of an aquifer model for


the Fairfield-New Baltimore area is an important step in this pro


ject since no prediction of the real system behavior can be made


without such a component.
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Ground Water In The Lower Great Miami River Valley, Ohio


5 . 2	 - Location of the Fairfield-New Baltimore area, lower Great Miami River valley


Well Locations Harked (X)
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w « n rt«!d


Aquifer t*st alte


Valley U.umJsry


Arbilmry mtxiel boundary


I 2 MILES


DESCRIPTION OF THE LOWER GREAT MIAMI RIVER VALLEY, OHIO


Figure 5.3
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EXPLANATION 

(2) 
Aquif«r t«>Bl site 

Vkit«y boundary 

Arbitrary moJel boundary 

—Location of exladng well fields and of the proponed Clnchmfttl well field, Falrfldd-New Battlmora area. Arbitrary limits of the model** *r«a, b*yond 
which the aquifer extends, ar* Indicated by dashed lines. 

Figure 5.4 
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5.3.3	 The Aquifer Model


The modeling of the real system described in the previous


sections is described in this section. A computer program was


written to simulate the aquifer., The system was divided into cells


with differing characteristics (See Fig. 5,5). The data utilized


include pumpage water elevations and cell boundary conditions and


were taken from Spieker[Spieker, 1968], An explicit computation


scheme can be used, if care is taken to avoid the stability problem


by choosing an appropriately small time step. The semi-pervious


bedrock which forms the natural boundaries for the groundwater


system can be handled as part of the water balance of each cell


(constant inflow). The river can be handled as constant head cells.


Initial waterhead values in all cells are part of the input to the


program. For each time period (one year) the forcing function


(pumpage) at each cell is given*


The simulation model can produce two types of output:


(i)	 For each time period, the interflow between adjacent


cells is provided.


(ii)	 For each time period the averaged water level is


predicted in all cells.


Cells #4, #5 and #6 [See Fig. 5,5] were considered in


this work due to the location of observation wells (F-10, F-ll,


F-16, S-l, S-2, and A-2) within these cells. Infiltration rates


and the complete pumping history of these cells from 1952 to 1962,


which were obtained from the Miami Conservancy District, are
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;CHIT 
Tributary burl** 

Analog Study of Increased Pumping Effects, Fairfield-New Baltimore Area 

Generalizedd geology and coefficients  (T) and storage (SJ of the 4 l A - ,e  of t ransmissionty
Fairfield -New Baltimore a r e a C e l l S assignment-CellsJ l6/11, and I2yref)r4sent Us Hver. 
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1 2 3 4 _ _ S 6 7 ft ft Iff 1 1 

J jT I r-- 4«,o ooo r 

L=ra_±_L_j 
CM - Constant Head 
CP - Constant Flow 
W- - Pumping Well 
W* - Inflow Boundary 

- Generalized geology and coefficients of transroissibnity (T) 
and s t o r a g e \s) Q} t h  e Fctirf1eld-New Baltimore, area. 

Cell #4 Discretization for the Detailed Modeling 
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1 1


CH - Constant Head

CF - Constant Flow

V I — Pumping Well

W+ - Inflow Boundary


-OeneraUxed gwlogy and coefficient* of transmtBalbltttj <T) and >tara$« («) of Osa Faitfi«l4~NfW Baltlwcra t m  . 

Cell #5 Discretization for the Detailed Modeling


Figure 5.7
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Tributary buried 

Valley Uiumtary 

CH - Constant Head

CF - Constant Flow Arbitrary mod«l bov»vd«ry 

W- - Pumping Well 
W+ - Inflow Boundary Aquifer trtl *il<r 

F i g u r  e 5-iL Generalized geology and coefficients of transm1ss1b1]1ty (T) 
and storage (S) of the Fairfield-New Baltimore area. 

Cell #6 Discretization for the Detailed Modeling 
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presented in Tables 5.1 and 5.2% A breakdown per month can be ob


tained from Spieker [1968]. Location of the pumping wells is


shown in Figure 5.4. Table 5.3 summarizes the characteristics


of the cells under study. Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8indicate the


constant head and recharging boundaries of the concerned cells.


To show the possible applications of the methodology developed


in this chapter to the case under study, boundary conditions were


taken for these three cells from the results of the multicell model.


The method used for identifying the transmissivity function parame


ters of these cells is an iterative gradient algorithm developed


by Lopez [Lopez, 1973] based on the maximum neighborhood method


[Marquardt, 1963]. Once the parameters defining the transmissivity


function have been estimated, the appropriate next test of the


calibrated equipment model is how well it predicts the aquifer's


response to any demand placed on it.


5.3,4. Needs for Additional Information in Aquifer Modeling


The decomposition approach of aquifer modeling in this chapter


stems from the intuition of developing an accurate groundwater model


for great Miami River Basin using additional available information on


the groundwater system. To do this, it is worthwhile to answer the


following questions:


(1) What kind of modeling errors can we come up with in developing


an accurate model?


(2) How can those errors be minimized?
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. . •  I i • »• 

Pumoi no" Peri ods _ 
Well 
Name 

A-2 

Cell 
Location 

6 

1952 

155 155 

1954 • 

155 155 

1956 _' 

155 

"mi i 

155 

"T958 

155 155 155 

"TS51 
155 155 

,S-1
(S-2 

5 1512 1835 1762 2155 2U31 2260 2019 2298 2223 2004 1951 

F-10 4 0 0 500 0 :i38 377 381 372 356 354 357 

F-n 4 0 500 0 0 ; 423 471 477 465 445 443 446 

F-16 4 500 0 0 500 338 377 381 372 356 io4 

Table 5.1 
PUMPING HISTORY FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AQUIFER. FIGURES ARE 

GIVEN IN F T 3 / S E C . * 1 0 0  . DATA FROM 1 9 5 8 - 6  2 WERE NOT USED IN 

THE IDENTIFICATION OF T 

CELL • 

Boundary 
Points 
(I.J) 

(7,8) (7.9)
(See 

(8,7) 
Fiq. 4.5 

(9,4) 
for location 

(9.5) (9t6) 
of this coordinates 

#4 Infiltration 
Pate 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Boundary 
Points 
(I.J) 

(3,11) (3.10) 
(See 

(3.9) 
fiq. 4.6 

(3,8) 
for location 

(4.8) (5.8) (6,7) (6,6) (6,4) 
of this coordinates) 

Infiltration 18 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 6 
CELL Rate 
#5 

Boundary 
Points (6.5) (7,4) (a,io) (8,9) (9.7) (9.8) (10,6) (11.6) 
n.j) 

Infiltration 6 6 6 6 6 6 12 6 
Rate 

Boundary 
Points 
(IJ) 

(4,5) (5.5) 
(See 

(6,4) 
Fiq. 4.7 

(6,5) 
for location 

(3,8) (4.8)
of this coordinates) 

(4.9) 

CELL 
#6 

Infiltration 
Rate 

12 12 12 12 6 12 12 

Boundary 
Points 
(I.J) 

(3,10) (9,4) (9.5) (9,6) '(9,7) (9,8) 

Infiltration 
Rate 6 12 12 12 12 2 

5 ,  2 Infiltration Rates Falrfield-New Baltimore Aquifer (Units: ft3/sec MOO) 
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CHARACTERISTIC


Aquifer Type


Storage Coefficient, s


(Dimensionless)


CELL DESCRIPTION 
NO. 

4 Unconfined small marginal 

5 areas are of semi-confined 

6 type. 

4 0.2 
5 0.2 
6 0.1 

Transmissivity Coefficient, 4


T (ft/sec)


Initial Head


(in ft.)


Boundary Conditions


Wells


Approximate Area

(in sq. miles)


Unknown
5


6


4 552

5 532

6 524


East & V/est: Inflows from

Cell #2 & Const. Head
4
 North & South: Const, head &

Constant flow


East & West: Inflow from

5 Cell #6


North & South Constant flow

East 4 West: Inflow from


6 Cell #5 & Constant head

North & South: Constant flow


4 F-10, F-11, F-16

5 SI & S2


6 A2

4 7

5 9

6 8


Table 5.3

AQUIFER DATA: FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE
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As mentioned earlier* an error in groundwater modeling


is defined as the absolute difference at a particular time between


the waterhead computed at a given model location and the true water


head at the corresponding location in the groundwater system:


Et,L
 = lk,L-Ui (5J4)


Where E. . is the modeling error at location L (the L notation re


fers to the standard two-dimensional co-ordinate (x,y) system at


time t; h. . is the water level computed by the aquifer model at


location L and time t and h, t is the true water level at a cor


responding point and time in the groundwater system.


Modeling errors can be classified as those associated


wi th:


(i) computation


(ii) mathematical assumption


(iii) basic data


Generally speaking, the three errors mentioned above include most


of those in aquifer modeling. Our work was concerned with pre


diction errors caused by errors in basic data. We define an


error in basic data as the difference between the estimated or


measured value of a model variable and the corresponding true value


of the groundwater system. Making errors in basic data is probably


one of the major sources of errors in modeling.
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Errors in basic data are classified as:


a) Errors in aquifer parameters


(i) coefficient of storage


(ii) coefficient of transmissivity


b) Errors in initial and final conditions of waterhead


c) Errors in input and output functions


(i) discharge (including pumpage)


(ii) recharge


d) Errors in boundary configuration


Each of the above includes some errors that lead to further errors


in predicting future water levels.


Generally , data errors can be of several typess such as


instrumental or measurements interpolation sampling, and errors


due to data not being representative of the aquifer. Measurement


errors create minor problems whereas interpolation errors arise


when field data are contoured to yeild estimates for all model


nodes. Such contouring commonly is done for transmissivity and


initial water levels. Sometimes field data may not be representa


tive of or even from the aquifer being modeled. Measurements of


water levels in wells affected by local pumping or in wells


tapping parched water bodies9 for example, will not be representa


tive of aquifer conditions. Errors due to interpolation and


nonrepresentative ctota are significant problems•


For the Miami River Basin in Southern Ohio the coeffi


cient of storage is reasonably well known because adequate
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measurements of its value have been made over different sections of


the aquifer. On the other hand, errors in estimates of transmissi


vity are present due to the consideration of its (transmissivity)


average value over different sections of the aquifer. Finally the


average value becomes nonrepresentative of that area due to its


variation over space.


Error in initial water level may be due to


(i) measurement error


(ii) interpolation error


(iii) nonrepresentative location in the aquifer at that point


in time.


In addition, errors in final water levels for one or more histori


cal periods of time used in calibrating the model lead to modeling


errors. Groundwater models commonly are calibrated by adjusting


model parameters so that computed water levels match historically


measured levels at one or more points in time. These final water


levels can be in error for the same reasons that initial levels


were in error.


Discharge and recharge estimates used in the model can be


in error for several reasons, which can be classified as follows:


(i) errors in quantity


(ii) errors in the assumed location


(iii) errors related to time variations in discharge or recharge


not accounted for by the model.


Much of the pumpage data in the Miami Basin are reasonably accurate
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as far as quantity and location of pumpage is concerned. Most of


the recharge in the Miami Basin is caused by induced recharge from


boundaries and subsurface flow from the Great Miami River.


Adequate data from recharge are available from Speiker.


Errors also are introduced into the model because the model


boundaries do not duplicate exactly those of the groundwater


system.


The above study gives us some appreciation of different errors


involved in groundwater modeling. Later we show by statistical


analysis how data errors on transmissivity, storativity, pumpage


and water head observation affect the groundwater model output.
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5,4 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSES FOR


DECOMPOSED MODEL


5.4.1 Introduction


In this chapter the numerical methods used to accomplish the


goals stated in previous chapters will be presented. As an


example of using the identification algorithm developed in this


chapter to estimate transmissivity values., the Fairfield-New


Baltimore aquifer system is considered. The model-estimated


parameters for transmissivity functions were then used for model


validation to establish the capability of the model to predict real


system behavior. This aquifer system was also used previously as a


source for hydrogeological data for identifying and validating the


model developed in Phases I and II. This facilitates a direct


comparison of the results of this work with those models*


The purpose of the sensitivity analysis was to show the effect


of errors in observed head, pumpages transmissivity and storativity


on the predicted head values calculated by the mathematical model


developed herein.


5.4.2 Identification Model Calibration


The calibration of the model was done for the Fairfield-New


Baltimore aquifer system. Spieker [1968] and Miami Conservancy


District Dayton, Ohio furnished the basic hydrogeological data
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for this system. The time period 1952 to 1962 was chosen for the


identification and validation processes and was used in this way:


(1) 1952-1956 for model identification


(2) 1956-1962 for model validation


Observed water heads at different grid points of cells #49 #5 and


#6 were generated for 1952 to 1956 using Spieker's mathematical


model, parameters and conditions that he determined for the same


problem area. This provided water head estimates for the six


pumping wells of the region which were used for individual cell


parameter identification of this work. Generated water head observa


tions are presented in Tables 5.4(a), 5.4(b) and 5.4(c);


The identification algorithm was started using the initial


guess of transmissivity averaged between cells as follows:


T1 = 0.25


T2 = 0.51


T 3 = 0.907


T 4 = 0.915


T, = 0.649
b


TV = 0.412

b


T? = 0.36


Tg = 0.201


Tg = 0.663
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=
Tio  °-66


T n = 0.62


T ] 2 = 0.209


Where subscripts 1,......12 of T mentioned above represent the fol


lowing flow relation between cells (See Fig. 5.5)


Subscripts Flow Relation Between Cells


1 2+-1 

2 2+4 

3 4+-3 

4 4+10 

5 6+-5 

6 5+7 

7 7+6 

8 7+6 

9 6+-9 

10 5+-10 

11 5+-11 

12 7+-12 

The initial guess of transmissivity is based on the geological in


formation of that area. The aquifer was simulated by the multtcell


model to produce:


(i) the interflow between adjacent cells


(ii) an averaged water level in all cells


For the five-year period (1952-1956) using initial guesses,
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parameters (b-. 9b?sbo5b49br) of transmissivity function


T(x,y) = b-,x2 + b2y
2 + b3x + b4y + bg


of cells #4, #5 and #6 were identified after being subjected to the


above information developed in the iterative process.


Computationally* the identification scheme of this work


is very effective. However., the initial guess of transmissivity


plays a dominant role in computation time. The least-square error


function between observed and calculated head of each cell con


verges quadratically to a minimum even with bad initial values


(corresponding to a large initial least-square error). The model-


predicted drawdowns for 1952 to 1956 are shown in Tables 5.5(a),


5.5(b) and 5,5(c).. A comparison of the real (observed) draw


down values and the model's predicted drawdown (Tables 5,6(a), 5,.6(b)


and 5,6(c)) shows generally good agreement between them. Results of


the identification of transmissivity function parameters are


tabulated in Table 5.7.
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Observation

Point


4 8


5 7


5 8


6 7


7 5


7 6


8 4


8 5


8 6


Observation

Point


7 6


7 7


8 6


9 4


9 5


Pumping Per1od»l(l952) 
Drawdowns(FT) 

-0.801 

-0.423 

-1.201 

-0.204 

1.056 

3.273 

0.722 

3.541 

3.839 

dumping IWiod»l(1952} 
Drawdowns(FT) 

-0.989 

-0.305 

-1.218 

-5.595 

-11.385 

Pumping PeHod*2(1953) 
Drawdowns(FT) 

-1.368 

-0.801 

-1.913 

-0.572 

1.092 

3.231 

0.795 

3.662 

3.915 

Pumping Per1od»3(1954) 
Drawdowns (FT) 

-1.511 

-0.965 

-2.141 

-0.752 

1.033 

3.124 

0.778 

3.612 

3.837 

Water Head Observations of Cell #4

(generated after Spieker)


Table: 5.4(oO


Pumping Per1od*4(l955) 
Drawdown(FT) 

-1.542 

-1.001 

-2.192 

-0.801 

1.016 

3.092 

0.761 

3.599 

3.805 

Pumping Period«4(1955)

Drawdowns(FT)


-1.960 

-0.705 

-2.077 

-8.558 

-15.852 

Pumping ?eriod"5O$5{>} 
Drawdowns(FT) 

-1.251 

-0.309 

-1.586 

0.392 

2.721 

5.770 

1.864 

6.301 

7.351 

Pumping Period*5(1956)

Drawdowns (FT)


-1.979 

-0.726 

-2.045 

-8.330 

-15.233 

Pumping Per1od*2(l953)

Drawdowns(FT)


-1.528 

-0.521 

-1.699 

-7.247 

-13.771 

Pumping Perlod»3(1954}

Drawdowns(FT)


-1.643 

-0.583 

-0.142 

-7.357 

-13,516 

Water Head Observations of Cell #5

(generated after Spieker)


TABLE: 5.4(b)
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Observation dumping Period*!(1952) Pumping Period«2(1953) Pumping Period«3(1954) Pumping Per1od=4(]955) Pumping Perioda5(1956} 
Point


4 6


5 6


6 7


6 8


7 5


7 7


8 5


8 7


Observation

Point


4 8


5 7


5 8


6 7


7 5


7 6


8 4


8 5


8 6


Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT 

-0.198 -0.232 -0.248 -0.245 -0.245 

-0.482 -0.547 -0.576 -0.571 -0.570 

-4.944 -5.038 -5.087 -5.075 -5.072 

-1.134 -1.174 -1.238 -1.214 -1.211 

-0.237 -0.292 -0.320 -0.317 -0.316 

-0.991 -1.075 -1.128 -1.116 -1.113 

-0.126 -0.173 -0.201 -0.119 -0.197 

-0.576 -0.647 -0.702 -0.690 -0.637 

Water Head Observations of Cell #6


(generated after Spieker)


TABLE: 5.4(c)


frumptng Per1od»l(l952) Pumping Period»2(1953) Pumping Period«3(1954) Pumping Per1od»4(]955) Pumping Period*5(1956) 
Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) 

-0.791201 -1.418124 -1.821123 -1.552213 -1.461061 

-0.442321 -0.861231 -1.115321 -1.021241 -0.339420 

-1.351347 -2.031471 -2.561246 -2.302120 -1.629146 

-0.413424 -0.552139 -O.%?124 -0.841216 -0.512344 

l.OZli!Jt> 1. i J-' 134 1 .O7'inr,O l . ir.r. i?? -2.741932


3.373432 3.241416 3.144630 3.292243 6.149243 

1.019234 1.205618 0.008357 1.041642 2.124128 

3.769213 3.922412 3.822124 3.629624 6.311426 

4.091456 3.925243 4.0*7)62 3.905271 7.501450 

Cell U Water Head Predicted by the Model


TABLE: 5.5Ca)
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Observation Pumping Period»l(1952) Pumping Peri od»2 0953) Pumping Period»3(1954} Pumping Perlod-4(TC557 hoping J>eHo<W5(19S6) Point Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) Drawdowns(FT) 

7 6 -1.011012 -1.538213 -1.652134 -1.981245 -1.991234 

7 7 -0.315112 -0.542641 -0.681235 -0.728634 -0.766198 

8 6 -1.328431 -1.782145 -0.156143 -2.331240 -2.056231 

9 4 -5.825120 -7.366123 -7.567916 -8.577421 -8.531041 

9 5 -11.415341 -13.972034 -13.646450 -16.121456 -15.281468 

Cell #5 Water Head Predicted by the Model


TABLE: 5.5(b)


Observation 
Point 

Pumping Period-!(1952) 
Drawdowns(FT) 

Pumping Period*2(1953) 
Drawdowns(FT) 

Pimping PeHod-30954) 
, Drawdowns(FT) 

Pumping Period»4(l§55) 
Drawdowns(FT) 

Pumping Period«£(l$56) 
Orawdowns(FT 

4 6 -0.225143 -0.252164 -0.259942 -0.232114 -0.442143 

5 6 -0.572261 -0.681432 -0.562143 -0.591241 -0.583264 

6 7 -5.213462 -5.224126 -5*386432 -5.171242 -5.291348 

6 8 -1.321420 -1.191264 -1.352684 -1.525146 -1.401342 

7 5 -0.248168 -0.308148 -0.517941 -0.422136 -0.328116 

7 7 -1.213480 • -1.086142 -1.153121 -1.125334 -1.724321 

8 5 -0.145321 -0.576452 -0.227418 -0.231468 -0.212346 

8 7 -0.591242 -0.665432 -1.031402 -0.841531 -0.883451 

Cell #6 Water Head Predicted by the Model


TABLE: 5.5(c)




Observation Point


4 8


5 7


5 8


.6 7


7 5


' 7 6


8 4


8 5


8 6


Observation Point


4 8


5 7


5 8


6 7


7 5


7 6


•8 4


8 5


8 6
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Pumping Period - 1(1952)


Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model


h (FT.) h(FT.)


-0.801 -0.791201


-0.423 -0.442321


-1.201 -1.351347


-0.204 -0.413424


1.056 1.021236


3.273 3.373432


0.722 1.019234


3.541 3.769213


3.839 4a091456


Cell #4 Water Head Comparison


TABLE: 5.6(a)


Pumping Period • 2(1953)


Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model

h (FT.) h{FT.)


-1.368 -1.418124


-0.801 -0.861231


-1.913 -2.031471


-0.572 -0.552139


1.092 1.132134


3.231 3.241416


0.795 1.205618


3.662 3.922412


3.915 3.925243


A - h - h


0.01


0.02


0.15


0.21


0.03


0.10


0.30


0.22


0.26


A * h* h


0.05


0.05


0.12


0.02


0.04


0.01


0.41


0.26


0.01


TABLE: 5.6(aJ

(Continued)
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Observation


4


5


5


6


7


7


8


8


8


Observation


4


5


5


6


7


7


8


8


8


Point


8


7


8


7


5


6


4


5


6


Point


8


7


8


7


5


6


4


5


6


Pumping Period •


Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model


h (FT.)


-1.511


-0.965


-2.141


-0.752


1.033


3.124


0.778


3.612


3.837


3(1954)


Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model


h(FT.)


-1.821123


-1.115321


-2.561246


-0.962124


1.073659


3.144630


0.808357


3.822124


4.097162


A • h * h


0.31


0.15


0.42


0.21


0.04


0.02


0.03


0.21


0.26


A"h* h


0.01


0.02


0.11


0.04


0.15


0.20


0.28


0.03


0.10


Pumping Period


Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model


h (FT.)


-1.542


-1.001


-2.192


-0.801


1.016


3.092


0.761


3.599


3.805


TABLE: 5.6(a) 
(Continued) 

« 4(1955}


Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model


h(FT.)


-1.552213


-1.021241


-2.302120


-0.841216


1.166122


3.292243


1.041642


3.629624


3.905271
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Pumping Period » 5(1956) 

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A « h " h 

•h(FT,) h(FT.) 

4 8 -1.4f>100! O.?l 

S 7 -0.309 -0.339420 0.03 

5 8 -1.586 -1.629M6 0.04 

6 7 0.392 0.572344 0.12 

7 5 2.721 -2.741932 0.02 

7 6 5.770 6.149243 0.37 

3 1.864 2.124128 0.26 

8 5 6.301 6.311426 0.01 

8 6 7.351 7.501460 0.15 

TABLE: 5.6(a)

(Continued)


Pumping Period « 1(1952)


Observation 

7 

Point 

6 

Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model 

h(FT.) 

-0.989 

Water Head Predicted by Sarkars Model 

h(FT.) 

-1.011012 

L •

0.02 

h  h 

7 7 -0.305 -0.315112 0.01 

8 6 -1.218 -1.328431 0.11 

9 4 -5.595 -5.825120 0.23 

9 5 -11.385 -11.415341 0.03 

Cell #5 Water Head Comparison


TABLE: 5.6(b)
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Pumping Period • 2(1953)


Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Hcdel Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A  h " h 

h(FT.) h(FT.) 

7 6 -1.528 -1.538213 0.01 

7 7 -0.521 -0.542641 0.02 

8 6 -1.699 -1.782145 0.09 

9 4 -7.247 -7.366123 0.12 

9 5 -13.771 -13.972034 0.2 

Pumping Period « ;5(1954) 

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A « h " h 
h(FT.) h(FT.) 

7 6 -1.643 -1.652134 0.09 

7 7 -0.583 -0.681235 0.1 

8 6 0.142 -0.156143 0.01 

9 4 -7,357 -7.567916 0.21 

9 5 -13.516 -13.646450 0.13 

Pumping Period « 4(1955) 

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A • h " h 

h(FT.) h(FT.) 

7 6 -1.960 -1.981245 0.02 

7 7 -0.705 -0.728634 0.02 

8 6 -2.077 -2.331240 0.26 

9 4 -8.558 -8.577421 0.01 

9 5 -15.852 -16.121456 0.27 

TABLE: 5.6(b)

(Continued)




Observation Point


7 6


7 7


8 6


9 4


9 5


Observation Point


4 6


5 6


6 7


6 8


7 5


7 7


8 5


8 7
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Pumping Perfod - 5(1956)


Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model


MFT.) h(FT.)


-1.979 -1.991234


-0.726 -0.766198


-2.045 -2.056231


-8.330 -8.531041


-15.233 -15.281468


TABLE: 5.6(b)

(Continued)


Pumping Period • 1(1952)


Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model

h(FT.) n(FT.)


-0.198 -0.225143


-0.482 -0.572261


-4.944 -5.213462


-1.134 -1.321420


-0.237 -0.248168


-0.991 -1.213480


-0.126 -0.145321


-0.576 -0.591242


A - h " h


0.02


0.04


0.01


0.20


0.05


A - h "h


0.02


0.09


0.30


0.19


0.01


0.22


0.01


0.01


Cell #6 Water Head Comparison


TABLE: 5.6(c)
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Pumping Period • 2(1953) 

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Fodel Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A • h ~ h 

• h(FT.) h(FT.) 

4 6 -0.232 -0.252164 0.02 

5 6 -0.547 -0.681432 0.14 

6 7 -5.038 -5.224126 0.19 

6 8 -1.174 -1.191264 0.02 

7 5 -0.292 -0.308148 0.01 

7 7 -1.075 -1.086142 0.01 

8 5 -0.173 -0.576452 0.40 

8 7 -0.647 -0.6654432 0.02 

Pumping Period « 3(1954) 

Observation Point Mater Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A * h~ h 

h(FT.) h(FT.) 

4 6 -0.248 -0.259942 0.01 

5 6 -0.576 -0.562143 0.01 

6 7 -5.087 -5.386432 0.30 

6 8 -1.238 -1.352684 0.12 

7 5 -0.320 -0.517941 0.19 

7 7 -1.128 -1.153121 0.03 

8 5 -0.021 -0.227418 0.02 

8 7 -0.702 -1.031402 0.33 

TABLE: 5.6(c)
(Continued) 
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Pumping Period a 4(1955) • 

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model & • h - h 

h(FT.) h(FT.) 

4 6 -0.245 -0.232114 0.01 

5 6 -0.571 -0.591241 0.02 

6 7 -5.075 -5,171242 0.10 

6 8 -1,214 -1.525146 0.31 

7 5 -0.317 -0.422136 0.11 

7 7 -1.116 -1.125334 0.01 

8 5 -0.119 -0.231468 0.04 

8 7 -0.690 -0.841531 0.25 

Pumping Period •» 5(1956) 

Observation Point Water Head Predicted By Spiekers Model Water Head Predicted By Sarkars Model A • h *" h 

hCFT.) h(FT.) 

4 6 -0.245 .0.442143 0.20 

5 6 -0.570 -0.583264 0.01 

6 7 -5.072 -5.291348 0.22 

6 8 -1.211 -1.401342 0.19 

7 5 -0.316 -0.328116 0.01 

7 7 -1.113 -1.724321 0.61 

8 5 -0.197 -0.212346 0.15 

8 7 -0.687 -0.883451 0.20 

TABLE: 5.6(c) 
(Continued) 
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ranges between 2% and 15%. However the predicted drawdown in


Phases I and II varies from 15% to 33% and 5% to 31% respectively


for those same well locations. This implies an impressive im


provement in predictive ability was obtained in this work due to


its decomposed modeling approach of using additional information


to obtain an overall better model yielding more accurate results.


PAPAM£TERS CELL #4 CELL #5 CELL #6 

b l , 2 1 3 2 X l t f 1 0 .1245X10"11 - -4013XKT 1 1 

b2 . I013X10"1 1 - .1300X10"1 1 •2132X10"10 

.4121X10"6 .2140X1 Cf8 .3012X10"7 
b3 

b4 .8234X1 Cf7 .1611X10*8 .5034X10~7 

h .6 .56 .46 

TABLE: 5.7


Results of the Identification of Cell 

#4, #5 & #6 of the Fairfield-New Baltimore 

Aquifer System 
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_L

Drawdowns Caused by Pumping for the


Period 1952-62. Real System Observations made on

November 1962 (After Speiefcer)


FIG. 5.9


<f


Drawdowns Caused by Pumping for The


Period 1952-62, Based on Decomposed Model


FIS. 5.10




Multicell Concept Singlecell Concept 
T Chiadrcttic T Quadratic T Linear 

Well Cell Observed Phase III Phase II Phase I 
Name Location Head(ft) 

After Spieker 
Predicted 
Head(ft) 

Difference 
in 

A 

Error 
[%) 

Predicted 
Head(ft) 

Difference 
in 

A 

Error 
(%) 

Predicted 
Head(ft) 

Difference 
in 

A 

Error 
(%) 

h h ~ h h h  h i h " h 

A-2 6 6.0 5.09 0.1 15.0 4.15 1.85 31.0 4.0 2.0 33.0 

S1-S2 5 15.0 15.4 0.45 3.0 12.0 3.0 20.0 12.0 3.0 20.0 

F-16 4 6.5 6.49 0.01 2.0 6.14 0.36 5.6 7.7 1.2 18.4 4 
ON 

F-10 4 6.5 6.08 0.42 6.0 6.05 0.45 6.93 7.5 1.0 15.3 

F-ll 4 6.5 7.08 0.58 10.0 7.40 0.9 14.0 8.7 2.2 30.0 

TABLE: 5.8


Results of the Fairfield-New Baltimore Aquifer


Model Forecasted Results


(Water Heads Compared on November 1962)
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5,4,3 Sensitivity Analysis


5.4.3.1	 Introduc tion


Generally hydrologic phenomena are affected by complex natural


events9 the details of which cannot be anticipated precisely* Hence


the analysis of hydrologic systems is often viewed in terms of


stochastic processes. However, the analysis of groundwater flow has


traditionally been based on a deterministic approach to the solution


of the governing partial differential equation- Natural variabi


lity, such as temporal fluctuations in groundwater recharge,


storativity, infiltration, evapotranspiration and spatial variation


in transmissivity, is usually dealt with only in terms of average


conditions- Yet natural variability may be an important feature of


groundwater flow in that it may be possible to infer aquifer pro


perties from water table fluctuations.


In the following analysis, effect of temporal variability in


various groundwater system parameters on hydraulic head values of the


Fairfield-New Baltimore aquifer are examined. Before the develop


ment of different optimization methodologies used for ground water


parameter identification, this type of analysis was also used for


precise estimation of these parameters. In this work, various sen


sitivity analyses were performed to determine the effect of errors


in transmissivity, storativity, observed head and pumpage on model


prediction. The resulting sensitivity and statistical


analyses as discussed in the following section were found to be
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useful in finding which parameter must be specified with the greatest


accuracy in order to model adequately the groundwater system* and


which parameter of the groundwater system is causing most sensi


tivity on the model water head prediction,


5.4.3.2	 Effect of Errors in Storativity on Model Water Head


Prediction


A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the effect


of error in storativity on the parameter values and its influence


on waterhead prediction. The behavior of model waterhead prediction


at five well locations due to the small change in storage coefficients


of different cells (Cells #49 #5 and #6) was studied. For the bulk of


the area covered by Cells #4 and #5, where the groundwater occurs under


unconfined conditions* the storativity was perturbed around a value


of 0.2 (S1 = 0.15, S2 = 0.29 $3 = 0,25) which is a typical value


for an unconfined aquifer. In the area covered by Cell #69 the


storativity was perturbed around 0.1 (S] = O.Q79 $2 = 0.1, S3 = 0.15),


because here9 although the groundwater is largely unconfined., a thin


layer of clay locally separates the aquifer into two parts [,Spieker5


1968], This separation is considered to reduce the storativity to


slightly less than the normal value of 0.2 associated with unconfined


conditions.


Table 5.9(a)-5,9(c) shows the sensitivity analyses for five


well locations. This required three solutions of the identification


algorithm and three corresponding solutions for computing waterhead
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prediction. A statistical analysis of error in waterhead prediction


due to change in storativity was also performed (See Table5.9(d)).


The analysis indicated that under a varying range of error in stora


tivity (+. 25% of average value), the percentage error in waterhead


prediction has mean value (y) in the range of 0 to -12 and standard


deviation (a) 0 to 0.01. This shows that in general the deviation


of output at different well locations is not appreciably sensitive to


the change in the storativity parameter. It has also been noted that


in two well locations (S1-S2 and A~2) the % of error in waterhead


prediction is zero even where the percentage of error in storativity


lies in the range of -30% to +30%. The conclusion of less sentitive


output due to change in storativity holds equally for constant


and varying pumping conditions. However the error in predicting output


depends not only on storativity exclusively but also on other


hydro!ogic phenomena in an aquifer.


5A.3.3 Effect of Errors in Observed Drawdown on Model Waterhead

Prediction


To evaluate the effect on model prediction due to the errors


in observed drawdown, a sensitivity analysis was also performed.


The identification problem was rerun with error artificially intro


duced in drawdown at five pumping well locations (F-10, F-ll 9 F-16,


S1-S2 and A-2). Table 5.1Q(a)-5J0(c) demonstrates results of this


analysis. FL represents the computed head values when no error was
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introduced in the observed head under optimal conditions, whereas


H, and I-L represent the computed head values when different sets


of error were introduced into the observed head. It was noted


according to a statistical analysis (see Table 5J0(d)) that


under various percentages of error (+. 5%) in observed head, the mean


(y) and standard deviation (a) of percentage error in waterhead


prediction varies from 12 to -14 and 0 - O J 1 9 respectively. This


reveals that computed head values are moderately sensitive to


error in observed drawdown. Generally more error in observed head


results in more inaccurate waterhead forecasting* Although the


results for only two sets of error are shown in Table 5,10(d),


many other sets of error were examined and no exceptions to the


aforementioned conclusions were found.


5.4.3.4 Effect of Errors in Pwnpage on Waterhead Prediction


A sensitivity analysis was also performed to evaluate the


effect on the parameter values identified and model prediction due


to the error in pumpage at different wells in the aquifer. This is


especially important since in a water resource system the rate of


pumping varies for different reasons. The identification problem


was also rerun with changed pumping. This yielded the effect of this


change on the optimal parameter values causing different waterhead


predictions (See Table 5.11 (a)-5.11 (c)).. A statistical analysis


of errors in pumpage (See Table 5.11 (d)) indicates that under its
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various percentage error (+_ 10%), the mean (y) and standard


deviation (a) of percentage error in waterhead prediction varies


in a range of 8 to -17 and 0.02 to 0.08, respectively. The results


of this analysis also demonstrate that the computed head values are


closely related to the amount of pumpage error. Generally more


error in pumpage will result in more drawdown and vice versa.


However this relationship does not follow any particular pattern


due to the various geological characteristics of the aquifer which


affect waterhead drawdown.


5A.3.5 Effect of Errors in Transmissivity on Waterhead


"Prediction


As mentioned earlier, transmissivity is an important property


in a groundwater system. Its accurate estimation plays a dominant


part in forecasting groundwater system response to various


hydrologic stresses. To evaluate the effect of inaccurate estima


tion of the transmissivity parameter on waterhead prediction, a


sensitivity analysis was done. This analysis was carried out by


changing parameters representing transmissivity function T(x,y).


As mentioned earlier transmissivity is approximated by a second-


order polynomial function


T(x,y) = b-,x2 + b2y
2 + b3x + b4y + bg


since it is known that the parameter br of above equation has more


weight in the function than any other parameters, e.g., b, ,b?sb~ & b*.
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Hence this parameter (br) was slightly changed around its optimal


value, keeping other optimal parameters constant. The behavior of


model waterhead prediction at five well locations due to this small


change in transmissivity coefficient parameters was studied by


rpeans of statistical analysis (See Table 5.12(d)). The analysis


indicated that under a range of error in transmissivity


{+_ 9% of its optimal value), the percentage error in waterhead


prediction has mean value (y) and standard deviation (a) in the


range of 16 to -17 and 0 to 0.03, respectively. This shows that


in general: (i) the model waterhead prediction is quite sensi


tive to change in transmissivity and (ii) as transmissivity


increases, the waterhead drawdown tends to decrease and vice versa.


This is particularly true within the semiconfined aquifer zone


(Well A-2) which is similar to the characteristics shown for


the unconfined aquifer zone (Well F-10, F-ll, F-16 and S1-S2) of


the Fairfield-New Baltimore area.


5,4.3.6 Comparative Statistical Analysis of Errors


On the basis of the results of the statistical analyses


just examined, a comparative study of the effect of errors in


different parameters on waterhead prediction was made by


answering the following problem. Let e., e , e ,, e and eT be


the percentage error of waterhead response (drawdown), storativity,


observed head, pumpage and transmissivity respectively. Show hew
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much e. varies for certain values of e , e . , e and e^


Define


E(eh/e ) = Expected value of error in response to given


error in storativity,


E(ej/e . ) = Expected value of error in response to given error


in observed head*


E(eh/e ) = Expected value of error in response to given error


in pumpage*


E(e,/ej) = Expected value of error in response to given error


in transmissivity.


Considering Well (A-2) for the present study and collecting informa


tion from Table 5.9(d), 5,1O(d), 5.11(d) and 5.12(d) we have


E(£h/ss = 30) = 0


E ( £ h / £ oh = 9) = ]'°


E(eh/ep = 10) = 4.0


E(eh/£T = 9) =17.0


The above statistical statement clearly explains that in the present


case 9% of the error in transmissivity has 17% of the error in


response while


(i) 30% of error in storativity has no error in response


(ii)	 9% of error in observed head has 1% of error in


response


(iii) 10% of error in pumpage has 4% of error in response.


Thus above sensitivity and statistical analyses establish
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the following facts:


(1)	 In general the modeling technique of this chapter is less


sensitive to change in parameters,


(2)	 Waterhead prediction is more sensitive to change in trans-


mi ssivity than to change in any other parameters. Hence


if transmissivity of a model is not quite accurately


known* the model output becomes erroneous.


WELL DRAWDOWNS 
NAME STORATIVITY YEAR UcXX 

1952 2.98 

0.15 resij 2.79 
Sybb Z.J I 
I ybb b.33 

1952 3.26 

F-10 0.2 
jyb3 
iyb4 3. i 1 
1955 3.09, 

1956 5.76 

1952 3.58 

S- 0.25 
1953 
1954 

3.5/ 
3.39 

3 1955 3.41 
1956 5.40 

1952 • 3.51 

1953 3.5? 
S18 

0.15 1954 
1955 

3.44 
3.41 

1956 6.78 

1952 3.82 
1953 3.90 

F-11 H 0.2 1954 
1955 

3.82 
3.79 

1956 7.34 

1952 4.20 
1953 4.29 

0.25 1954 4.16 
3 1955 4.21 

1956 8.14 

1952 3.24 
1953 3.29 

s.i 0.15 1954 
1955 

3.24 
3.22 

1956 5.80 

1952 3.53 
1953 3.65 

F-16 h 0.2 1954 
1955 

3.60 
3.53 

1956 6.29 

1952 3.99 
1953 4.09 

0.25 1954 4.03 
1955 4.04 
1956 7.10 

CELL #4

Results of Sensitivity Analysis


Effect of Errors in Storativity on Water Head Prediction


TABLE: 5.9(a)
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WELL

NAME


S1-S2


WELL

NAME


STORATIVITY YEAR DRAWDOWN

(FT)


1952 11.55 
19b3 f J.ttb 

.15 \ J.b/ 

jybb Ib.y^ 

•iyt>b ib.Z/ 

1952 11.41 

s2 .2 1954 
13 .bu 
13.56 

1955 15.89 
1956 15.27 

1952 11.52 
1953 

.25 1954 13.W 
1955 15.92 
1956 15.27 

Table 5 .9(b) 
cat #5 

Effect of Errors in Storativity on Water Head Prediction 

STORATIVITY	 YEAR DRAWDOWN

(FT)


1952 4.99

1953 5.UI


S1 .07	 1954 5.0/

1955 b\07

1956 5.07


1952 4.94

1953 5.03


S2 -1 1954 5.08

1955 5.07

1956 5.07


1952 5.68

1953 5.U4


S3 .15 1954 5.uy


1955 5.07

1956 5.07


Table 5.9(c) 
CELL *i 

of Errors in storativity on Waterhead P red i c t i on 
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Well


F-10


F-ll


F-16


S1-S2


A-2


t Error of

Storativity


-25


25


-25


25


-25


25


-25


25


-302


302


"352

'353 '


:956


"55?

'553


—T555—


(95?

. 953

.954

'.955

i»b6


1352

1953

1954

1955

1956


1952

1953

1934

\3bb

i9^6


r 5952 1

1953

19b4

1955

1956


1952

1953


" i354

5 955

1955


1952

1953

15W

î bb

1955


1952

1953"

1955

1955

1956


1952

1S53


-	 7955

19L5


Statistical

Drawdowns

% Error

Standard
? Error


Koan 00 Deviation (̂ )


- 9.0

-10.0

-10.0 -9.0 0.01


- 8.0


10.0

11.0

9.0 11.0 0.01


yO


TITO

- 8.0

-10.0

-10.0 -9.0 0.01

-10.0

- 8.0


10.C

10.0

9.0 10.0 0.01

11.0

11.0


- 8.0

-10.0

-10.0 -9.0 0.01

-10.0

- 8.G


10.6

12.0

12.0 12.0 0.01

.13.0

13.0


1.0

0

0 5 <5

0

0


1.0

0

0 5 6

0

0


1.0

0

0 6

0

0


1.5

0


•

0

0


6 < 0.001 
 Analysis of Errors 1n Storativity 

TABLE: 5 . 9 ( d ) 

Variance C" )


<S


5


5


6


6


6


6


•


6


S
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Percentage Drawdowns

Of Er ror


Introduced Well 1955 1956
Name 1952 1953 ! 1954 
in Water fi«ad Observat ion 

At Well Locat ion F - l l 

' -7% of 1952 F-10 3.5 3.0 2.86 3.48 5.11 

+5? of 1953 3.73 3.34 5.77 F-16 3.38 3.25 +12:? of 1954 
-or of 1955 3.0 6.10 F-11 . 3.5 3.14 3.31 
+4* of 1956 

F-10 3.26 3.22 3.11 3.08 5.76 

No H2 
F-16 3.53 3.65 3.60 3.58 6.10 

Error 
F - l  l 3.90 3.82 3.65 7.16 

F-10 3.22 3.55 3.2 4.0 4.7 

-55: of 1953 
H3 F-16 :\.wi 3.77 3.92 3.75 5.C 

-Vll of 1954 
$% of 1955 

-4 * of 1956 F - l l 4.25 4.49 4.0 4.24 8.01 

It of 1952 

TABLE: 5 .10 (a ) 

Cell #4 

Sens i t i v i t y Analysis 

Effect of Errors 1n Observed Drawdown On Water Head Prediction 

Percentage 
Of Error Drawdowns 

Introduced Well (FT) 
In Water Head Observation Name 1*)52 1953 1954 1955 1956 

At Well Location

Sl-S-2


-7% of 1952 
5% of 1953 S1-S2 12.0 14.42 13.25 16.4 15.52 
)2% of 1954 

-9% of 1955 
H l


-4% of 1956


No 
S1-S2 11.41 13.80 13.56 15.89 15.27 Error 

1% of 1952 
-5% of 1953 
-12% of 1954 H3 

S1-S2 11.65 13.4 13.7 15.57 14.8 
9X o f 1955


-4X of 1956


TABLE: 5 . 1 0 ( b ) 
Cell fS 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Effect of Errors m Waterhead Observation on Waterhead Prediction
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Percentage Drawdowns
Of Error (FT)
Introduced Well

Xr\ Water Head Observation Name 7952 1953 1954 1955 1956

At Well Location A-2

-7% of 1952

5S of 1953

122 of 1954 A-2 4.98 5.07 5.12 5.11 5.04

-91 of 1955

+4% of 1956


No

Error H2 

A-2 4.94 5.03 5.08 5.07 5.07


7% of 1952

-5% of 1953

-12% of 1954 A-2 4.88 4.97 5.06 5.13 5.11

SI of 1955


-4% of 1956


TABLE: 5.10(c)

Cell 46


Sensitivity Analysis


Effect of Errors in Waterhead Observation on Waterhead Prediction
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<$ < 0.001 
Statistical Analysis of Errors in Observed Head 

TABLE: 5 . 1 0 ( d ) 
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Percentage 
Of Error 

Introduced 
In Pumpinq 

Well 
Name 1952 1953 

Drawdowns 
(FT) 

1954 1955 1956 

-10%
*-5%
-15%
-10%

-8%

 of 1952 
 of 1953 
 of 1954 
 of 1955 
 of 1956 

F-10 

F-16 

F - l  l 

2.68 

2.98 

3.14 

2.72 

3.17 

3.33 

2.42 

2.96 

3.0 

2.45 

• 3,02 

3.05 

4.84 

5,33 

6.19 

F-10 3.26 3.22 3.11 3.08 5.76 

No 
Error 

P2 
F-16 

F - l  l 

3.53 

3.82 

3.65 

3.90 

3.60 

3.82 

3.58 

3.65 

6.10 

7.16 

10% of 1952 
5% of 1953 

15% of 1954 
10% of 1955 
8% of 1956 

h 

F-10 

F-16 

F - l  l 

3.39 

3.67 

3.89 

3.44 

3.86 

3.92 

3.12 

3.88 

3.85 

3.18 

4.11 

3.66 

5.88 

7.37 

7.37 

TABLE: 5.11(a) 
Cell #4 

Percentage 
of Error 
Introduced 
In Pumping 

Well 
Name 1952 1953 

Drawdowns 
(FT.) 

1954 1955 1956 

-10% of 1952 
S% of 1953 

-15* of 1954 
-10% of 1955 
-8X of 1956 

P ! S1-S2 10.51 13.21 11.95 14.52 14.23 

No 
Error P2 S1-S2 11.41 13.80 13.56 15.89 15.27 

10% of 1952 
5% of 1953 

15% of 1954 
10% of 1955 
8% of 1956 

P3 S1-S2 12.31 14.4 15.14 17.25 16.31 

TABLE: 5 .11(b) 
Ce.11 #5 

Percentage 
of Error 
Introduced 
In Pumping 

Well 
Name 1952 1953 

.
Drawdowns 

 (FT) 

1954 1955 1956 

-10%
-5*

-15%
-10%

-8%

 of 1952 
 of 1953 
 of 1954 
 of 1955 
 of 1956 

P l A-2 4.76 4.92 4.8 4.87 4.76 

No 
Error P2 A-2 4.94 5.03 5.08 5.07 " 5.07 

10% of 1952 
5% of 1953 

15% of 1954 
10% of 1955 

B% of 1956 

> A-2 5.12 5.14 5.36 5.27 5.37 

TABLE; 5.11(c) 

Cell §6


Sensitivity Analysis


Effect of Errors in pumpage on Wate rhead P r e d i c t i o n 
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« < 0.C01 
Statistical Analysis of Errors in Purr.page 

TABLE: 5.11(d) 
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W e l l Transnnssivi ty Year Drawdown (FT) 
Nan* Parana ters 

b, * .2132X10*]? 1952 3.67

b i » .1031X10"; 19f\> 3.64


T l 
b, - .4121X10". 1954 3.52


s b^ * .8234X10*' 1955 3.4S

0.58 b* * .57 1956 6.44 

b, • .2132X10*]? 1952 3.26 
b' » .1031X10*' ' 1933 3.22 
b , = .4121X10 ? 10S4 3.11 M  O b; * .8234X10"' 1955 3.03 

0.61 bg • -6 1956 5.76 

b, • .2132X10"}? 1952 2.96

b] * .1031X10"i 1953 2.30

b? • .4121X10*7- 1954 2.60
J3 b; = .8234X10" 1955 2.78


0.64 b^ « . 63 1956 5.23 

b7 = .2132X10"]? 1952 4.29

b' » .1031X10"i 1953 4.41


h b^ « .4121X10"; 19o4 4.32

b j * .8234X10"' 1955 4.28


0.58 b* « .57 1956 8.20 

b, • .2132X10"]? 1952 3.82 
b i • .1031X10",!.' 19D3 3.90 
br = .4121X10"; 1954 . 3.82 M l h bi * .8234X10" 1955 . 3.79 

cTsi 
b3 *  ' 6 1956 7.34 

b, • .2132X10*:? 1952 3.46

" b i « .1031X10"!' 1953 3.52


13 b; • .4121X10*7 1954 3.45

b? • .8234X10"' 1955 3.42


0.64 b^ » .63 1956 6.66 

b, • .2132X10"]? 1952 3.96

b* * .1031X10"!1 13o3 4.11

b^ * .4121X10"S 1954 4.07
IT b; * .8234X10 l i  w 4.04


0.S8 S7 1956 7.04
•4 • 
b, • .2132X10"]? 1952 3.53 
b ; « .1031X10";' 1953 3.65 

M  6 b? s 19r£ 3.60 12  .4121X10": 
19Dt>
b i » .8234X10"' 3.58


0.61 b5 1956 6.29 *  * 6 

b, » .2132X10*]? 1952 3.20

b i * .1031X10";' 1553 3.29

b; • .412U10"; 1954 3.25
h bi * .8234X10* 155b 3.23


0.64j bj " .63 1956 5.2a


TABLE: 5.12(a)

Cell #4


Sensitivity Analysis

Effect of Errors in Transmfssivity on Waterhead P r e d i c t i o n 
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Vel) 
Narre Transnnssivity Year Drawdown (FT) 

b, « .1245X10""^ 195? 
1 -4 

b = 1300X10 1953


T b = .2U0X10*8 1954

T l 

b
3

 ~ 1611X10 
 -8 1955


0.53 b5 - .53 1956


b - .1245X1O*11 1952


b2 = .1300X10"11 1953


T b3 - .2140X1O*"8 1954


S1-S2

b4 = .1611X10* 1955


0.56 b5 = .56 1956


b, = .1245X13"11 195? 
1 -11 

b = .1300X10 1953


T b* = 214 0X10"8 1954


h b = 1611X10* 1955

s 

0.6 bs - .6 1955


TABLE: 5 .12(b) 

Ce l l #5 

Well Transmissivf ty Year

Name Parameters


b j * - . 4013X10" 1  ] 1952


b2 = .2132X10"1 0 1953


b3 « .3012X1O"7 1954


b4 = .5034X1O'? 1955


b5 = .42 1956
0.42 

b1 = - .4013X10" n 1952


b 2 = .2132X10""10 1953


A-2 T2 
b 3 = .3012X10"7 1954


b4 * .5034X10"*7 1955


0.46 b5 =  * 4 5 1956


by S-.4013X10"1 1 195?


hz * .2132X1O'1 0 1953


T 3 
*  b 3 « .3012X1O"7 1954


b4 » .5034X10"*7 1955


0.50 b s = .5 1956


TABLE: 5 .12(c ) 

Cell #6 

Sensitivity Analysis 

13.21 

16.06 

15.81 

18.51 

17.82 

11.41 

13.80 

13.56 

15.89 

15.27 

10.5 
13.0 
12.5 
14.0 
13.4 

Drawdown (FT) 

5.51 
5.55 
5.58 
5.55 
5.52 

4.94 

5.03 
5.08 
5.07 
5.07 

4.14 
4.20 
4.24 
4.22 
4.22 

Effect cf Errors in Transmissivity en Wdterhead P red i c t i on 
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— —1 

Well 

F-10 

F-l l 

F-16 

SI-S2 

I Error of 
Transmissivity 

-5 

5 

5 

5 

-5 

5 

-9 

• 

Year 

1952 

Z^iZ 

1%2 

"~~T5flZ 

—T951

—mr~195o

1952


—T9ST~

"1954

1955

1956


1952 
19'J3 

1932 
1S53 
19^4 
5 9t>5 

1%6 
1952 
1953 
1954 

" 1955 
1956 

1952 
1953 
19:4 

15S2 
1953 
19:4 
1955 

1053" 

—1556

1 Error 

13.0 
— ixo 

13.0 "" 
ZJJXIZ 

- 9.0 
-10.0 
-"10.0" 

- ' " • * 

Moon PeviaUon ( 

13.0 6 

-10.0 0.01 

LJIL°--°	 Z  Z 

12.0 
—^370 

13".D" 13.0 0.01 

—ra\o — 
12.0 

-10.0 

- J L J . O 
- 1 i .(J 

- y.u 

12.0 
(jJ.U 
13.U 
13.0 

- 9 -0 

-10.0 
-10.0 
-10.13""
- 1 / 

11.0 
i 1.0 
iu.u 
IU.U 
Iu.u 

-10.0 0.01 

13.0	 0.01 

j 

-11.0 0.03 
' " 

10.0 0,01 

- 9.0 • 
- 6.0 

- 9.0 0.03 

17.0 
16.0 
15.0 
15.0 

15.0 0.01 

- ^ 

-17 -17.0 6 
- 1  / 
-17 

6< 0.001 

Variance ( o  j 

• 

• 

-

6 

• 

5 

• 

Statistical Analysis of Errors 1n Transmisslvity


TABLE: 5J2(d)
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 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


In recent works [Lopez, 1973; Lopez, Haimes and Das, 1974]


represented in Phases I and II the parameter identification method


ology of groundwater systems is essentially based on the observed


input data and the associated response. However these methodol


ogies do not use various existing information from the geological


map of the system. This consequently leads to: (i) developing


a mathematical model which becomes nonrepresentative of the real


physical system and (ii) a slight change from the data base for


such a system which results in a substantial fluctuation in model


response.


The groundwater model variable for which various existing


information is available includes (in addition to transmissivity)


storativity, initial water levels, discharge, recharge, boundary


conditions and topology. The model developed in this work utilizes


the existing information so that the mathematical model is closely


representative of the physical system. Its sensitivity to changes


in the data is less compared to other models. The model was


applied to a real groundwater system in southern Ohio. A systematic


way of identifying the transmissivity function was developed by


decomposing the system into blocks. This provides the systems


analyst with the possibility of making use of the various hydro


logical information for identifying a parameter of different blocks.


Besides being computationally superior to the methods developed by
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previous authors, this identification and model validation closely


approximates the physical system (see Table 5.8) •. Approximation


of the transmissivity function by a second-order polynomial function


for each block provides a closer distribution of transmissivity


values* since the transmissivity within a cell is somewhat


homogeneous. The dynamic nature of the boundary conditions for


each cell is more realistic in the modeling of groundwater systems.


An error introduced., if due to gross approximation of boundary


conditions•> is not likely to be present in a multicell model.


Since a mass balance is seen for each cell in each time


period, an error introduced by numerical approximation is confined


to the system and thereby distributed in model output over the


aquifer. This has also been observed by comparing the result of this


phase with that of previous phases using the same data base and is


shown in Table 5,8*


Identifying groundwater parameters of each cell involves


solving a partial differential equation describing the flow in


porous media by numerical approximation. Since the area of each


cell is comparatively small, it provides us with finer grid points


over each cell without increasing computational difficulty. This


is because each cell model may be solved independent of the others.


Hence the methodology developed in this work becomes computationally


more tractable. The finer the grids the more accurate the numerical


solutions.


Under the rather simplified decomposition approach of this


chapter, the method developed for identifying transmissivity
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parameters from observed head values proved very accurate. However


the accuracy of the results will be affected to a considerable


degree by the choice of well locations within a cell at which the


waterhead is observed.


The procedure developed for evaluating transmissivity was


tested for as many as three cells. There is no apparent reason


why the method could not be extended to a greater number of cells.


It must be realized, however, that as the number of cells increases,


the computer time and analysis time increases. The computer time


for the identification algorithm of this chapter also depends on


the guess of the average value of transmissivity parameters.


Should the optimization process fail to produce a solution, the


user will have to supply a new starting point. The information


generated in unsuccessful runs can be used to make better initial


guesses.


Concerning the core requirement, the program requires about


72K words on the Univac 1108 digital computer. As for computer


time, with three cells (see Section 5.55, the Fairfield-New Baltimore


Aquifer) and a period of five years (with yearly changes in pumpage


rate) the program takes 112 seconds.


Sensitivity and statistical analyses applied to the case study


reveal that the model is quite sensitive to changes in identified


parameter (transmissivity) while less sensitive to other parameters


(storativity, pumpage and observed head). Therefore it was decided


that the only parameter to be identified would be transmissivity, which


also compensates for errors in identifying other parameters.
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CHAPTER 6


AN OPTIMAL CONTROL ANALYSIS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF A


GROUNDWATER AQUIFER-STREAM SYSTEM


6,1 A GENERAL DISCUSSION


The developments introduced in Phase II, Haimes [1974], and Chapter 1 of


this study provide the basis for coupling a complex real physical system


with any desired control scheme. The system may comprise both


aquifers and a stream network., interacting throughout the basin. The


control scheme may consider utilizing certain parts of or the entire water


resource at the considered area. It may refer to an isolated subsystem9


or to an administrative framework which is imposed on the regional


structure. The main idea is that a controlled input such as pumpage


or artificial recharge is subject to a decision process for its magni


tude and distribution. This same input affects the physical system,


which responds accordingly* The system response is directly and in


directly considered in the decision process, and hence embedded in


this process is the feedback to the input from the system response


to the output. Using the response functions in the form developed


in Phase II allows for explicitly coupling the physical system


response with the decision process. The functions are essentially the


acting analytical tool whereby system response and controlled input


are interrelated. It is therefore possible to construct a management


model in which the input stress imposed is considered as a control


variable. This variable is specified by the solution of the
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optimal control problem in the decision process.


In the following we intend to examine the management control


problem formulation and the solution which should be applied to a


system comprising a complex water resources system. In particular, we


expect to demonstrate the real advantage of the response functions


hierarchy while applied to mathematical models of the conjunctive use


of ground and surface water systems.


This analysis is not available in the literature and constitutes


a major contribution of this study. At firsts an optimal control


problem is formulated. The analysis of this problem should serve


in better understanding the management model.


The effectiveness of using an optimal control theory for


solving management models is well illustrated by Hullett [1974],


(for applying distributed parameter control theory to optimal


estuary aeration). Unfortunately, the distributed parameter con


trol system which is identified for the conjunctive use of ground


and surface water is too complicated for successfully using ex


isting optimal control theory, and hence some simplifications must


be made. Analyzing the simplified problem provides some insight


into certain features of the original problem, and evaluates some


of the necessary conditions for an optimal solution. A numerical


solution is proposed. It results from discretizing the distrib


uted parameter control formulation of the mathematical model.


Finally, in this chapter, a quadratic program resulting from
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applying the numerical analysis is discussed. The next chapter is


devoted to the application of the mathematical model to the case


study which has been analyzed throughout. Not all the features


characterizing the management control model are identified in the


case study area. However, to be close to reality, no additional


generated information is assumed which would make the case more


general. The application is restricted to the existing structure.,


reducing the model to a forecasting tool for future operations.


It is found however to be of great interest by itself. Case 2 is


then formulated. This is a hypothetical system featuring most of


what is characterized by the management control mode. This case


is aimed at illustrating the prospects of using that model for a


full-scale conjunctive use of ground and surface water systems*


Management models of great variety have been applied and used for


optimal control in water resources systems. The response functions


which are developed in our study should be applied in particular


to a short-term planning model. Evidently, the functional rela


tion between inputs such as pumping or recharge, and responses such


as drawdown and interflow should mostly affect the operational as


pects of the water resources development. The planning for


capacity expansion is affected only through the aggregation of the


operational effects. Models devoted to the capacity expansion


problem are well developed. The coupling of the operational


aspects as considered in the forthcoming model with a desired


capacity expansion model is a straightforward task; however, this
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problem is beyond this study's scope, Buras [1963], developed a


dynamic programming algorithm to solve the problem of conjunctive


use of reservoirs and aquifers. The operating policy considers


the physical system in a lump form which introduces a considerable


error by neglecting the distributed parameter system characterizing


the groundwater system. As opposed to the lumped parameter


approach, an analysis is suggested (Yu and Haimes [1974]) whereby


a multilevel formulation is used for explicitly coupling the


distributed parameter system with a management scheme to optimize


conjunctive use of ground and surface water. Haddock and Haimes


[1975]9 use the algebraic technological functions for coupling a


groundwater system with a tax-quota management scheme. In the


development below, conjunctive use of an aquifer system and a


surface water system is considered. At this stage the regional


administrative considerations will be included as well. However,


regardless of the administrative structure, individual activities


such as pumping from wells or consuming water from some common


pools (like surface reservoirs), necessitate an information flow


between people. Subject to such information, the single user is


provided with the tools to make his own water use plans more


efficiently and still maintain an independent operation policy.


6,2 THE REGIONAL SYSTEM


A basin comprising aquifers traversed by streams is considered.


Users throughout the basin pump water from aquifers by means of


operating wells. Each user's desire for water is primarily governed
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by economics, but may also take into consideration the stream water


response, e.g., water level and quality in his vicinity. Surface


water may be used directly after proper treatment either for arti


ficial recharge or to create a competing source of supply.


The stochastic nature of stream flows, precipitation,


natural recharge to the groundwater, and other such aspects affect


ing water balance in the system may play an essential role in a


real system. The preliminary development here, however, is


deterministic, in order to focus on the modeling procedures. A


major recommendation to further improve this study's developments


would be to include stochastic inputs and reduce deterministic


assumptions. Actually, the modeling procedures are not restricted


to deterministic systems. If the statistics of the stochastic


input are known, mean value, variance, and lags should be considered


inherently in the model (Maddock [1974]). Stream flow variations


are particularly important for surface water balance and precipita


tion and evapo-transpiration, for groundwater balance.


We assume that for each single user9 there is one aquifer cell


from which he pumps his water from one or more wells. A single cell


may underlie a number of stream reaches. Note that this definition


of an aquifer cell is not restricted to geological or hydrological


boundaries, though it may be subject to geographical, legal or


political ones.
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If a user operates artificial recharge facilities, these are


considered aggregated at a single point inside his defined area.


Water is transferred to this point from the different streams


according to the recharge plan.


In the case of inelastic water demand, the economic criterion


is the gross cost of water supply. Each user attempts to minimize


the capital, operational, and maintenance and replacement cost of


water use and artificial replenishment.


With water demand as a function of water price, the economic


criterion is the net benefit obtained from water use.


The method of model superposition applied to either case may


show a real advantage in the formulation process as well as in the


solution strategy. The optimization problems conducted by each user


are coupled to one another through the physical system. The proposed


methodology enables the decoupling of these programs. A general


responsive model provides each user with the following information:


1) Water levels at different operating wells during


the time horizon.


2) The expected time at which drawdown at some wells will


exceed casing and screening designs.


3) The quantity of water induced from the stream into


an aquifer in the vicinity of the operating wells.


This information may cause the user to change his operational
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and design plans, in order to either reduce per unit water cost,


or increase his net benefit.


These revised plans are not expected to affect total demand


patterns for the inelastic case. They may, however, affect the


following:


1) The operational plans of particular wells.


Quantities pumped from some wells may be trans


ferred to other wells within the aquifer cell.


2) The design plans. The user may redesign the drilling


of wells and pipeline construction based on the ex


pected water levels in the aquifer and the stream


as determined by the responsive model.


If water demand is a function of water price, the total pumpage


pattern and recharge plans of each user may also be subject to


changes. In the following chapters, a coordination scheme is imposed


on the system to provide the model with regional optimal control


considerations. Each user's decisions thus become subject to input


directed by the overall regional planning. It should be noted that


model formulation is by no means restricted to a particular manage


ment problem. As shown later, through introducing new structural


concepts in the formulation, the decomposed system functions provide


an easy way for the model to successfully handle a variety of


problems. Actually, in the forthcoming discussion we first analyze


the proposed formulation features which may be common for different
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problems involving groundwater systems. Then while applying the


model to two entirely different structures of case studies, the


problems are still formulated and solved by the same principle,


which makes use of the decomposed functions.


6.3	 MODEL FORMULATION


To provide more insight into the model formulation and solu


tion it is worthwhile to first consider the problem in the context


of the optimal control of a distributed parameter system. Assume


there are L users in the region. For each user there is a corre


sponding aquifer cell, and the i user has m wells which are


located at the £.. cell. There are U streams traversing the


£ cell area, from which a particular user may choose to


transfer water for artificial recharge purposes to the recharge


facility located in the l cell area, and also to supply


directly some of his water needs in that area. The i user


considers some or all of the following cost functions that will be
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discussed in detail subsequently:


1.	 Construction cost function:


T 
Z*- /Vr tC£( t ) ]dt (6.1) 

o 

2.	 Pumping cost function (operation): 
J m£ 

i\ =  / ' [ e" r t V P ^ 5 ) ' qo(ko,t) * ho(ko,t)]dt (6.2\) 

3.	 Surface water supply cost function (operation)


J U\

Z 3 = J ^ " > J 5 ^ U J XAlU>tJJdt (6'3)


0
 u=l

4.	 Artificial recharge cost function (operation):


Zj= / Ce^Vv.fu) * v.(u,t)]dt	 (6-4)


5.	 Depletion of stream penalty cost function (see

case study):


T

Z5= = f C


0 U=l


- B£(u,t)]dt
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here 

r annual interest rate 

C (t) construction cost for water supply projects con

sidered by user £ 

PA(k ) pumping cost per acre-ft/ft for the kjj, well 

k£(k£St) total lift at kjt time t 

S^(u) cost per acre-ft of water supply to £ area 

from the u stream (including treatment cost) 

q.(k.,t) pumpage from the k̂  well 

x-(u,t) water supply from the u stream 

vJu3t) recharge from the u stream 

Y0(u) recharge cost per acre-ft of water from the u 

stream 

Qo(u,t) weighting function to amplify the penalty cost 

corresponding to the depletion of different 

streams traversing the £ area 

jt} quantity of water induced from the u stream 

Into the £ aquifer cell due to natural recharge 

during time period t 

B (u,t) upper limit for quantity of water removed from the 

u stream into the i area by means of artificial 

or natural recharge and direct supply (see 

application to case study). 
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The 11ft h^Ck^t) in equation (6,2) comprises the steady


state lift, H£(k£)» the drawdown at k^ due to pumping from wells


Inside i, D£(^» t)» and the drawdown at cell £ due to the


aggregated pumping from all other cells, D(£5t).


Hence


h £(krt) = H^(t) + D£(k£ft) + D(£,t) (6,6)


The aquifer system equations which are assumed to mathematically


approximate these drawdowns are:


!• Inside the particular cell model:


^ 3D0(x,t) ^ ^ ^ ^

S(X) -_| = 4 [T(x) 4 D (x,


Z (6'7)


k =1


D^Cx.t) c R (6.8)


2. The aggregated multiceil model:


S(x) — 5 = = 2* [T(x) ̂  D(x,t)]

dl
 3x 3x


L

- Z qN(xr,t)6(x-xr) (6.9)


D(x,t) e R (6.10)
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3. The steady state model: 

Kc [T(x) K H(x)] = 0 (6.11) 

ax 3x 

H(x) e R" (6.12) 

Here 

x = (x»y)
S K >••• 

S(x)

T(x))-x.

 spatial coordinates 

storativity coefficient 

transmissivity coefficientDirac delta function 

R^ the particular I cell domain, including 

boundary conditions. 

"R the particular cell domain with boundary 

conditions associated with steady state 

conditions 

£

/v 
,t)

 the entire system Onulticell) domain 

Including boundary conditions 

the net aggregated pumping rate from the 

r eel 1, where 

qN(xr,t) = q(xp,t) - j vp(u,t) 
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The flow function fu(£,t) in equation (6.5). comprises the


stream aquifer flow function of water induced from the u stream


into the l aquifer cell due to pumping from inside £,  f u U 9 t ) ,


and from the other cells, f (£,t)5 and the steady state flow from


the u H stream into the £ aqi'ifer cell, 1^ . Hence


fj(*,t) = fu(i,t) + fu(*.t) + l" (6.13)


The functions in (6.13) are discussed in Phase II. They are


derived respectively from the system equations (6.7) - (6J2)


At this stage we do not assume explicit solutions to the


system equations (in the form of Green's functions). However in


Phase II we develop the groundwork for stating the following


equations:


fV>t) = F*^(xk,t), D (x,t), t) (6.14)


^ ( x r , t ) , D(xr,t)5 t) (6J5)


iJJ - Fu(H(x)) (6.16)


Explicit form of the functions (6.14) - (6.16) is given in


(6.43) - (6.45).


The £ user is evidently considering the benefits of his


water use. Through the model formulation, no restriction is imposed


on the particular characteristic of the water use, and benefits may


be incurred by either agricultural> municipal or industrial interests.
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Let W (t) denote the net return per acre-ft of water supply

A/


considered by the i user during time period t. Economies of


scale are not considered, and the value of W (t) is not affected


by the quantity of supply. The benefit which the l user should


expect is directly related to the quantity of water he consumes:


TT
 m U


= f [e"rt W£(t)  ( £ q£(k£,t) + 2 \(u,t))]dt (6.17)

A;


Actually, there are two functions which may involve economies


of scale. The benefit function is practically determined by the


particular user's activities, and economies of scale are introduced


by construction of consuming water projects. Benefit is not an


explicit function of the quantity of supply. The construction cost


function (6,1}, however, is eventually subject to economies of


scale associated with quantity of water supply. The capacity expansion


and/or construction of water supply projects using around and surface


water is developed and presented in Chapter 7. Two basic conjunctive water


supply management plans are considered in Chanter 7. These are: (i)


short-term operational planning; (ii) long-term expansion and/or construction


planning.


Under..a benefit-cost analysis [Howe 1971], the £ a user is
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Interested in maximizing the criterion functional


5
5

max n  = uW n  ' (6.18)
(Zn - - V * 7£


(g.>x.»y_)

<^» S B


where W^ is given by (6J7) and Z » p=1,...,5, are given


by \6J) - (6,5).


In addition to the system equations .(6.6) - (6.16) which must


be satisfied by the optimal solution to ("6.18) there are restrict


ions (physical, economic or others) to account for:


1. Minimum water requirements must be met


[0,T] (6.19)


k£*l u=l


2. Drawdown must not exceed designs:


£^*£•*' — £max I' Z l~ f.-^m^ (6.20)


3. Pumping capacity must be restr ic ted: 

, , C6.21)

\KQ) t r TO Tl k =1 m


4. Recharge facility capacity must be constrained:


„.,'»<»•*> i * « x t£[0-T] (6-22)
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5. Surface water supply must have an upper limit:


) t e [0,T] u=l,.,.,U£ (6


6. Infiltrating rate limit must be constrained: 

fu(£ft) l Q j N F 9 £ t e [OJ] u * ! , . . . , ^ (6.24) 

here


R.(t) minimal water requirements function


h£m ^  M maximum lift allowed at the k^ well


Q. (kA) upper limit for pumping from k&


vJtaax recharge facility capacity limit


x0 (u) surface water supply system from the u


stream capacity limit


Q" maximum infiltrating rate from the u stream

JLrir 9Xr


into the £ t h cell


The mathematical model defined by (6,1) - (6.24) constitutes


an optimal control problem in a distributed parameter system.


Evidently in its present form the classical control is inadequate


for solving the optimal control policy. Fortunately, the applica


tion of numerical techniques based on certain assumptions reduces


the model to a form where well-known techniques from systems


engineering are applicable for optimally solving the system.
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In accordance with what we stated in Section 6 J , a better in


sight into the control problem is achieved by analyzing the system


using methodologies from the field of optimal control. A main


source of complication which is introduced to the original problem


is caused by the distributed parameter system equations and the


fact that the waterhead distribution must be coupled with the con


trol variables. Therefore, prior to solving the original problem, a


simplified case is considered. Conserving the main features of the


original problem, it should provide the analytical tool for study


ing the nature of the problem and its solution.


6.4	 A SIMPLIFIED CASE FOR MANAGEMENT CONTROL STUDY


In the following we develop the ground for stating a necessary


condition for optimal solution to the problem formulated in (6.1) to


(6.24).


Theorem: A necessary condition for the control problem of


a distributed parameter groundwater system, as formulated in (6.1)


through (6.24)so as to constitute an optimal control solution,


is that the Green's functions of the systems in (6.7) through


(6.12) should be in positive times and the constraints in (6.19)


through (6.24) should be a convex set.
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Proof:


Consider a single aquifer cell which is described by the


following system equations:


? M x e [0,L)

3D(x,t) 3*D(x,t)


3t = T - T^~ "

k=1
 t e [0,1]


and boundary conditions: D(x,0) = g(x) (6.26)


D(0,t) = D(L,t) = 0 (6.27)


here S and T are storage and transmissivity coefficients,


respectively, in the homogeneous one-dimensional space. D(x,t)


is the drawdown function, q(x.,t) is the pumpage from a well located


at x. and there are M wells in the field. 5 is the Dirac delta


function- g(x) is a known function of initial head distribution.


The mathematical model defined by (6.25) - (6.27) has the solution,


[Roach, 1970]: 

M t 
D(xk,t) * ^

j=l

 J

 o 

G(xkixj1t-T)q(xj,T)dT

t £ [0,1] 

 (6.28) 

where G is the Green's Function which is explicitly derived for a


given g(x) in terms of the system's eigen-values and eigen-functions,


(see Appendix A, Phase II).
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Define the planning time horizon T and le t [0,1] in (6.26) 

comprise a unit time step* so that there are exactly N such time 

steps in the horizon, n= l , . . . ,N . The pumping from a well at 

xk* c'(x|/»*) 1S assumed to comprise a series over time of discharge 

rates5 where the rate is constant during each single time step, 

but may vary from time step to time step- Hence 

q(xk , t ) = q(k,n), n= l , . . . ,N 

Considering only pumping from //ells, and no recharge or surface


water supply options, the performance criterion function is:


T N n


Z « f[P(t)£(t)D
T(t)]dt =  ] T Ap(t)a(n)DT(t)]dt (6.29)


* n=1 t«n-l


where P(t) = e P(t) and r is the discount rate. Substitute


((6.28) into (6.29) to obtain


N M n . M tM n . M t
 GZ = I C fff [P(t)q(k,n) ^ _ _// n ( k ' J ' t 

k l  n 1 j=j=l n1n=l k=l n-1 l n-1 

G (k>j,t-x) is the Green's function for the system equations


(6,25) - (6.27) where t e [n-1,n] and g(x) = D(x,n-1) (6.31)


is the initial condition.
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In a compact form,.(6.30) becomes


N n

1 = I !>(t)a(n)Bn(t)a

T(n)]dt

n=l n-1


t 
M 

where B^t) = f ^(xjdx  t e [n-1 ,n] (6.32)


n-1 

G (t) is a matrix of the Green's function whose elements Gn(k,j,t-t) 

state the response at k due to unit pumping at j for the n 

time period. JL(t) is a matrix whose elements are 

t

Bn(k,j,t) - f Gn(k,j,t-T)dx


n-1


Finally, as q_(n) is a time invariant function for each 

N n 
r-̂  /" Z = £a (n ) ' J P(t) yt jdt * £T(n)
(mm£ J 
n=l n-1 

N (6.33) 

= /_\ s.(n) '  K n ) ' £ (°) 

n=l 

where ff  (  ^ ( ) dti(n) =  P(t))
n-1 
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Equation (£.33) states that the criterion function (6,29) cpnjr


prises the summation of n decoupled quadratic terms, each


depending on the system solution at a particular time period n9


n=l,...,N. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the criterion


function (6.29) to constitute a unique optimal control solution for


a convex constraints set is that B/n),ri=l,...9H should be positive


definite matrices (Hadley [1964] Bryson and Ho [1969]).


To understand the iimediate application of this result to the


management control problem, we now investigate the physical meaning


of the JJ(n) matrices. The criterion function essentially con


sists of a discounted multiplication of flows and the associated


lifts. Equating equations (6.29) am (6,33) yields the following:


N N


n=l


Here P(n) is the discount factor for the n time step, and 

JD(n) is the vector of water head drawdown in the pumping wells at 

the end of the n period. But JD(n) is also the solution to the 

system equation (6.25) for t e [0,n] and the i n i t i a l condition 

jD(x,O) = g(x)IJtvand is given by: 

n 

D(n) = j G(T)a(T)dT (6.35) 
o 

where £ is the Greenfs function defined for t e [0,n) and there
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are n time steps in t. Substitute (6.35) into ('6.34) to obtain:


n=l


Equation (6,36) implies* that for B_(n) to be a positive definite


matrix, the integral on the right-hand side of (6,36) should be


positive for all n9 given ĉ (t) positive function. This is true


provided _6(t), the Green's matrix for the system's mathematical model,


is positive for all t. This last conclusion is applicable for


stating the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality in the


simplified optimal control case. However for the original problem


these conditions may not be sufficient but necessary, as more elements


other than pumping wells are considered. By this we conclude the


proof. The theorem is simply stating that the management control


model can be applied to systems which do not contain certain irregu


larities. In this sense an irregularity means that it is possible


under a certain circumstance that imposed pumpage will induce a negative


drawdown at some point in the aquifer. Such a situation would be


rare.


Our next step is to solve the original distributed parameter


system optimal control ^ d o i n 9 a numerical analysis.
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6.5 A NUMERICAL SOLUTION PROCEDURE


6-5.1 Model fannulation


There are two basic concepts which we use for properly re


formulating the management control as was discussed in Section 6.3.


First, discretizing the time dimension allows for converting the


time integrals into summations over a series of time steps. The


second concept used is the one developed in Phase II of this study.


It assumes the existence of Green's functions for the systems which


are modeled by equations (6.7) through (6.12).. An aquifer simula


tion model is used for determining these Green's functions for


certain points in time and space. Consequently, fraction algebraic


functions are derived to approximate infiltration rates through


stream beds. The superposition of both the Green's functions (B's, y's)


and the fraction functions (<f>'s» tfr's) is applied. A detailed dis


cussion of these functions is in Part II of this report. Resulting


from these two concepts is the following quadratic program:
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max W£(n)[ 
n=l u=l 

T 

n=l 

T 

T r vo(u,n)] 

u=l 

T U£ 

- B£(u,n)] (6.37) 
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With the system's equations in the form of algebraic technological


functions (A.T.F.):


h£(T<rn) = H£(k£) + D£ (k£,n) + D(£,n)	 (6.38)


mn
2, n

where D (K n) = E E f (k ,j,n-i+l)q (j,i)]


* x j l i l * * £


^[e£Ck£,v£,n-i+l).v£(u,i)]	 (6.39)


L n

,n)= S S Y (£,r,n


r=l i=l

rfl


m
r

q(r,i) = Z_qr (kr,i)	 (6,41)


u
r

y(r,i) = E v (u,i) (6.42)


u=l


and the stream-aquifer flow functions:


u *

u , n ) + fuU,n) + i" (6.43)


where

m. n u 

,n)	 = E E <j> (k ,n-i+l).q?(k ,i) (6.44) 
k£=l i=l £ £ £ 

L n u 
(£,n) = E E if, (r,n-i+l) [q(r,i)-v(r,i)3 (6.45) 

r=l i=l 

The notations used in (6.37)-(6.45) are essentially the same as 

those used for the original distributed, parameter control problem 

formulated in Section 6.3. The discretization of 
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time t into n time periods provided the above objective


function formulation. For the system equations, the following


terms were used based on the existence of the Green's functions:


BnCknJ,n-i-l) is the algebraic technological term relating


the drawdown at the k.-th well to the pumping of one unit of water


from the j-th well during the i-th period. Both k« and j are


located at the A-th cell.


y(£,r,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the


average drawdown at the &-th cell to aggregated pumping of one unit


of water at the r-th cell, during the i-th period.


<j>Y(ko,n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th


stream into the Jl-th cell during the n-th period due to one unit of


pumping at the ka-th well during the i-th period.


i(^(r,n-i+l) is the quantity of water induced from the u-th


stream into the i-th cell during the iirth period due to one unit


of pumping at the r-th cell during the i-th period.


1^ is the quantity of water induced from the u-th stream into


the £-th cell during one time period with no imposed pumpage and


the system in steady state.


The system's constraints follow the same order as the


constraints set in the original model:
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m£ £ 
£ q£(k ,n) + I x(u,n)>R
V 1 u=1  (n) n=l, . . . ,T 

n s l 

(6.46) 

(6.47) 

qtCk£,n) 1 n»l, . . . ,T k ^ l , — 5m (6.48) 

U 

u=l 
n = l , . .  . ,T (6.49) 

n= l , . . . ,T u=l , . . . ,U £ (6.50) 

£,11) < Q
U 

INF, 
n=l, . . . ,T u ' l , . . . ^ 
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6.5.2 Solution Strategies


The quadratic optimization program stated in (6.37)


through (6.51) is considered solely by the £-th user in the basin.


However, there are other water users in the area, and up to L such


distinct optimization programs may be respectively performed and


each would correspond to a single user. Each individual program


can be solved provided it is decoupled from other activities


which are not tinder the £-th user direct control. The L programs


are coupled through the physical system responses, including the


D(£,n) and fu(£,n) functions relating the system effect on the


Jl-th user from pumpage imposed in other parts of the hydrologic


system by other users. In addition, stream balance considerations,


such as the term B (u,n), couple the systems1 operations which are


performed by all users.


1. The coupling through the term D(J£,n).


In equation (6,40) we represented D(£,n) explicitly:


L n

) =  1 Z Y(*,r,n-i+l) [q(r,i) -v(r,i)] (6."2)


r=l i=l


q(r,i), v(r,i), are the aggregated pumpage and artificial recharge,


respectively, which are considered by users for different cells.


Once these values are specified, the solution for D(£,n) is explicitly


given in (6.52).
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2. The coupling through the term f (&,n)


In equation (6.43) f (&,n) was defined:


£uCil,n)=£UC£,n) + fu (A,n) + ij (6-53)


L n u

and £ C£,n) = S Z ip (r,n-i+l) [q(r,i)-v(r,i)] (6..54)


r=l i=l £


The same arguments are used here for the coupling term f (£,n)


where specification of q(r,i) and v(r,i) provides explicitly


the value of fu(£,n).


3. The coupling through the term B.(u,n).


The value of the term B*(u,n) should be assigned externally


to the optimum control problem being considered by a


particular user. The stream balance evidently concerns


each user but is affected by all usersf operations and by other


things not controlled by any of them such as upstream inflow. It


is therefore assumed that stream balance terms like B- (u,n) are


specified for each user for each problem setting. In the following


chapters at least one possible approach is presented to assign


stream balance terms to each user according to an external consideration


set.


Some of the conceptual solution strategies are illustrated by


analyzing two case studies.
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A QUADRATIC PROGRAM MODEL


This section is concerned with using a standard quadratic


programming solution for this study's model. A modification of


the procedure developed by Wolfe [1959], is presented, A listing


of the source program is in Kuster and Mize [1973]. Originally, the


procedure suggested by Wolfe [1959] is for the following:


PROBLEM A:


Minimize Z = IP £ + 1 / 2 x . C.X. 
x 

Ax < b (6.55) 

x > 0 

where 

* X p < » « » » 5 ^ n 

P_ ~ (P-J 9 r^} r ^ / 

Ib = t>m) 

'11 'In 
A = C = 
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The requirements for problem 1 to obtain a solution via the


proposed procedure are:


a) The matrix £ is assumed positive definite and

symmetric.


b) The constraints are assumed to be of the form:


0=1,... ,m


and al l b. are non-negative.


I f these requirements are fu l f i l l ed , a solution is warranted,,


Hadley, [1964]. The problem formulation as in Section 6.5.1 reduces


to the compact vector form of problem B:


PROBLEM B : 

Minimize = P. A + V2 x 7 C_x) 

x 
A1 x 1 b1 b' > 0 (6.E6) 

A 2 x > b2 bfc > 0 

x > 0 

wnere 

"In 

3qn 
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b} = (b],...,bJ)T b] >. 0 1=1,... ,p


b2 = (b2v...ibp
1 b* > 0 1=1,...,q


2 2
Unfortunately, the constraints A x 2_ b contradict requirements


(b) for the application of the Wolfe algorithm. The following


technique is suggested to overcome this problem:


Defiine vectors Y_ = (y1 ,y2,... ,y )


1 - (x] x1 x1} 

m = 

x^» y. are decision variables, m. is a non-negative and yet


unspecified number. A new quadratic programming model is defined.


PROBLEM C:


Minimize (Zm = £ x1 + V 2 x ] T £ x 1 - raY) 

x!,Y

" ~ A1 x1 < b1


Y - A  2 x 1 < 0  x ] > 0  Y > 0 

1 1 k 

Theorem: If the problem B poses an optimal solution

• * * * j *

Z for x̂  = (x,,...,x ) , then Z is the optimal solution


1 i * * 2 * *
for Problem C with x. = x̂  and X E ^ w^ere Z = Z - m_ b^ . 

 2 
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Proof: One should observe, that if in Problem C the vector


2 2

of variables Y_ is set to ± = b_ so that y. = b.» i = l,... 9q9 ̂ 


then Problem C is reduced to the original Problem B with the


2

objective function value differing in a constant scalar m b> .


solution of C for  coincides with the optimal solution


2 * * 
Hence, if we prove that Y_ = JD = Ŷ  for 2^, then the optimal 

1 1 * 
 x. = x.


* ]* *

of B for x. = x. an<^x = 2i •


To prove Y_ = b̂  we apply the Kuhn-Tucker (Kuhn and Tucker, 

[1961]) necessary conditions for optimality to both problems B and C. 

L e t A - l A ^ j A g s . . . 5ApJ 

s A 2 ' * * * >AqJ 

be the Lagrange mult ipl iers corresponding to the two sets of con
1 2 2 

straints /̂ _x - b ^ l £  5 ^ ' A i L l J Q . ^ respectively in 
Problem B and A1 x^1- ^ 1 0? Y - A2 x1 < 0 in Problem C. Let 

3 3 3 T 
A. = (A-|».*.jAQ) be the Lagrange mult ipl iers corresponding to the 
sets of constraints X " k2 £ £ T#n Problem C, thus the application 

of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to Problem B y ie lds: 

n P q 

i = 1,. . . ,n 

2) x1- ^ 0 i = l , . . . , n 
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3) P + C x +  A 1 T A1 - A 2 T A2 > 0 

4) A j ^ a J j X j - b ] ) - 0 1-1.....P 

5) A] >_ 0 i=l P 

6) A1 x - b1 <0 

7) X ^ - ^ . x . ) = 0 1-1,...,q 

8) ^ 

9) b2 - A2 x < 0 . (6.581 

Applying the same conditions to problem C yields 

n P q 

i = l , . . . ,n 

2) x] >_ 0 i = l,...,n 

3) P H x 1 + A1T 

n 

5) x] > 0 i = ! , . . . ,P 
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6) A1 x1 - b1 < 0 

7) ^ - X a f j x ] ) = 0 1=1,... ,q 

8) A2 > 0 i = l , . . . ,q 

9} X " i  2 A1 1 0. 

10) A^y . - b2) = 0 

11) X̂ >_ 0 i = l , . . . , q 

12) Y - b2 < 0 

13) y . f ^ + A2 + \3.) = 0 1=1.. 

14) y. > 0 1 = l , . . . , q 

15) -mT + A2 + A3 1 £ (6.55) 

Condition (10) in Problem C states that either y. = b.2  or 

3 2"" 

A*j = 0, i = l , , . . , q . Let y . = b^, i = l , . . . 9 q and substitute 

into equations 7 and 9 in Problem C. The set of equations 1-9 in 

Problem C is identical to the equations which result from applying 

the Kuhn-Tucker conditions to Problem B- Assuming that Problem B 
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constitutes a solution then this same solution must hold for the


subset of equations 1-9 in Problem C. In order that such a solution


holds for the entire set of equations in Problem C, equations 10-15

2


should also be satisfied. The condition y. = b. satisfies both

2


equations 10 and 12. Given b. positive, then equation 13 states


y. > 0 -> -m. + X. + \i = 0- Condition 11 states that X^ 2l ° anc)


2 2

hence m. - X. >_ 0* or m. j> A.. This should also satisfy con


2

d i t i o n 15 . We may now c o n c l u d e , t h a t i f m i s s e t t o m. > X . ,


— i — i


i = l,...,q. the entire set of conditions is satisfied provided

* 2
Problem B has a solution. This implies that Y_ = b̂  is the


optimal value of Ŷ  » anc' ^e proof is concluded. 

In the following chapters this proposed modification is 

actually used and provides the uti l ization of the standard quadratic 

program of Problem A. 
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6.7	 APPLICATION OF THE MANAGEMENT CONTROL iTDEL TO THE FAIRFIEID

NEW BALTIMORE AREA: A CASE STUDY


6.7.1	 Introduction


A detailed description of the Fairfield-New Baltimore area in south


western Ohio is given in Phases I and II, Haimes [1973,1974], and in


Chapter 5of this report. A simulation procedure which is developed in


Chapter 4 was applied to the aquifer underlying the area. Con


sequently, Algebraic Technological Functions (A.T.F.) which are


developed in Phase II to relate drawdown to pumping from wells was


constructed for wells located at the studied area. Flow fraction


functions between streams and aquifer relating to well pumpage were


also determined for application to the particular area. The manage


ment control model introduced in Chapter 6 comprises in its


structure and its formulation most of what was discussed in Phase II


for coupling the physical system with the desired control scheme.


Thus, the functions determined throughout this study are now available


for coupling the Fairfield-New Baltimore system with any imposed


control scheme. The water resources in the Fairfield-New Baltimore


area are under the supervision of the Miami Conservancy District


(NI.C.D.) and the U.S. Geological Survey, (U.S.G.S.). However,


neither the M.C.D. nor any other authority has the jurisdiction to
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impose a regional policy for water resources development, (Spieker .


[1968]; Plummer [1974]). As a result, water users are free to


choose their own policies for developing their water supply systems,


and only a few restrictions are imposed with respect to water


quality, the Clean Water Act [1972]5 and Water Rights


[1968]; Cincinnati Well Field Case). The management model in


Chapter 6 may be reduced to handle the Fairfield-New Baltimore case


study. Actually, the model does not assume any administrative


coordination between activities of individual water users in the


area. The only connection between these activities is essentially


their common need to take into account the physical system's


response. Each user can do this provided his own optimal perform


ance is subject to feed-in of information of others' activities.


Such an information flow is actually available from the proposed


management formulation using the response functions hierarchy.


We have identified five major users in the Fairfield-New


Baltimore area (Plummer [1974]), Figure 6.1:


1) American Cyanamid + Fisher Body (Cell 2)


2) Hamilton South Field + Fairfield (Cell 4) 

3) Southwestern Ohio (Cell 5a) 

4) Cincinnati (Cell 5b) 

5) U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (Cell 6)


Others use relatively small amounts of water and can be ignored for


our purposes here.




O
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FIGURE 6.1. WELL FIELDS LOCATION MAP
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Clay overlying sand and gravel 
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Line of geologic section 

Valley boundary 

Arbitrary model boundary 

(2) 
Aquifer test site 

39M6* 

GENERALIZED GEOLOGY AND COEFFICIENTS

OF TRANSMISSIBILITY (T) AND STORAGE (S)

OF THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA.


Cells Assignment: (Cells 10, 11, and 12 represent the river.)
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Water needs in the Fairfield-New Baltimore area are classi


fied for municipal and industrial use. At present all water


requirements are met by groundwater from operating wells. No


direct supply from streams is yet considered, due to water avail


ability from the aquifer and quality restrictions on surface water.


Also there is no need for artificial recharge, therefore, it has


not been introduced. Information is available for identifying the


physical system. Also available are some projections of future


water needs. It is assumed that these needs will be inelastic and


that users will not be concerned about cost of water, only its


availability.


The main goal of applying the management model to this


case is to come up with a prediction tool to evaluate water use


activities and the system's response to them. The resulting


policy may be acceptable to the water users because it assumes


that they all will seek an optimal operation policy. It should


point out some of the most critical developments in the system


while supply is increasing, and may probably initiate the desire


for a coordinated system providing improved exploitation of the


water resources.
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6.7.2	 APPLICATION TO THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE CURRENT

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE


Unfortunately, the current situation in the Fairfield-New


Baltimore area includes only part of the options accounted for in the


management model in Chapter 6 . Actually, we do not propose that


the general model be applied only to cases where all the options en


compassed by the model pertain. In the following., only a certain


part of the general model formulation is applied to the actual case


as defined by the Fairfield-New Baltimore area. We utilize the


following information:


Table 6J summarizes the projections of water requirements for


1974-1983 (Spieker [1968]; Plummer [1974]). Table 6.2 tabulates


the algebraic technological functions (A.T*F.) relating drawdowns in


wells to aggregated pumpage, under various boundary conditions along


the stream reaches. More detailed data are available for Hamilton


South Field (Cell 4). Table 6.3 tabulates the A.T.F. functions


corresponding to three wells in that field. Functions of flows


between stream and aquifer related to pumping from cells are tabu


lated in Table 6.4. In Table 6.5maximum infiltration rates from


stream reaches into the aquifer are listed, (based on Spieker [1968]),
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TABLE 6.1 

WATER REQUIREMENT:5 PROJEC TIONS IN THE FAIRFIELO-NEW BALTIMORE AREA 
i 

(Figures are given in acre-ft/day) 

Cell 

Year 2 4 5a 5b 5a & 5b 6 

.1974 1.5 30.6 55.7 55.7 3. 

1975 1.6 31.2 57.2 57.2 3. 

1976 1.7 31.8 58.7 122. 180.7 3. 

1977 1.8 32.4 60.2 122. 182.2 3. 

1978 1.9 33.0 61.7 122. 183.7 3. 

1979 2.0 33.6 63.2 122. 185.2 3. 

1980 2.1 34.2 64.7 122. 186.7 3. 

1981 2.2 34.8 66.2 122. 188.2 3. 

1982 2.3 35.4 67.7 122. 189.7 3. 

1983 2.4 36.0 69.2 122. 191.2 3. 



TABLE 6.2 
ALGEBRAIC TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS y(l,r>i) FOR CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA 

(Figures are given in ft/millions ft3/day) 
(NCHu=° reach u acts as a constant head boundary. NCHu~l reach u acts as a constant flow source) 
The sign (-) means that the drawdown at I is not affected by pumpage at r because a constant head 
boundary is between them. 

N C H u Year Y(2,r, i ) Y(4 ,r,i) y(5,r .1) Y(6 , rv 
r r r r 

10 11 i 2 4 5 6 2 4 5 6 2 4 5 6 2 4 5 6 

0 0 1 19.6 1.7 - - 2.0 3.3 — 3.4 1.0 „ 1.0 11.3 
2 1 0.1 0.2 — — 0.3 0.4 -« 0.7 0.9 - - 0.9 3.6 

3 1 Q , 0. - - 0. 0.1 -«. 
L 0.2 0.4 „ 0.4 1.2 

1 0 1 20.5 1.9 0.6 0.2 2.2 4.8 1.3 0.2 0.8 1.3 3.2 1.0 0.2 0.3 1.0 11.5 
2 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.6 1.7 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.9 0-9 1.0 0.4 0.7 1.0 3.8 IN) 

3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.5 0.6 1.5 
o 

4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.. 0.5 0 / ! 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.7 

0 1 1 9.6 1.7 —- 2.0 3.3 — — '  - — 4.6 1.2 __ — 1.3 12.5 

2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 - - — __ — 2.1 1.5 — — 1.6 3.7 

3 0. 0. — 0. 0.1 — — __ 1. 1 . — - - 1. 1.5 

4 0. 0. - - 0. 0. - - — — 0.5 0.6 — — 0.6 0.7 

5 0. 0. — 0. 0. — — — 0.3 0.3 — - - 0.3 0.4 

1 1 1 19.3 2.1 0.2 0. 2.1 3.8 0.6 0. 0.9 1.2 5.2 1.4 0.1 0.3 1.4 11. 

2 0.4 0.6 0.5 0.1 0.8 1.2 1.1 0.4 1.0 1.5 3.3 2.1 10.5 0.7 2.1 3.6 

3 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.6 1.1 2.2 1.6 0.4 0.7 1.7 1.7 

4 0. 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.9 
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TABLE 6. 3


P(k i.i) Values \]••t/Ft
3/Day] *1000


Wells in Cell 4


Year I (F-10,J D (F -II,J,U (F-16,J, T)


J J J


F-10 F-ll F-16 F-10 F-ll F-16 F-10 F-ll F-16


1 10. 00 4. .77 2.99 4. 82 lie 51 4.74 3. 05 4. 77 9. 82


2 0. 98 1. .04 0.74 1. 01 1.32 0,94 0. 73 0.95 0. 83


3 0. 24 0, ,27 0.19 0. 26 0.31 0.23 0. 18 0. .22 0. 17


4 0. 07 0. .09 0.06 0. 08 0.08 0.06 0. 05 0.06 0. 04


5 0. 02 0. ,02 0.02 0. 02 0.02 0.02 0. 01 0. 01 0. 01
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TABLE 6 ,4


The FairfieId Aquifer Area


,n) Values [lOOO Ft3/Day]


(One Unit Purnpage imposed on £ during the i =


u • • * 10 10 11 
r • • • 4 5 5 
£ . • • 4 2 6 5 4 5 
n 

i 557 220 40 190 60 290

2 52 120 90 120 130 190


3 5 20 50 30 80 40


4 20 io 30 15


1 Period)


12


7

6 5


60 10

90 20

35 10

40 5
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TABLE 6.5


MAXIMUM INFILTRATION RATES Q I N F " AND STEADY


STATE INFILTRATION RATES FROM STREAM REACHES INTO


AQUIFER CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA


(Figures are given in acre-ft/day and are

based on 325,000 GPD/acre stream bed.)


^sNNReach u

10 n 12


Cell  A ^ ^ \


4 

95.  . / 
5


y ' 28. ^/"^-20.


90. s^

4 & 5


TOO. / 
7 

/ -3. 

LEGEND:
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We can now find out the direct effect of all users8 pumping


plans on the system response and how this will affect a particular


user. The coupling terms, see Section 6.5.2are determined for


the inelastic water use projections at each cell. It is therefore


possible to isolate any optimal control problem of any user. The


drawdown at each cell due to pumping from all other cells (on the


basis of the projected pumping of Table 6.1 is given in Table 6*6


These values are obtained by applying the methodologies as described


in Chapters 3 and 4 of Phase II. Table 6.7 summarizes infiltra


tion rates from stream reaches into cells due to the projected


imposed pumpage throughout the entire area. Notice that at the


end of 1978 stream reaches 10 and 11 (Figure 6,2) are expected to


induce maximum infiltration rates into the aquifer. (This last


result is already accounted for in the drawdown figures in Table 6.6


after 1978.)
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TABLE 6.6 

DRAWDOWN AT CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW 

BALTIMORE AQUIFER DUE TO PUMPING FROM OTHER CELLS 

(In Feet) 

Year Cell I 

n 2 4 5 6 

1974 2.3 0.1 0.13 2.5 

1975 2.6 0.1 0.25 4.9 

1976 2.6 0.1 0.30 5.5 

1977 2.7 0.1 0.30 5.5 

1978 2.8 0.1 0.30 5.6 

1979 4.6 1.2 0.5 5.6 

1980 ; 4.6 1.2 0.6 5.7 

1981 4.9 1.2 0.7 5.7 

1982 5.1 1.2 0.7 5.8 

1983 j 5.4 1.2 0.7 5.8 

1 
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TABLE 6.7


INFILTRATION RATES FROM STREAM REACHES INTO AQUIFER


CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA CORRESPONDING


TO PUMPAGE PROJECTIONS OVER 10 YEARS


(Figures are given in acre-ft/day)


Year 

i 
f 1 0  (4, i ) f1 0  (5, i ) ^ ( 5 , 1  ) 

f10(R>i) = 

f10(4,i)+f10(5,i) 

1974 -10.9 45. -10. 34.1 

1975 -8.6 46.1 7.8 37.5 

1976 -8.0 65.5 46. 57.5 

1977 -7.6 88. 70. 80.4 

1978 -7.0 97. 95. 90. 

1979 -7.0 97. 95. 90. 

1980 -7.0 97. 95. 90. 

1981 -7.0 97. 95. 90. 

1982 -7.0 97. 95. 90. 

1983 -7.0 97. 95. 90. 

Note that  f u (£ , i ) indicates the inf i l t ra t ion in acre-ft/day 

during period i from the u stream into the I ce l l . 
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Tables 6.6 and 6.7 provide the terms for decoupling each user's


considerations from those of the rest of the users. Table 6.8


the aggregated drawdown at each cell over the years resulting from


the projected water requirements of all users.


TABLE 6-8


AGGREGATED DRAWDOWN AT CELLS IN THE FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE


AQUIFER OVER TEN YEARS DUE TO AGGREGATED PUMPAGE BY ALL USERS


(In Feet)


Cell lYear


n 2 4 5 6


1974 3.6 4.8 9.8 4.5 

1975 3.9 5.0 10. 6.9 

1976 4.0 5.1 •28. 7.5 

1977 4.2 5.3 33. 7.5 

1978 4.4 5.4 35. 7.6 

1979 6.4 5.8 35. 7.7 

1980 6.5 7.0 36. 7.8 

1981 6.8 6.8 36.5 7.8 

1982 7.1 6.9 37.3 7.9 

1983 7.5 7.0 38. 7.9 



TABLE 6.9 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION - WELLS IN THE HAMILTON SOUTH FIELD, 

FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA 

Well 
Ground 

Level 

ft 

Steady State 

Groundwater 

Level - ft 

Depth 

ft 

Maximum 
Pumpage 
Capacity 
acre-ft/day 

Initial 

Lift 
ft 

Maximum 

Drawdown 

ft 

F-10 

F-ll 

F-16 

581. 

584. 

575. 

548. 

548. 

547. 

200. 

200. 

200. 

13.1 

13.1 

13.1 

83. 

86. 

78. 

30. 

30. 

30. 

P(k) cost of pumping 0.0404 $/acre-ft/ft 
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Currently, the only user who may be concerned with the optimal


operation of his wells under the affecting well operations of


other users is the City of Hamilton in its South Well Field,


Cell 4. It is probably in the interests of other userss in par


ticular the City of Cincinnati, to consider an optimal policy for


their water supplies. Nevertheless9 the City of Cincinnati


Well Field is not yet operating* and in the present state we con


fine ourselves to the available information, based on the actual


situation. In Table 6.9 is some of the model's required technical


information for three wells operated by the City of Hamilton in


that area. Algebraic technological functions (beta functions,)-are


tabulated in Table 6.3 corresponding to these wells.


A listing of infiltration rates from reach 10 into Cell 4 due to


well pumpage inside the cell is given in Table 6JO.


TABLE 6.10


<J>4°(M) FLOW BETWEEN STREAM REACH 10 AND CELL 4 AS A FRACTION OF


WELL PUMPAGE IN THE HAMILTON SOUTH FIELD, FAIRFIELD


NEW BALTIMORE AREA [(acre-ft/day)/(acre-ft/day)]


Year Well


n F-10 F-ll F-16


1 0.56 0.53 0.60 

2 0.06 0.05 0.08 

3. 0.01 0.01 0.01 
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The following quadratic mathematical model was solved 

for the City of HamiHon South Well Field operation: 

10 3 

minimize f Z4 = £ |£  ( l+r)"| (l+r)"nn 22Tp(k) ' q(k,n)[H(k) 
q(k,n) n=l k=1 

3 n 

+ D(4,n) 

3 n


subject to: ^T  J ] 3(k,j,n-i+l) ' q(j,i) < D(k)

max 

n= l , . . . ,10 

k=l,2,3 

n=l,...,10

q(k,n) < Q(k)


max k=l,2,3


3 

q( k,n) > R(n) 
k=l 

f10 (4 JO) 
QlNF 

>q(k ,n) 21 0 

k=l,2,3


The various terms in the above formulation are described in detail


in section 6.5.1 The control variables q(l,n), q(2,n) and q(3,n)
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correspond to pumping from wells F-10, F-ll, and F-16, respectively,


from 1974 - 1983, see Figure 6.1.


Tables 6,1-6,10 provide all necessary information for solving


the particular model. The computer program and the solution pro


cedure follow the discussion in section 6.8. Table 6 J 1 9ives the


pumping values which minimize the objective function while satisfying


the constraints.


TABLE 6.11


OPTIMAL SCHEDULE OF WELL PUMPAGE IN THE HAMILTON SOUTH


WELL FIELD, FAIRFIELD-NEW BALTIMORE AREA


Figures are given in acre-ft/day. 

Well WaterYear Requirement 
n I(F-IO) 2(F-11) 3(F-16) R(n) 

1974 13.1 13.1 4.4 30.6 

1975 13.1 13.1 5.0 31.2 

1976 13.1 13.1 5.6 31.8 

1977 13.1 13.1 6.2 32.4 

1978 6.8 13.1 13.1 33.0 

1979 : 13.1 13.1 7.4 33.6 

1980 1 13.1 8.0 13.1 34.2 

1981 8.6 13.1 13.1 34.8 

1982 13.1 13.1 9.2 35.4 

1983 13.1 13.1 9.8 36.0 
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Notice that the binding constraints in this particular case are


those associated with the maximal capacity of wells. All Lagrange


multipliers associated with constraints considering drawdown limits


are zero. If the City of Hamilton would like to improve its well


operation and reduce operational expenses., it should consider in


creasing its wells1 capacities -- in particular wells F-10 and F-ll


A more profound analysis of conclusions which can be drawn by


solving such a capacity problem and an example are in the next


chapter.


6.7.3 CONCLUSIONS


This chapter concludes this study's reference to the case 

study on the Fairfield-New Baltimore area. The following results 

were achieved by applying the various mathematical developments 

to this case. A step-by-step i l l us t ra t i on of the developing 

methods and models provided a profound insight into the various 

functions, procedures and formulations. This chapter constitutes 

a complete model structure, whereby this study's developments are 

put together  in one structure i l l us t ra t i ng the important potential 

for complex groundwater systems modeling, planning and managing. 

Once a suitable physical simulation model is available, response 

functions may be determined, Fcr any set of inputs, these func

tions provide an exp l ic i t computation of the system's time varying 

response. These functions may thus pract ical ly replace the 

or iginal simulation model. Certainly predictions of water table 
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throughout the aquifer are possible via these functions. Further

more,, these functions allow for the coupling of the system 

response to pumping with any computational framework such as a 

management model. The benefit to the Fairfield-New Baltimore area 

from this study's applications is a by-product which should be 

studied directly by those who are interested in developing this 

area's water resources. In particular the M.C.D. has access to 

both the physical system by means of data acquisition and to the 

administrative structure by means of the mandate i t has to monitor 

this particular area for reasons described by Spieker [1968] and 

Plummer [1974], The application of the management model to the 

studied area restricted the model formulation to the extent that 

the real present situation defined i t - jo further i l lus t ra te this 

study's contributions, an imaginary case is considered in the 

next chapter. This case features most options accounted for in 

the general model formulation where conjunctive use of ground and 

surface water are considered. 
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CHAPTER 7


EXAMPLE PROBLEM


A CONJUNCTIVE USE OF GROUND AND SURFACE WATER SYSTEMS


7J INTRODUCTION


In this chapter we formulate a hypothetical system featuring


most of what is characterized by the management control model of


Chapter 6. The hypothetical system is aimed at showing the prospects


of using that model for conjunctive use of ground and surface water


systems. In particular are shown the options of water supply from


a surface reservoir and artificial recharge from a stream into an


aquifer. These options9 which are not considered in the previous


case study introduce (in addition to the aquifer operation) a new


dimension to the problem of water resources optimal control. The


physical description (Haimes and Macko [1973]), requires cooperation


among users for effecting drawdowns, and among aquifer9 stream and


surface reservoir water balance. The goal description requires co


ordination between surface reservoir control and aquifer cells


control for the optimum allocation of surface water. The management


model objective function as well as the constraints are well


adapted to such a problem. The forthcoming discussion should illus


trate the applicability and practicability of the model. It shows


the variety of conditions under which the model can be successfully


utilized* in particular it emphasizes the coupling of a complex


groundwater system with a desired management scheme.
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A long-term capacity expansion planning model for conjunctively


supplying water from ground and surface water systems is then presented


in Section 6.7. It includes capital cost of construction and/or expansion


of ground and surface water supply projects along with the operational


costs, so that the demand for water may be met for the entire planning


period.


7.2 SHORT-TERM SUPPLY PLANNING


Hie problem investigated herein involves a basin comprising


aquifers traversed by streams. Water supply systems are assumed


to be already developed, consisting of two major elements: pumping


wells and surface reservoir. There are L users in the regiony to


each of whom there corresponds an aquifer cell. The I user has


m- wells located at the I cell* There is a single stream


traversing all cells* A variable inflow, Y(n), enters the basin


upstream, and after interacting with aquifer and recharge facilities


along its flow, it enters a reservoir of maximal capacity C .


A surface supply system constructed and operated by a regional agency,


pumps water from the reservoir for direct use after proper treat


ment• Surface water therefore coupetes with water from wells, arid


users consider each on a practical economic basis. Finally, each


user has the option of transferring water from the stream to the


artificial recharge facility in his area so as to recover drawdowns


in  M s aquifer cell.


The problem is formulated and solved on two 1evels of inter ~


active procedure: The first comprises L optimization programs


corresponding to L users in the basin. A particular optimization


problem is considered by the I user for maximizing his net
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benefit. The gross benefit is due to the quantities of water he


consumes over a period of time from both ground and surface water


supplies. The costs associated with his water supply are incurred by


his using well operations and artificial recharge facilities, and by his


consuming quantities of water from the surface water allocated to


him. Water use provides him with benefits * For each time period


his projected water use activities determine the benefit in


dollars per unit of water supply* Technical constraints define the


feasible set of decisions the user can make. To execute his optimal


policy, the £ user needs information on variables and parameters


which are not exclusively under his control. These include draw


down caused by other userss pumping wells* quantities of water


available from the stream for artificial recharge9 and price and


quantities of water available from the surface water system. This


information is available on the second level which is comprised of


two stages. At the first* the physical system's coupling functions


are determined. Resulting from pumping and recharge plans are


drawdowns in aquifers and interactions with the stream. The


effects of overall activities in the basin on each particular system


response can thus be calculated. The second stage of the second


level takes care of the surface reservoir operation. An optimiza


tion program is carried out. This is aimed at determining the


optimal utilization of the surface water supply system. The program


is solved subject to reservoir water balance considerations. This


balance results from stochastic flow inputs and required outputs


of supply. Stage two of the second level provides the first level


with the quantities of surface water available for each time period


and the associated cost per unit. It is assumed that the cost per unit




min (COST-REVENUE) of surface

x max water supply


s,t, Balance constraints, supply all

water available


f(n)


Calculate D(H,n) V- £


Calculate f(n) V- n


rth

max (NET BENEFIT) user
user


(cell)

(cell)


• D Q
s.t. Hi n -max -̂ max


SECOND


LEVEL


FIRST

LEVEL


FIGURE 7.1 EXAMPLE PROBLEM MODEL HIERARCHY
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of surface water is the same for all users, even if some may-


affect it more than others. Figure 7.1 shows the model hierarchy.


Specific definitions and the different functions involved are


discussed further on.


7.3	 PROBLEM FORMULATION


7.3.1	 First level Optimization Model


Consider the following quadratic model for the I user:


minimize	 • q£(k,n) (H£(k)


i)j	 + S(n)x(£,n)


V£(n) * v(£,n)


k=l


(7,1)
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m 
subject t o :  Y ^ q£(k,n) + x(£,n) 1 R£(n)( n ) m i£  m i n 

n=1 , . . . ,T (7.2) 

(7.3) 
k=l 

q £ ( k ' n )  - Q . n a x ( k ) 

{715) 

(7.6) 
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Where


T is the niunber of time periods that comprise the planning


horizon


r is the interest rate


nu is the number of wells located at the I cell


P£(K) is the pumping cost per acre-ft Per ft for the k well


q.(k,n) is the quantity of water pumped from the k well


during the n period


is the lift under steady state conditions at the k


well


D(£,n) is the drawdown in the £ cell at the end of the n


time period due to aggregate pumpage and recharge in all other


cells (by other users) in the region


#£(k,.j,n-i+i) is the algebraic technological term relating the


drawdown at the k well to the pumping of one unit of water from


the j well during the i period, and both k and j are located


at the Ith cell


y(£,r,n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating the


average drawdown at the I cell to aggregated pumping of one


unit of water at the r-th cell during the i period


v(£,n) is the quantity of water used for artificial recharge


at the £-th recharge facility during period n


S (n) is the periodical price per acre-ft of surface water


supply from the reservoir
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x(£,n) is the quantity of water supply to the Jl-th user from the


surface reservoir during time period n


V^Cn) is the operating cost of recharge per acre-ft in the Jl-th


area with water from the stream


Wj^Cn) is the return per acre-ft of water supply for the Jl-th


user during the n-th period


% ( n) is the minimum water requirements for the Jl-th user in


the n-th period


ho (k) is the maximum lift allowed at the k-th well due to 

well design 

Q(k) is the upper limit for pumping from the k well 

v£max ls the r e c h a r 9 e fctcility capacity limit


xi(n) is the allocation of surface water supply to the il-th


user for the n-th period


The input to the first level from the second level includes


D(£,n) the drawdown at the Jl-th cell due to pumpage and recharge


in other cells; S(n) , the price per unit of water supply from the


surface reservoir; x0 (n) , the upper limit for quantities of

36 max


water allocated for the surface water supply. The output from


the first level to the second level includes q«(k,n), the pumping


plan; v(£,n), the artificial recharge plan; and x(£,n), the


surface water requirement plan.
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7.3.2	 Second Level - First Stage


Two sets of functions are considered:


<L(k,i)-vfr.ill	 (7-7)

r=£


D(Ji»n) is the drawdown observed in the Ĵ -th cell area due to the


net pumping throughout the rest of the system.


^	 n "V ,

£(n)=2 Z)<Kr,n-i+l) [ ^ q_(k,i)-v(r,i)] +  2 I


 r	  r
 ,7 Q,


r=l i=l k=l	  r=l  ^7-8)


where f(n) is the total amount of water induced from the stream


into the different aquifer cells during the n-th period.


The values of D(£,n) are available for updating the first


level while f(n) values are used by the second stage of the second


level to determine the stream balance.


7.3*3 Second Level-Second Stage


At this stage the operation of the surface reservoir is con


sidered. The following steps are included:


1. Determine the net flow from the stream actually entering


the reservoir* y(n):


y(n)=7Cn)  - £ [f(£,n) * vU,n)]-ECn)	 (7.9)
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here Y(n) is the stream flow entering the basin upstream, and


is naturally a stochastic variable. Assuming variables Y1(n3,Y?(n)


...YM(n) with probabilities p ,p ... yp^


then the expected value of Y(n) is Y(n)=E(Y(n)) = Z P,Y.(n).

j=l J J


Similar discussion can be found in Buras- [1963].


f(£,n) is the quantity of water induced from stream into aquifer in


the £-th area, and is determined by the first stage.


v(5,,n) is the quantity of water from stream transferred into the


£-th artificial recharge facility, and results from the first level


£-th optimization program.


E(n) is the water loss due to evaporation from stream, reservoir and


other facilities, not including overflows due to floods. This


quantity, like the upstream flow, is assumed known..


2. Check for the reservoir over-flow. Let C and C denote

o m


the reservoir capacity at the outset of the planning period and

the maximum reservoir capacity, respectively. Let


L

x(n)=I x(£,n)


£=1
 n - n-1

If y(n)>Cm-C0+S_ x(iO - ?_ y(i)


\

n * n-1


then yCn)=C^-C0+ S^ x[n)- E_ y(i)


J


3* Consider the cost function for surface reservoir operat


ion: Let the periodic fixed expenses be ou $/period and the

l T


^  ^ 2

operational cost be a9x(n)

+a«x(n) where xCn)^ Z X(£,n). The per

z
 ^ £=1
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unit cost considered for time period n is $(n):


S(n)= (c^+c^xCn) + a3 x(n)
2)/ x(n) (7-]1)


Hie users want the system to provide them with surface water


supply while maintaining the most efficient operation. Restric


tions are the physical limits and the input-output balance considera


tions. Hie agency operating this system does not control the


requirements for the water it allocates. It does, however, provide


the users with an optimal plan of allocations and the associated


cost per unit supplied. A particular plan for surface water

L


allocation is (x(l), x(2), ..., x(T))> where x(n} = E Xn(n) o is

£=1 mx


the sum of surface water allocations for all users at period n.


Recall, however, that the actual use x(£,n) is not necessarily fixed


for a given xo(n) , but is limited from above by this allocation,

** max


that is x(£,n}< xa(n) . As a result, x(n)<x(n) introduces the
** max


possibility that an optimal surface water allocation does not


necessarily imply full utilization of the available water. Being


more realistic, it is possible that some users may wish to consume


other users' , unused water. Define x(n)=x(n)-x(n) as the


amount of water which should be reallocated to these users where


the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the constraint


x(£,n) < xo(n) is non-zero (meaning that the allocation of surface
io max


water x.(n) is restricting the I user plans). Overall optimal


considerations require that the surplus x(n) be allocated, according


to the values of the associated Lagrange multipliers. But such
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considerations are not assumed binding in this particular case


(each user is interested solely in his own profits). Hence,


surplus is shared equally among users who may use it regardless


of the marginal benefits. The optimal surface water allocation


program is:


Minimize £ (1+r) I (a -+a2x(n)+ct-x(n)) - S(n)x(n) \ (7 12)

- n=l I J


Subject to:


1. Quantities available may not exceed-the reservoir


maximal capacity being also the upper limit for the surface water


system supply capacity:


x(n)< C 11=1,... ,T .?(7; 13)


2. Periodic allocations may not exceed available water in


the reservoir:

n n

Z x(i)< CQ+ Z y(i) n=l,...,T-l • (7J4)


3. Allocations should allow for full utilization of all


surface \\rater available over the entire time horizon:

T T

Z x (i)= CQ+ E y(i) , ,


4. The amount stored in the surface reservoir at the end


of each period should not exceed the maximal storage capacity:
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Sy(i) • CQ

n

£ x (7.16)


n

I y(i) + c0~

c
m Otherwise


The model formulation in "(7.1) - (7.15) is a program for


optimal conjunctive use of ground and surface water. It follows


the conceptual model represented in Chapter three9 with these


modifications:


Construction cost is not considered*


The penalty cost function for depletion of the stream is


originally stated explicitly as a factor in the performance criterion.


Here it is given a meaningful application. The surface reservoir


operation considers the stream balance* The upper "Mmit B (u9n)9 (see


Eqn, 7.5), is interpreted through a set of reservoir balance


constraints. The penalty term Q (u,n) is assigned a large value9

Jo


converting the cost criterion to a set of strict constraints* The


infiltration limit constraint in the original model is interpreted


here in the second level commonly for all users through the stream


balance calculations.


In Figure 7,2 a flow-chart of the model given in (7.1) through


(7 1g\ summarizes the different computations involved.
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f START J
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-"IGURE 7.2 EXAMPLE PROBLEM PROGRAM FLOW-CHART
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7.4	 HYPOTHETICAL CASE INPUT DATA AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS


In constructing a hypothetical case aimed at illustrating,


verifying and refining the model, we believe the data we have


generated reflect reality. Realism of information and functions


utilized is our main concern. The results obtained from using the


generated data and functions are expected to convince the reader


as to the modelfs actuality and prospective applicability*


Three users., L = 39 are in the area. Each operates three


wells to meet his water needs9 and in addition may choose to buy


surface water from the reservoir. Each of two users owns an


artificial recharge facility with a limited capacity. The time


horizon of planning is six years; application to a longer period


is discussed later. Tables 7.1 - 7.7 give the information on the


various users. Tables 7.8 - 7.9$how the information applied to


the surface reservoir system.


NOTE: The response functions are assumed in effect for three years.


Effects of pumpage on the system response after the third


year are negligible in this case.
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TABLE 7.1


SIX YEARS' PROJECTIONS OF MINIMUM WATER REQUIREMENTS


IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY


(Figures are given in acre-ft/day)


\ 4 J s e  r (cell) 

Year rT-^^ 
1 2 3 

1 70. 60. 15. 

2 70. 65. 15. 

3 75. 70. 15. 

4 75. 70.- 15. 

5 75. 70. 15. 

6 80. 70. 15. 



TABLE 7.2 

ALGEBRAIC TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS B(k,j,1) FOR WELLS AT EACH OF THE 

CONSIDERED CELLS IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY 

(Figures are given in ft/acre-ft/day) 

User 

(Cel l ) 

I 

Year 

i 1 

3 

2 3 1 

6 

j 

2 3 1 

:3,j,1) 

j 

2 3 

1 

2 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

.436 

.043 

.01 

.392 

.039 

.208 

.045 

.012 

.174 

.044 

.13 

.032 

.008 

.109 

.031 

.21 

.044 

.011 

.196 

.044 

.502 

.058 

.014 

.458 

.052 

.207 

.041 

.010 

.187 

.039 

.133 

.032 

.008 

.131 

.031 

.208 

.041 

.010 

.196 

.039 

.428 

.036 

.007 

.414 

.035 

3 .009 .011 .008 .011 .013 .009 .007 .009 .007 

3 

1 

2 

.349 

.037 

.153 

.041 

.006 

.030 

.183 

.039 

.436 

.048 

.179 

.037 

.122 

.028 

.183 

.037 

.392 

.033 

3. .009 .010 .007 .010 .013 .008 .006 .008 .006 
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TABLE 7.3 

ALGEBRAIC TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS Y(*,r,i) 

FOR CELLS IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY 

(Figures are given in ft/acre-ft/day) 

Year 

i 

1 

Yd

2 

,r,i) 

r 

3 1 

Y(2, r s i ) 

r 

2 3 

Y(3 

1 

,r,i) 

r 

2 3 

1 .044 .009 .004 ' .009 .039 .007 .002 .013 .035 

2 .005 .003 .003 .002 .005 .001 .001 .001 .003 

3 .001 .0 .0 .0 .002 .0 .0 .0 .001 
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TABLE 7.4


fy.(&,i) FLOW BETWEEN STREAM AND CELLS AS


A FRACTION OF THE PUMPAGE IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY


Year .1) *r(2,D rr r r 
1 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

1 .55 . 19 .09 .25 .40 .10 .30 .10 .30 

2 .05 . 12 .01 .01 .10 ' .01 .05 .01 .10 

3 .0 03 .04 .0 .02 .01 .0 .0 .05 
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TABLE 7.5


TECHNICAL INFORMATION - WELLS IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY


Recharge


Initial Maximum Facil ity

User Maximum ; Drawdown Maximum


Well Capacity ' Lift 
(cel l ) k 

Capacity 
VA max 

I >cre-ft /day] [ft] [ft] [acre-ft/day] 

1 20. 70. : 25. 

1 2 30. 75. 25. 20. 

3 40. 80. 25. 

1 30. 100. 25. 

2 2 40. 100. 25. 25. 

3 40. 100. 25. 

1 7. 150. 20. 

3 2 7. 120. 20. 0. 

3 7. 170. 20. 

P(k) Cost of pumping 0.0404 dollar/acre-ft/ft,


k=l,2,3
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TABLE 7.6


EXPECTED BENEFIT PER ACRE-FT OF WATER USE IN


THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY


(In Dollars/acre-ft)


\User (cell) 

N 
Year i 

1 

\ 

j 

I 
! 

1 

54. 

2 

56. 

3 

60. 

2 57. 58. 60. 

3 61 . 60. 60. 

4 64. 62. 60. 

5 67. 64. 60. 

6 71, 66. 60, 
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TABLE 7.7


COST OF ARTIFICIAL RECHARGE OPERATIONS


IN THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY


(In dollars/acre-ft)


\ User (Cell) i 

I 
\ 1 2


Year i


\ 

1 1 . .7. 0. 

2 1 . .7 0. 

3 1 . .7 0. 

4 1 . .7 0. 

5 1. .7 0. 

6 1 . .7 0. 

3 
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TABLE 7.8


EXPECTED VALUES OF FLOWS ENTERING UPSTREAM Y(n) AND


ANNUAL EVAPORATION RATE E(n) FIGURES FOR THE HYPOTHETICAL


CASE STUDY


(In acre-ft/day) 

Year Upstream Evaporation 
Flow Rate T(n)  E(n) 

n Y(n) E(n) 

1 300. 80. 220. 

2 300. 80. 220. 

3 300. 80. 220. 

4 300. 80. 220. 

5 300. 80. 220. 

6 300. 80. 220. 
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TABLE 7,9


SURFACE RESERVOIR TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR


THE HYPOTHETICAL CASE STUDY


Initial Reservoir Capacity CAPo = 130.


acre-ft/day


Maximal Reservoir Capacity CAPm = 150.


acre-ft/day


Operation Cost Coefficients:


a, = 20. ou = 1. a = ,01


Interest Rate = .08
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Figure 7.3 is the optimal solution corresponding to the input data


in Tables 7.1 - 7.9. The convergence criterion .(n q u r e 7.2) is


e = 100. The solution is achieved after the fourth iteration.


Figure 7.4 represents the solution convergence rate. The computa


tion time on the UNIVAC 1108 digital computer at Case Western


Reserve University is 652 seconds and file usage is 114442 words.


The solution for the six-year operation period proves that the


model constitutes an optimal solution. However* there are at


least two difficulties which should be discussed.


First is the difficulty associated with the convergence rate.


Two different iterative loops are embedded in the model. One is


in the quadratic program subroutine where Wolfefs Algorithm, Wolfe


[1959], is used. This algorithm requires iterative procedure for


solving Phase one of the Simplex Tableaux and convergence conditions


are well established. The second iterative loop corresponds to


the coordination scheme between the two levels (Figure 7.1). It


comprises both the physical description and a computational algorithm


of transferred parameters and functions between the two levels. The


resulting procedure is actually not related to any known coordinat


ing algorithm (Haimes and Macko [1973]; Lasdon [1970]). The


coordination is merely an information flow among users and between


them and the surface water supply system. Each user sets his own


policy, but there is no overall regional management policy. We


could not find any analytical approach by which to prove conditions


for convergence. We can only say that all ten different runs of


the program utilizing different input data showed consistency with
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regard to the convergence rate. No run iteration number exceeded 5.


The other difficulty is the dimensionality of the program. In


particular the planning horizon plays a critical role in the


program's size, A one-unit increase in the planning period in


troduces to each program at the first level 3 + k decision variables,


where k is the number of wells associated with a particular user.


The number of constraints is increased by 4 + 2k. In the second


level it adds two decision variables and four constraints to the


surface reservoir optimization model. Figure 7.5 is a graph of the


computation time versus the planning time for this case study.


We conclude this discussion by stating that the model is


available for use and is capable of solving larger-sized problems.


Of course, the trade-off between computation time and computer


capacity should be considered.


To complete this model analysis9 a sensitivity analysis was


carried out. It should provide some guidance for any future


developments based on this model, in particular with respect to


information and data acquisition.
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Well Pumping Plan 
Recharge 

Surface
Water
Use 

! 
} 

User Year Plan Plan 

1 15,038 30,000 40,000 20,000 53,333 
2 20,000 13,462 40,000 20,000 30,278 

3 20,000 12,897 40,000 20,000 15,216 

4 20,000 12,864 40,000 20,000 14,444 

5 16,040 30,000 15,146 20,000 18,649 

6 20,000 30,000 12,122 20,000 18,789 

1 4,456 40,000 40,000 25,000 53,333 

2 ,000 40,000 19,921 25,000 30,278 

3 30,000 12,382 40,000 25,000 15,216 

4 30,000 10,176 40,000 25,000 14,444 

5 30,000 9,655 40,000 25,000' 18,649 

6 30,000 9,769 40,000 25,000 18,789 

1 7,000 7,000 7,000 43,333 

2 7,000 7,000 7,000 30.278 

3 3 7,000 7,000 7,000 15,216 

4 7,000 7,000 7,000 14,444 

5 7,000 7,000 7,000 18,649 

6 7,000 7,000 7,000 18,789 

Surface Water Per Unit Cost


Year 1 2 3 4 5 6


$/acre-ft 2.616 2.105 1.854 1. 852 1.883 1.885


FIGURE 7.3. EXAMPLE PROBLEM - THE SIX-YEAR OPTIMAL SOLUTION
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OBJECTIVE VALUE 

-zt[$] 

30-103ji 

User 1 

z o 
•—1  ! — 

20-103| § § 
O CO 
00 

<  2 : 
»—« »—< 

t—< CL. 
2T O 

User 3 

10-103 — 

Remark: The peak for i te ra t ion 2 is due to 
i n i t i a  l nonfeasible surface-water 
a l locat ion. This caused the 
per-unit cost for the second 
i te ra t ion to be too low. 

' ' ' '  * - ITERATION 
1 2 3 4 

FIGURE 7.4. CONVERGENCE RATE OF OPTIMAL SOLUTION. CASE I I  , SIX

YEAR OPERATION. 
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COMPUTATION TIME [sec]


2000


1000


PLANNING

PERIOD


1 8 
[years]


FIGURE 7.5. COMPUTATION TIME VERSUS PLANNING PERIOD, EXAMPLE


PROBLEM, UNIVAC 1108.
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 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS


The main purpose of the forthcoming discussion is to point


out some elements of concern associated with this model. A sensi


tivity analysis of different aspects in the model should assist in


that task. To save computer time, the sensitivity analysis was


performed for a three-year planning period.


7.5.1 The objective's value and the upstream flow


Particular care should be given to the input data. This is


especially true because probabilistic data introduce uncertainty


into the basic results. Figure 7.6 represents the sensitivity of


the optimal solutions by means of the objective value to the


probabilistic stream flow. It is clear that each user's per


formance is linearly dependent on the net upstream flow. This


flow is essentially the measure of surface water availability.


An interesting comparison is made in Table 7 J 0 where the slopes


of the curves in Figure 7.6 are compared with the Lagrange


multipliers associated with the constraints (7.6), These constraints


limit the available surface water for each time period. The multi


pliers are interpreted as the cost per unit of upstream flow.


Its relation to actual operational plans is discussed in


Section 7.5,2.
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OBJECTIVE [$]


Z1


itHcr 

5.1 <r 

200 250 
Net Upstream 

FIGURE 7.6. USERS' OBJECTIVE VALUE VERSUS Flow [aere-ft/ 
UPSTREAM FLOW CURVES. day/year]


150 
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TABLE 7.10


A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SLOPES OF THE OBJECTIVE VERSUS


STREAM FLOW CURVES AND THE LAGRANGIANS ASSOCIATED


WITH SURFACE WATER AVAILABILITY CONSTRAINTS


User 
Year 
i 

Lagrange 
Multiplier 

3 
( s 
1=1 

Slope of 
Sensitivity 
Curve 

1 47.5 

1 2 47.0 47. 2 47. 

3 46.9 

1 49.4 

2 2 47.8 47. 8 48. 

3 46.1 

1 53.1 

3 2 49.5 49. 2 50. 

3 46.1 
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7,5.? The Operational Plans and the Upstream Inflow


The information generated for the hypothetical case assigns


high priorities to water use- This should spur the optimal operation


planners to utilize all available water sources. Hence, a decrease


in one source such as surface water availability should not affect


pumping plans. However, it will affect the surface water use plans.


This effect is illustrated, in Figure 7.7, The probabilistic nature


of stream flow in this case is eventually a factor in considering


surface water use. Another component which is dependent upon stream


flow is artificial recharge- This activity certainly competes with


surface water supply for quantities from the stream. In this model


each user's independent policy causes him to disregard any possible


benefit to him from having more surface water to use if he uses


less water for artificial recharge. The various users could realize


immediate benefits if they would coordinate their artificial recharge


activities.


7.5.3 The Effect of Aggregated Drawdown


A particular user's program considers the drawdown caused


by other users {the term D(£,n) both in the objective cost function


(7*1) and in the upper limit for drawdown constraint (7.3). The


sensitivity of the objective value to changes in D(£,*t} is well


defined by the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints


(7.3>. In Table 7.11 are the corresponding multipliers/ values for


the three users1 optimal plans. These are interpreted as the dollar


value of a unit drawdown.
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SURFACE WATER USE PLAN


[acre-ft/day/year]


50.


40. Year 1


30.


20.


10.


160. 200. 250

Net Streamflow


[acre-ft/day/year]


FIGURE 7.7. SURFACE WATER PLAN VERSUS UPSTREAM FLOW.
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TABLE 7.11


LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS ASSOCIATED WITH LIMITING DRAWDOWN


CONSTRAINTS UNDER AN OPTIMAL OPERATION PLAN


User (cell) 1 : User (cell) 2 User (cell) 3


Year


Well X^k.i Well X2(k,i) Well

k $/ft k


1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 

2 75.8 2 85.1 2 0. 

3 0. 3 0. 3 0. 

1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 

2 47.8 2 52.9 2 0. 

3 69.3 3 72.8 3 0. 

1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 

2 57.9 2 62.1 2 0. 

3 76.6 3 76.6 3 0. 
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TABLE 7.12


THE OPERATIONAL PLANS AND PERTURBATIONS IN THE UPPER


User Well

Year
 Surface 

1 (Cell) k Water 
Use ! 

[acre-ft/dc 

1 

1 2 50. 

3 

1 

i 2 2 30.26 

3 

1 

3 2 15.22 
3 

1 

1 2 50. 
3 

1 

2 2 2 30.26 
3 

! 1 

3 2 15.22 

3 
i

i


LIMIT FOR DRAWDOWN


¥ 2 W •25- ft °2<2U * 24  f t -

Well

Pumpaga


ly/year] 

20. 

30. 

34.96 

20. 

13.58 

40. 

20. 

12.87 

40. 

4.45 

40. 

40. 

0. 

40. 

19.93 

30. 

12.38 

40. 

Surface

Water


Use

[acre- f t / 

50. 

32.96 

15.42 

50. 

32.96 

15.42 

Well

Pumpage


day/year]


20. 

30. 

34.74 

20. 

13.36 

40. 

20. 

12.88 

0. 

: 40. 

39.32 

0. 

40. 

15.76 

30. 

13.29 

40. 
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The effect of perturbations in DU,n) on the operation plans


is much more complicated and may not be explicitly derived from the


optimal solution information. These perturbations are more signifi


cant in affecting the drawdown constraints (7.3). (The effect of


these in the objective function can be measured by conducting a


sensitivity analysis on the initial lift, H^(k), This is found to


have no effect on the operational plan.)


Perturbations in D{i9n) with respect to the constraints (7,3)


are essentially equivalent to perturbations in the upper limit for


drawdown D ( k ) m a . In Table 7.12 a sensitivity analysis of the


operational plan to limit drawdown is summarized, A unit change in


Do(2)m5kV/ for the second user is introduced. Eventually the

L	 UlaX


operational plan is unpredictably sensitive to such perturbations.


7,6 EXAMPLE PROBLEM SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


Applying the management model developed in this study to the


hypothetical case achieved these goals:


1.	 A full utilization of the model for a realistic


hypothetical case.


2.	 A step-by-step analysis of conjunctive use of


ground and surface water systems.


3.	 A profound analysis of advantages, drawbacks and


prospective uses of the proposed model formulation,


solution and implementation.
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The Example problem analysis completes the development of the


management control model analyzed in Chapter 6. It illustrates the


potential inherent in the model for an even more detailed analysis


of the conjunctive use of ground and surface water, A solution


to the problem for short-term operation planning is given and is


proved to be stable and satisfactory.


The trade-off between computer time and capacity should be


further studied. The^model results in optimal operational plans


for water use and the associated value of the performance criterion.


It illustrates one more time how the response functions can actually


be used to couple a groundwater system model with a large-scale


management model. The sensitivity analysis points out that if the


performance function depends on input information, changes in the


objective value caused by input variations can be predicted and


evaluated once a given deterministic input is solved. On the


other hand9 optimal operative plans are heavily dependent upon some


of the model's parameters in an unpredictable way. It is therefore


necessary to first identify physical parameters of the system as


accurately as possible. These include transmissivity and storage


coefficients upon which the algebraic technological functions are


dependent. Also the physical coefficients related to the stream


bed are needed for accurate estimation of infiltration rates. The


stream flow probabilistic features are important if surface water


is the main source of supply for regional development. This model


is a possible tool for evaluation of this factor and for possible


compensation of groundwater supply in case surface water is lacking.
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7.7 LONG-TERM CONJUNCTIVE SUPPLY MODEL 

7.7.1 Introduction 

The growth in population and increasing demand for industrial 

and agricultural outputs require an additional supply of fresh water


in the Basin. An expansion of urban centers will increasing population


requires more municipal water for public consumption, whereas an increase


in industrial activities places an increased requirement for water suitable


for industrial use. Similarly, intensive agriculture suggests an


increased demand for water to irrigate farm lands. The purpose


of developing this model is to determine the optimum quantities of


water which are conjunctively utilized from ground and surface


water sources within the Basin to meet a growing future demand


for water for municipal, industrial and agricultural use.


The advantages of jointly utilizing surface facilities and


groundwater basins have been known for many years. Burt [1964],


and Leonard [1964] have presented a comprehensive discussion on


the economic advantages of utilizing ground and surface water


conjunctively. The concept of conjunctive use is simply that of


jointly utilizing surface facilities and groundwater basins to


supply the desired water at minimum cost. The efficient use of


ground and surface water resources can be achieved only when both


ground and surface water are integrated as to the size, location


and date of construction of surface reservoirs, aqueducts, wells


and pumps, and replenishment facilities. In general, economic,


budgetary and other practical limitations rule out the development,


of a lota] water supply system that is responsive to present


and predicted demands over the planning period. Hence a system
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atic planning is needed in order to determine when and how large


to construct supply projects. The proposed projects are drawn


from a set of feasible groundwater and surface water projects so


that their total utilization lies within the limitations of the


Basin's hydrologic resources. The term "total utilization1' is


used here to imply the satisfaction of demands for multiple


purposes of water such as municipal, industrial and agricultural.


It is also assumed that the stream hydrology is adequately


characterized by their average flow records. However, the


stochastic nature of streamflow, precipitation, and other such


aspects affect the water balance in the surface stream• For our


analysis the model is formulated by assuming these variables as


deterministic. If the average monthly or annual flows in streams


are determined by monitoring the flow at several sampling points


over a long time horizon, then these values can be used without-


introducing any appreciable error in model output.


7.5.2	 Supply Model


A river basin planning area comprised of groundwater and


surface water is considered. It is assumed that the basinal


requirements for water for municipal., industrial, and agricultural


consujr.ption are fulfilled from both these sources. A surface


water project may include reservoirs, desalting plants, diversions,


etc.. A groundwater project can be wells and pumps, an artificial


recharge facility, and a distribution system. The use of reser


voirs for surfacewater storage is a well established practice in


water supply and flood control. However, increasing demand with
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a potentially limited amount of water emphasizes the need for


including groundwater in planning a river basin development. The


demand for municipal, industrial and agricultural uses can also be


partially satisfied through inter- and intra-basin transfers.


However, because of interstate effects, curtailment of uses in


the exporting region and costs imposed on the area of origin


can become a part of the real cost of water transfer. Also,


the present laws on water rights make the interbasin, even intra-


basin, transfer of water very difficult. An example may be cited.


Under the present laws of most states, it is very difficult for


the owner of an irrigation water right to transfer it to


industrial uses in a nearby location, even though the water may


be more valuable for industrial than agricultural use and the


economy may benefit far more from the industrial use [National


Water Commission, 1973]. In this study, water transfer projects


are not included. The potential role of groundwater basins can


be realized only if the management', of ground and surface water


supplies is effectively integrated. This can be done only through


a coordinated approach to allocating these two resources with re


gard to conservation of local water, importation, replenisliment,


extractions, and distribution. The complexity of integrated


management arises not only from the large dimension of the problem


but also due to the physical coup].ing of these resources.


We will assume that there exists a regulatory authority


who has the say as to how much water can be withdrawn from surface


reservoirs and how much can be pumped from each groundwater


basin. There may be a number of pumping wells in each groundwater
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basin. In this analysis, a group of wells may be collectively


termed as a single source of supply. The cost of pumping water


from an aquifer is directly related to the groundwater level,


which in turn is responsive to recharges and withdrawals. Thus,


in any cost minimization problem related to groundwater with


drawal and recharge, an explicit knowledge of the state of its


water level is desirable. The groundwater flow can be described


by a two-diinensional partial differential equation, Bear [1972],


This flow equation can be solved numerically to obtain the state


of the waterhead in time and space as it responds to withdrawal


and recharge. However, there are two important physical parameters


such as transmissivity and storage coefficient which are distribu


ted in nature and their values arc usually not known. In many


instances, the value of the storage coefficient can be adequately


determined, through field tests. However, this cannot be said


for transmissivity. Transmissivity is a highly variable discrete


distributed parameter. The partial differential equation describ


ing the groundwater flows can be simulated only when the physical


properties are known. Once the physical properties and character


istics of an aquifer are known, it is possible to apply appropriate


physical laws and to predict its response.


Thus, it is clear that identifying unknown aquifer


parameters is essential for making an optimal operational decision


in the planning of a water resources system where gxoundwatcr or


conjunctive effects of ground and surface water hydrology are


considered. Once the parameters are identified, the grcundwater


model can be simulated to determine its response to pumping and
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recharge. However, in the management rod el, the quantity of


water withdrawn from the selected groundwater projects is treated


as decision variables. Hence it is difficult to couple the


groundwater operational policy explictly with the management


models which seek to optimize an economic-objective. The diffi


culty can however be overcome by utilizing an algebraic


technological function, Haddock [1972], The groundwater parameter


identification scheme is presented in Chapter 5. The use of an


algebraic technological function in integrating a groundwater simulation


model with management model is described in Phase I and II of this


project and also in previous chapters.


The quantity of groundwater withdrawn through pumpage and


the amount of recharge are both treated as decision variables in


the planning model. Hence it is necessary to couple the simulated


groundster response to an optimization management model. The


algebraic form of a technological function allows the groundwater


system to be explicitly included in an optimization model be it. a


linear, nonlinear, or dynamic program. The algebraic technologi


cal function relates pumping and recharge in the system to drawdown


(or water level) at those pumping and recharge locations [Haddock,


1972].


Once again it is assumed that the aquifer is homogeneous


and uniform in thickness, and drawdown is small with respect to


the saturated thickness with wells fully penetrating the artesian


field. For convenience, the differential equation describing such
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ci 1 ] aqi i i fc r i s pro sen 1 cxl: 

where s ( x , y , t ) is drawdown, T(x,y) and S(x,y) are t rans

rn.issiv.ity and storage coeff ic ient respect ive ly , 6(x-x.) is a 

Dirac de l t a function, j indicates the j " pumping well , Q( i , t ) 

th

is the rate of withdrawal from groundwater basin at the j " well,

and W is the total number of wells, j = 1,2,...,W.


The numerical solution o£ (7.17) produces the response o£


drawdown over time and space for given initial and boundary conditions,


The drawdown can be expressed as:


W
 t

s(x,y,t) = Z fQ G(x,y,j,t-r)Q(x,y,T)dT


where G(x,y,j,t-T) is the Green's function for (7.17) satisfying


the initial and boundary conditions. The details of Green's


function are available in Maddock [1972], Dreizin [1975], and


Kreyszig [1965].


Consider a time interval of one year for the purpose of


analysis, where t indicates the year of pimping. Then, the


time integral in equation (7*18) can be replaced by a discrete


suin and drawdown can be represented by a teclmological function
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as fo l lows: 

IV t 
s ( k , t ) = x >: e ( k , j , t -T +3) 0 ( 1 , T) (7.19) 

where t represents the year when drawdown is calculated, s(k,t)


is tlic drawdown at well location 1; in the year t due to the


pumping of W wells, g(k,j,t -T +1) is a response coefficient


for the year t relating drawdown at the k well to unit pumping


at the j well in the year T, and Q(i,x) is the amount of water


pumped from the j well in the year x.


The coefficients g are not given explicitly by their


derivation, but by using a digital computer simulation model proposed


in the previous section, the algebraic technological coefficients


can be achieved [Haddock, 1969].


The advantages of developing the parameters g can be


realized now. Essentially the value of g(k,j,t -T +1) at a loca


tion k over the groundwater basin indicates the drawdown in the


year t due to unit withdrawal or recharge at any other location


j in the year T. The net drawdown s(k,t) is then expressed as


a sum of drawdowns due to decisions on withdrawals and recharges


Q(J,T) for all j = 1,2,...,W and i = l,2,...,t. By using (7.19)


one can couple the behavior of groundwater system to the opera


tional decisions of a groundwater project. Haddock [1969]


showed that an algebraic technological function exists for an in


homogeneous aquifer with irregular boundary conditions, which are


included in this analysis. The use of (7*!9) in determining the
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iiiO!"t' economic and physically feasible opera Chip policies of ground-


writer projects is demons! rated in the next section, A conjunctive


fyround and surface water supply management problem is developed


in the following section, where (economic construction and the


expansion schedule of the projects, as well as their operational


policies over the planning horizon, are examined.


7.7,3 1̂athcmat ical Modeling of Supply Objective


Water demands may be satisfied, from groundwatcr and surface


water .sources. Also a considerable expense may be saved by


utilizing secondary treated waste effluent in artificial ground 


water recharge. The cost of operating groundwater projects may


increase quadratica 1.1 y as the water level in the grouiidwater


basin depletes. However, by utilizing treated wastewater in


recharging the basin in a relatively minimum cost leads to an


effective savings in overall operational costs of the supply


projects. It is assumed that the existing facilities for water


supply for industrial, municipal, and agricultural uses are not.


capable of meeting the growing needs in-the Basin over the


planning period. Thus, the goal of the Basin management authority


is to meet the future needs for water most economical]./. This


includes the expansion of existing projects, construction of new


supply projects, and operation and maintenance of these projects.


The objective of the supply model is thus to determine the


optimal schedule for expansion and construction of supply


facilities along with the optimum operating level of each of
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these facilities .in each year at minimum present-value cost over


the entire planning period. The demands for municipal, industrial,


and agricultural water are assumed to be blown for the whole Basin.


Various demands are calculated based on the OBERS Series I; popula


tion projection and future industrial growth and agricultural


activities of the Basin, and are treated as an exogeneous filiation


in the supply model. There have been many physical constraints


in the system which may not be violated. The important economic


characteristics of a supply system relate to the following costs:


(i) Capital cost of groundwater supply projects.


(ii) Capital cost of surface water supply projects.


(iii) Operational cost of groundwater projects.


(iv) Operational cost of surface water projects.


In order to solve the above planning and management


problem, a dynamic programming optimization scheme is utilized.


The solution will provide the optimal timing and sequencing of


the construction of new projects and/or the expansion of existing


projects, along with the optimal operational policies of each


project [Haimes and Nainis, 1974; Haimes, 19736].


A dynamic programming for the optimal sequencing of water


supply projects was developed by Butcher, Haimes, and Hall [1969] •


They, however, included capital cost of projects but neglected the


operation and maintenance costs. It was subsequently modified and


extended by Haimes and Nainis [1974], Nainis and Haimes [1975],


Kolo and Hainics [1973], and Kaplan and Haimes [1975]. The exten


sions included the consideration of variable operation costs along
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with fixed capital costs.


Craig 1-1(-'7('>1, extended the solution procedure of con


ventional dynamic p7*ogram for capacity expansion problems by


applying a decomposition technique. He proposed a two-level


decomposition structure. At the first level, sub-Lagrangian


corresponding to each subsystem1s cost function is minimized


with respect to its decision variables, 'Hie overall system is


coupJed through the total demand functions. The subsystem


demands are transferred to the second level coordinator which


then adjust the shadow prices in order to satisfy the coupling


equation. The optimal solution for the entire system is obtained


only when the coupling equations are satisfied. The advantages


of the approach can be attributed to the reduction in computa


tional time and the elimination of dimensionality problem


inherent, to dynamic programming.


Morin and Esogbue [1972] modified the solution approach


by using the embedded state space approach. This approach


considerably reduces the computational time and computer storage


requirements. Here it is further extended to include multiple


demands and multiple project capacities. The multiple demands


are municipal, industrial and agricultural. Each project is


assumed to have supply capacities with respect to each type of


water requirement.


Assume that there has been a total of U number of


feasible supply projects, including groundwater as well as surface-


water projects. The projects are distinct, with different location
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and sizes. The projects when utilized are capable of meeting the


demands up to the end of the planning horizon, and they arc within


the hydro logic Imitations of the Basin.


The parameters nnd the decision variables for the supply


model are described. Let C represent the capital cost of con


structing project u, where u = 1,2,...,U. By using a vector


notation, let Q represent the supply capacity of the project u


for municipal, industrial, and agricultural water. Therefore,


Q is a (3x1) dimensional column vector, represented as:


where Q , i = 1,2,3 represents the supply capacity of project u


in the i requirement. "When i = 1, it represents municipal water


supply, for i = 2, it is industrial supply and for 1 = 3, it indi


cates agricultural supply capacity. The decisions include the


schedule of construction and expansion of supply projects and their


operating levels with respect to each type of water, i.e., municipal,


industrial and agricultural. Let V\ ^e a (TUxl) column vector


representing the quantities of water supplied by all projects for


municipal use over the planning period.
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i v-iu \


where v is a Clxl} dimensional column vector representing the


quantities of municipal water supplied by project u over the


plann ing j)er iod. Thus,


lul


V.
Iu2


! - - •


i v l u t I


"iuT I


where v-, . is the quantity of municipal water supplied by project u


in year t, in millions of gallons per day. In a similar x̂ ay, we can


define v , and v as the amount of industrial and agri
2ut 3ut


cultural urater supplied respectively by project u in year t in


MGI). Let D be the gross water withdrawal for the i requirement


in year t, i = 1,2,3. For i = 1, it represents municipal water,


i = 2 represents industrial water, whereas i = 3 indicates an


agricultural water supply requirement.
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The dynamic programming model is formulated by considering


a number of projects as stages. For a total of U number of


projects, a total of U stages are involved. rI1ie state is repre


sented by the permutation schedules of cumulative capacities for


a number of projects under consideration at each stage.


Let q be the municipal water supply state variable,


and? q and q be the state variables for industrial and agri


cultural water supplies. An inverse demand function,


^(q > q > q ) can be defined as follows:


=
^(q > q i q )  t in£ t: q < D , for some i, i = 1,2,J>}


The inverse demand function ip fq " q f q ) ,


interpreted as the smallest integral time in which a supply


capacity q for some i is insufficient to supply at least one


demand, where i|; can be obtained from demand functions


U for i = 1,2,3 and t = 1,2, •..,!• Thus, ij; gives the time


as an explicit function of accumulative supply capacities.


The present-value cost of constructing and/or expanding


ground and surface water supply projects, as well as the annual


operation and maintenance cost in a region over the planning period


is given by f-̂ CQ,VJ, where Q, a vector of decision variables


of expansion sequence of projects over the'planning period,


 is a vector of operational policies, representing the amount


of water withdrawal from the projects over the planning period.


v
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f\,(Q,v) - C ( U P } 
-t T 

f i + ) r 

^±-* f J Jvut= l Ut: J 

IIs v (7.20) C v l u l ' i t ' Ml u e l 

In (7,20), t represents the time utien a project u is


completed, P is the annual Interest rate, C is the fixed cost


of project u, ll̂ (v , v9 , v- ) is the annua] oixvration and

XX Jilt. Zll t J)Ht-'


maintenance cost of p;roundv;ater supply projects> for supply levels


of v' , v? ., v^ for municipal, industrial, and agricultural


water used in the year t, and I is a subset indicating the


projects of groundwatcr resources. Similarly, 3T̂ (v- , vo , v7 )


represents the annual operating and maintenance cost function


of surface water supply project u for supply levels of


v , v? , v« for municipal, industrial, and agricultural


uses in year t, and T is a subset Indicating the projects of


surface water resources.


In equation (7.19), s(u,t) represents the drawdown at


location u in the year t. The total lift in pumpage, s(u,t),


is expressed as the sum of steady state or Initial lift £(u) at


the u project location and drawdown s(u,t).


s(u,t) = £(u) + s(u.,t) C7
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Impressing in terms of algebraic technological function, total 

l i f t in groundwater withdrawal i s : 

W t 
s(u,t) = £(u) + z z B(u, j  , t -T+1)Q(J ,T) (7.22) 

The wastewater plants treatment problem developed in


Chapter 2 considers the use of secondary effluent for artificial


groundwater recharge. Thus, in objective function (7,20)


n^(v, ^ j  v >̂v-7 „)> which represents the sum of variable operating
u^ lutJ o 2ut 3ut * l


costs of groundwater supply projects uel in year t, depends on


the artificial recharge decisions x^ of the wastewater treatment


model. It lias been assumed tliat the secondary effluent from the


set of wastewater treatment, plants nearest to recharge facility


is utilized for the purpose. Therefore, (7.22) can be modified


to incorporate the decisions concerning artificial recharge to the


withdrawal requirements from groundwater projects.


w t
 *

s(u,t) - £(u) + I z B(u,j,t -T+1)[Q(J,T) - I x ] (7.23)


where, x,. represents the optijnuni quantity of secondary


effluent from plant j, utilized in groundwater recharge at supply


location u, and I represents a set of wastewater treatment


plants j, the secondary effluents of which are utilized for


groundwater recharge at location u.
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The variable costs of the surface water projects are 

assumed to be linear in their operating levels. The operating 

cost' of groundwnter supply projects are jointly related to the 

stale OL water level in the Basin and the quantity of withdrawal. 

Thus, the variable operating cost functions are: 

(i)	 Variable Cost of Surface Water Projects: 

3 
t  W ^ i i^ iu t ' Ucls V 

t -	 1 ,2, . . . ,T 

(ii)	 Variable cost of Groundwater Projects:


3

n^(v_ .vo v ) = i c. s(u,t)v. . , uel (7.25)

u lut' 2ut 3ut  . , I U l '; iut* g ^ttf-jj


t = 1,2,...,T


where c is tlie per unit operational cost of surface water


supply project u utilized in requirement i. Once again, i = 1,


indicates municipal water supply and i = 2, industrial supply,


whereas 1 = 3 , represents agricultural supply of water. Similarly,


c- represents the per-unit operational cost of groundwater with


drawal from project ucl. , utilized to meet the requirement i.


The supply system is subjected to a set of physical con


straints which must not be violated.


• (i) Constraint on allowable lift:


W t
 -max
,(u) + T. E B(u,j,t-T+l)[QO,x) - E x* ] < 5 C7.26)

j=li=l jelU

 5-1T Ut
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(ii) Resource Demnnd Constraints:


F, v.4 + >; v.4 > I)
1 (7.27)


ueJ 1Ut ucl lut ' t

s K


i = 1,2,3; t - 1 , 2 , . . . , T 

(III) P ro jec t ' s Supply Opac i ty Constraints : 

V i u t * <£ ' j =  3 - » 2 » 3 ; (7*28) 

where, s11 ** Is tlic maximum allowable lift In pumpage from ground 


water project u. Other variables were defined earlier In the


chapter.


For the development of the dynamic programming model, con


sider a sequence of sets fi-, Q ,..., a sQ, where Q represents


the point set of [ I possible cumulative capacities of permutation


schedules consisting of u projects. In order to simplify the


notations, the state variables of supply capacities are expressed


in vector notation as:

-1 *? ^ T


Therefore, Q. is the set. of possible capacities which can


be reached by utilizing one project only.


where, now, q^ is a (3x1) column vector of state variables associ


ated with municipal, industrial, and agricultural supply capacities


from project u.


Let si~ be the set of feasible capacities that, can be


reached by a combination of two projects only.
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-U /• ~ U .1. ~ I; Z, ""U U X U


Similarly, at the u' stajie in the dyjicunic program recur


sive equation, rather than considering an entire set of fixed


increments defined over Q, we can consider only those qcQ , since


only the permutation schedule of u projects has to be considered


at stage u.

1;


Define a new cost function h u(q) as the present value cost


of building a set of u number of projects in a sequence k .


Project u is built in a year t which can be expressed as an


explicit function of capacity, as t = iKq-q ) , and which will


optimally satisfy the demand until the year iKq). Hence,


k i/jfa-c? 1


rfhe first stage recursive equation considering only one


project, is given by.


k k

g/(q) = min h U(q) (7.29)

1
 " uclc u "


s.t.


0 < q < I 0 (7.30)

U e kl


The constraint (7.30) above indicates that the quantity of supply from


project in a sequence k, must be within the capacity of the project.
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The recursive equation at the second stage is p.iven hy:


k9 k k,

g/(q) = m:in {\U(<j2,q, \) + g ^ C$ " ^ • (7.31)


ur.k


0 < q? < q * Z 0


Two projects are considered from set ft-. The optimum tv.ro-project


sequence can be written as:


k*(q) = k* Cq " a*) © u*


where, kS(q) is an optimal turo-project schedule in order to supply


q amount of water, u* is the project built second in schedule for


a two-stage dynamic program, and k* (q - q*) is the optimal one


project schedule to supply q - cr* amount of water.


The general recursive equation of u " stage can be


written as:


^ = min ( h ^ C ^ , q, k ^ ^ + g^"
1 (q - ^ (7.32)


A total of u projects is considered from a set of ft > in order 

to meet a supply of q. The optimum u project sequence is then, 

kJCql = kJ^Cq - qj) © u* 

where k'̂ Cq) is an optijnal schedule of u projects providing


exactly a capacity of q to meet the demand, u* is the project
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built, in the last stage of a u-stage dynamic program, and


k* (q - q*;:) is an optimal (u-1) project schedule. Note that


for a total of U projects, k*(q) is a schedule of construction


of supply projects formed by taking a permutation of numbers


u, u ~ 1,2,...,U, a project is completed on]y when the cumulative


capacities of all previously built projects are totally utilized.


The completion time of a project can be expressed in terms of


inverse demand function i|> described earlier, by,


j i

t*f.-, = min{^( E Qhll) for some i, i = 1,2,3}

UJ u=1 L̂ J


where the brackets denote order in the sequence. In other words,


[j] = u denotes project u is in j position of the sequence.


Consider a single demand function D and cumulative supply


capacity of projects being denoted by q. Then a permutation


schedule k*(q) can be illustrated graphically in Figure 7,7,


The dynamic program solution (7,32) is the optimum


present-value cost of water supply projects1 construction and


operation over the planning period. Thus,


k*


where Q* and v* are the optimal construction and operating


variables respectively; gu
u(q*) is the optimal cost obtained


from the dynamic programming model for an optimal sequence of


construction k*.
u


Constraint (7,26) shows that the allowable total lift


due to pumpage from groundwater reservoirs may not exceed its
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maximum limit. Constraint (7,27) is related to the operating


variables of supply projects. It indicates that the total


supply of fresh water conjunctively from ground and surface


water projects must be at least equal to the demand. In (7,28)


the capacity constraints arc presented, which means that the


supply from any project u must not exceed the available


capacity of that project.


In summary, a long-term water supply model utilizing


both ground and surface water sources is developed in this


chapter. The model includes both construction and/or expansion


of supply projects to meet the demand for the entire planning


period, and an operational policy to determine the level of supply


from each project. An embedded state space dynamic programming


model is employed to determine the optimal sequence and time of


construction of ground and surface water supply projects and for


optimal allocation of amount of water supply from each project


each year so that the total present value cost is minimum. The


embedded state space approach of Morin and Esogbue [1972] is


modified to include operation and maintenance cost functions along


with capital costs of the projects, and to include the multiple


demand functions. In this study the dynamic program model is


employed to supply requirements consisting of municipal, indus


trial and agricultural uses, as presented by individual demand


functions.
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[1] [2] r[3]


Figure 7,8,	 Permutation Points on a Single-Purpose

Demand Curve
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The frrouixhvatcr withdrawal cost is developed as a function


of groundwater head through the use of algebraic technological


funct'Jon. This not only allows to employ a realistic operating


cost function for ground water supply, but mates it: possible to


couple a groundwater simulation model explicitly with an optimi


zation problem. Thus, this charter presents a short-tern and a


long-term water supply model by conjunctively using a ground and


surface water system. A case study problem for short-teim operational


planning model is also presented in Section 7.4.
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CHAPTER 8


A TAX-QUOTA MODEL IN A MULTICELL-MULTISTREAM SYSTEM


 GENERAL DISCUSSION


The objective of the following discussion is to clarify and


verify the application of decomposed water resources response functions


in the formulation and solution stages of a management model, where


administrative framework is assumed.


Many different management schemes have been utilized in the


literature to formulate management models in water resources. Con


sidering a groundwater system traversed by a stream-network, the


management mechanism suggested by Maddock and Haimes [1974], is


adopted here.


In particular, the tax-quota management scheme of Maddock and


Haimes can be applied with only minor changes to the water resources


system defined in our previous development. The water system in the


original study comprised a single aquifer (dry alkaline valley),


assuming that no other water sources existed in the region. The


mathematical model used for simulating the aquifer is a linear ground


water model in a compact form.. Since individual decisions are made


for pumping patterns the management model formulation v/as forced to


decompose the decision-making process. However, the physical system


model representation (resulting from a compact scheme~-the single


simulation program) causes each user to have to consider the detailed
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pumping policy of all the other users. As a result., the management


model formulation of the original study requires a great deal of data


and computer storage, either of which is not always available. Also,


when applied to a real system the modeling efforts are expected to


be very difficult.


In the present study we propose the extension of the original


approach in two directions:


1. To consider a more complex water resources system comprising


multi-aquifer cells traversed by a multi-stream network with


artificial recharge and water import options5 and a regional


performance criterion applied to ground and surface water


measurements.


2. To apply the modeling procedure (developed in this study)


to the physical system, including the decomposed formulation


of the response technological functions.


The management model formulation is expected to be much simpli


fied. The decomposition of the decision-making process is followed


by a suitable representation of the decomposed physical system re


sponse, which Can be easily coupled with the management model


formulation.


8.2 MODEL FORMULATION


There are L users in the region. To each user corresponds an

XL. +1-4


aquifer cell, and the I user has m wells located at the I
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cell. Each user £. c L maximizes his own net-revenues 7.
V 

Max r T


V">C£vvn)

n=l"


+ x(£,n)) - V V (u) ' v (u,n)


T is the number of time periods that comprise the design horizon,


r is the interest rate. 

nu is the number, of wells located at the I cell and operated 

by the Ith user. 

W0(n) is the return per acre-ft of water supply for the Z user 

during the n period. W«(n) can be a constant relating only 

to I and ns or a function of 

\ 
E q (kp5n)  x(n), 
k =1 
K l 

the total v/ater supply to user I during period n. 

q (ko,n) is the quantity of v/ater pumped from the kg well during 
th 

the n time period. 

Vc(u) is the operating cost of recharge per acre/ft in the I 
f h 

area with water from the u stream*
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V0(u>n) is the quantity of water from the u stream used for 
th 

artificial recharge at the A recharge facility during 

period n, and there are u0 reaches of streams 

traversing the I 1 cell area. 

S0(n) is the cost per acre/ft of water imported "into the 

I area during the n period. 

x(£>n) is the quantity of water imported into the I

during the n period for direct use by the I

 area 

 user. 

2
J6 
 is the cost function: 

1
 (8,2)


Cĵ (n) is the constructing cost to the £ user at the n


period according to his particular plans.


P^(k^) is the pumping cost per acre/ft ft for the k̂  well.


H.(kJ is the lift under steady state conditions at the k̂  

well. 

" + h 
nfk^n) is the drawdown in the k0

th 
 well at the end of the 

I period due to the aggregated pumpage and recharge 
in all other cells (by other users) in the region. 

(k0>n) is the drawdown in the k well at the end of the


n period due to the aggregated pumpage and recharge


in the ath cell.
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D£(k£,n) is given by:


X, n

D £(k^n) = t _z 6ACk£,j,n-i+l)q£Cj,i) (8.3)


n

l


where 3^(k£3j9rn-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating


the drawdown at the k, well to the pumping of one unit of water


from the j well during the i period9 and both k0 and j are


located at the Ith cell.


The second term on the right of (10.3) stands for the negative


drawdown at well k« caused by the artificial recharge at point v«.


D(£,n) is given by:


L n

D(£,n) = I Z (


r=l i=l


where y(^>r9n-i+l) is the algebraic technological term relating


the average drawdown at the I cell to aggregated pumping of one


unit of water at the r cell, during the i period. q(r,i)


is the quantity of water pumped from the r cell by the r user


during the i period,


(8<5)
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for the r-th cell:


= Z v fu.il (8.6)

u=l r


Equation (8.2) contains the products of q (k ,n) and q(r,i),


r / H, i.e. the products of pumping values on the l cell area at


particular wells and aggregated pumping values on all other cells in


the region. The coupling of q (k ,n) and v(r,i), the aggregated

X, As


ar t i f ic ia l recharge at other ce l l s , is similar. 

Two vectors of pseudo-variables a-,(r9n)9 oJr,n) are introduced 

into equation (8,2) These vectors will uncouple the pumping values 

on the & area wells from all other.cells1 pumpages and recharges. 

Let 

a1 (r,n) = q(r,n) \ r= l , . . . ,L (8.7) 

a 2 ( r ,n ) = v(r,n) * n« l , . . . ,T 

Then equation (8,2) becomes:


X ( m


Z = z (l+r)"
n C (n) + Zl P (k )q (k ,n)


n=l ( * k =1 A £ i i


i n


u=l V£(U4))+ A Y(£'r'n-i+1) " [ ^ ( M ) - a2 Cr,i))]
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Notice here that the dimension of the vector of pseudo-yeiriables


is reduced with respect to the original scheme. The pseudo-variables


account for the aggregated activities of each user. The possible


'estimation' by one user of pumpage and recharge planned by others


is much more feasible for aggregated operation than it is for a


detailed plan applied to each well. Hence* this solution strategy


thus provides both a conceptual and methodological advantage.


If the Si user estimates a set of (L-l) net aggregated pumping


values (a,(r,i) - a2(r,i)} for the L-l users, then these estimates


become the set of pseudo-variables.


The I user is interested in maximizing Zo, subject to such


constraints as:


1. Non decreasing water supply


m m


t qn(k.n) + xU,n) < I q fk ,n+l) +x(£,n+l)

k =1 £ £ " k =1 l l


* * (8.9)


2. Drawdowns must not exceed casing and screening designs


D ^ . n ) + D(£,n) < n = l T


3. Pumping capacity must not be exceeded


v rr*"1 (8J1)

. . . ̂ HL
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4. Upper limit for imported quantities


n=l,...,T (8.12)


5. Recharge facilities capacity must not be exceeded


v£(u,n) <v £ i i a x n-l,...,T (8.13)


dn (k.) is the maximum drawdown allowed for the k^ well


located at the I cell9 which must not be exceeded because of


casing and screening design.


Q ̂  (k£) is the design upper limit on the quantity of water


pumped from the k^ well •


x£ma ^ 1S the ex'ternd"'^y imposed restriction of an upper


limit on the quantity of water to be imported into the region for


the direct use of the I user during the n period.


v* is the designed upper limit on the quantity of water to


be artificially recharged in the I cell recharge facilities.


The regional objective is to enhance the regional net return


from water use. As such, the regional optimization problem definition


is: 
L . 

max Zo = £ l0 (8,14) 
* £=1 * 
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Subject to:


1* A lower limit for each user's net benefit


2.	 A set of mass balance constraints


! T
a.1(r,n) - q(r,n) =  0 \ n=l,...,T

L j • • • f 1


(8.16)
CT
-2(r,n) - v(r,n) = 0 '


3. A set of interference constraints


(8.17)


4. Water Balance must be maintained in certain streams


Z fv (u,n)+ fU(£,n]j < B(u,n)
 n=1---T


M l  £ J ~ u=l,...,U ( 8 J 8 )


5. All previous individual user constraints (Equations


(8.9) through (8.13)).


is the minimum expected net benefit associated with


water use by the I user over the planning period.


Dj, is the upper limit to the drawdown induced by other


users activities on the I user.


B(u»n) is an upper limit on the quantity of water to be re


moved from the u stream for natural and artificial recharge.


fu(£,n) is the quantity of water induced from the u stream


into the £ cell during the n period:
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m

fU(£,n) = z z 4>U (k ,n-i+l)q (k


k =1 i=l l * A


L n

Z £
 (8M8)


u=


is the quantity of water induced from the u


stream into the H cell during the n period due to one unit of


pumping at the k^ well during the i period.


th
q £(k,,i) is the quantity of water pumped from the k well


during the i period.


u / th


^ ( r s n - i + l ) is the quantity of water induced from the u stream


into the £ cell during the n period due to one unit of pumping


at the r t h cell during the i t  h period.

q(r,i) - v(r 9i) is the net quantity of water pumped from the


JLU XL


r cell during the i period.


1^ is the quantity of water induced from the u stream into


the 5, cell during one time period with no imposed pumpage and the


system in steady state.
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The primal solution of the program constituting equations (8.17)


through (8.18) provides the quotas for each well and recharge from


the stream for each user. The dual solution provides the costs and


savings associated with changes in the values of pumpage and recharge.


In particular, q«(k«,n) is the quota for the k* well of the &


user for the n time period, and v.(u,n) is the quota for the


quantity of water to be used for artificial recharge at the I


area from the u stream during the n time period.


The Lagrangian for the maximum regional return program (eqs.


(8.9) through (8.18)) is formed as follows (where Z, is given by


equation (8.1) and (8.2):


L - L T-l CD  r m

L = I Z + z Z v. (n) I q (k ,n)+(x(£,n)


£=1 l £=1 n=l * L k =1


V1 

L ™£ T


£=1 I =1 I


L m0 T (3)


l-l kt-l n=]


L T (4)


£=1 n=l "£
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L T (5) rU Ur 
+	 Z Z \i [z  A C u > n ) " 1=1 n=l 

L u=l 

L m T (6) 
(ko ,n) | Do


£=1 k£=l n-1

+	 z z z ,n) (kon) 

n 
( 

i 

L T (7)	 L n Y 
£«1 n=l l	 n) - r=l i= 

L T (8) r m , 
E Z u (n) q(a,n)- I q^fk ,n) 
t=l n=l £ L k =1 £ 2 J 

L T (9) 
+ Z	 Z y (n) v(£ , n ) - Z v (u ,n ) j 

£=1 n=l * L u=l z 

(10) 

L T (11)

Z Z u 0


£=1 n=l
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U T (12)
T. l u (u,n)
u=l n=l

 L
 E
L £_=j

 (v(u,n)
^

 u 

 + f fe 5n)-B(u,n)) | 
J 

L u T
+ 2 r E

£=1 u=l n=l

 ( 1 3  ) 

u (u,n)x L fu(£,n) 

m n

k -1 i=l 

u 

n u u,, 

u=l 

L
+ Z

r=l

 n
 I
 i=l

 u 
* ( r ,n - i+ l ) (q ( r , i ) -v ( r , i ) ) 
* 

u 1I* }J 

+
L T

 Z I
£=1 n=l 

 (1) 
X (n) - q 

+
L T

 I I
£=1 n=l

 (2) 
X 

x 
- ¥(£,n)1 (8.20) 
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Applying the multilevel-decomposition approach, the Lagrangian 

L is decomposed into L independent subsystems where all pseudo-

variables are assumed to be known parameters at the f i r s t level 

( i . e .  , to the users) quadratic program optimization: 

L 
L « I L (8.21) 

and L is the Lagrangian for the & subsystem.


The decision variables of subsystem & at the first level


optimization are


q£(k£ 5n)fs9  v £ (u ,n) ' s , x(£,n)fs 

D(£,n)'s and U £
l p ; , P = 1,...,6,8,9. 

The global optimum of the problem is guaranteed when the quad

ratic functions are convex. 

The decision variables for the second level coordination are 

a]L(£,n)
fs, tf2(£5n)*s, u^ , P=7,10,ll,12,13. 

and 9'  l 

Applying some of the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions (for 

stationarity) at the second level optimization yields: 
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T L £ 
I [(l+r)-n I I P£Ck.)q.(k .n) 

n=iL £=1 k = l £ £ £ £ 

7
L
 m 

* 

+  Ar ( i ) (fi.23) 

« 0 =cr l (£ , n )  q(£,n) ( 8 - 2 3 ) 

,n)  v(4fn) 

which results in: 

(i)
T

 = z
n=i

 ( l+r)"n
 L 

 E P
 £=1 Z 

 .Y (£,r ,n-i+l) . q(r,n) 
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where


(8.27)
[LL1


At the second level of the hierarchy equations (8.24)9 (8.25)


(8.26) are determined by inserting the 'optimal1 values of q(r»n)


and v(r5n) produced by the first level optimization. An iterative


procedure between the first level and the second level is initiated.


The first level supplies the second level with qls and vss and the


second level supplies the first level with en ^'s, ^ *ls and A's.


At this point the advantage of the above formulation in com


parison with the original study can be appreciated. The iterative


procedure originally required the pumping values as well as corre


sponding the pseudo-variables to originate between the two levels for


each well. Using the concepts developed previously in our study,


only aggregated activities (pumpage and recharge) and their corre


sponding pseudo-variables (a. 9aJ) are iterated. The dimensionality


of the procedure is obviously reduced and convergence is expected to


be achieved more rapidly.


The Lagrange multipliers X^ ' given by (8*26) are the dual


variables corresponding to the constraints: oJlyn) - q(£,n) = 0.


These represent a cost per unit excess of over-pumping the quota


by each user. Notice that in contrast to the original study*s scheme,
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the quota system in the above formulation corresponds to the


aggregated pumpage by each user. (Originally quotas were determined


for each particular well. This raises sensitivity problems due to


the possibility of mechanical failures in well equipment (or such


other difficulties) which might not allow the user to operate his


well system exactly as the quota system would impose.)


The Lagrange multipliers Av(2) ' are the dual variables corresponding


to the constraints a ^ ^ n ) - v(£,n) = 0. These represent a saving


per unit excess of over-recharge or a cost per unit of under recharge,


relative to the recharge quota,


A more detailed discussion on the quota system and the different


assumptions is given in the original paper.


8.3 TAX COMPUTATION


In the following, a modification of the taxation scheme suggested


by Haddock and Haimes is developed. The basic assumption used is that


under a feasible tax scheme applied to groundwater pumping, users may


cooperate for a tax collection system on an aggregated basis. In


other words, each user desires to operate his own wells and recharge


facilities according to his own considerations given the aggregated


quotas imposed on him. He may reject any attempt to impose a pumping


plan for his wells not in correspondence with his own planned


operations.
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Let Aq(£,i), Av(£,i) (if possitive) be the respective expressions


for the £ user pumping and recharging more than his quotas. Then


C (i) = I \W (i) . U(£,i) - AvU.i)] (8.28)

£=1 * L J


is the cost (saving if negative) of additional energy that all users


have to expend over the remainder of the planning periods to produce


their quotas. Expression (8.28) stands for the total tax collected


from all users at year i.


. LL TT

Let Cj(Afi) =

z z z z O r ) n ?z z
r=l n=i


(8.29)

,i) - Av(r,i)]


denote the total cost to the I " user due to over activities by


other users, then the total cost to all users is


Cy (i) = z CT(*,i) (8.30)


Since equation (8.30) is equivalent to (8.28):
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L T L

C (i) - c[ (i) = I Z (Hr)"n z F

0 l  r
*=l n=i


. Y(r,£,n-i+l)q(t,n)


L L T -n

Z (1+r) P,Y(A,r,n-i-l)q(r,n)


4=1. r=l n=i
i

(8.31)


*>i) I = 0


The l user is assessed the tax


T IL

T (£,i) = z (l+r)"n z Pv Y(r,4,n-i+l)qf4,n)
x n=i  U i r


(8.32)


. qCr,n) FAq(r,i) - Av(r,i)1


The net collected tax for the i time period is zero:


L

I T (4,i) = 0 (8_33)
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8.4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


The tax-quota scheme developed by Maddock and Haimes for a


simple, isolated aquifer system has been modified in this study for


a more general complex groundwater system. The application of the


concept of decomposed response functions to the problem formulation


makes it possible to account for a vast range of variables affecting


decisions.


In our development two aspects of usefulness of the decomposed


response functions are illustrated:


1.	 Simplification of the mathematical formulation and the


solution strategy;


2.	 Extension of the model to handle more of those items


affected by the activities considered (e.g., artificial


recharge options and stream network response).


In the context of our study, the modified tax-quota system


model may be viewed as an illustration of the application of a


management scheme for a region in the hopes of initiating an imple


mentation of a management mechanism. The regional performance


criterion under the proposed mechanism is expected to considerably


improve results obtained from the basic non-management mechanism


structure.
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CHAPTER 9


SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS


 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS


This research offers a new approach to the planning and manage


ment of complex, large-scale water resources systems. It utilizes the


concepts and methodologies from systems engineering theory for the


advanced structuring, formulating and solving of mathematical models.


These models are aimed at the profound analysis of short- and long-term


planning aspects of water resources.


A planning and management methodology for regional water quality


control is presented. The planning framework is developed based on a


multiobjective analysis in order to take into consideration the con


flicting objectives of surface water quality and the cost of expansion


and operation of wastewater treatment plants (both secondard and tertiary),


Multiobjective analysis in water resources systems has become particularly


important in the context of the federal principles and standards for


the planning of water and land resources. The objective of the guidelines


is to place environmental concerns on a basis equal to economic development,


A regional water resources system may be a complex, large-scale


system and may include many elements. In this study, the components in


cluded are ground and surface water and wastewater treatment plants.


The water quality objectives represent the levels of water


parameters in different segments of the stream, over the entire planning


horizon. The resulting levels of pollutants depend on the net effluent
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discharges of various pollutants under consideration, as well as, on the


hydro! ogfc characteristics of the stream.


Since the cost objective is in terms of dollars., while the water


quality objectives are in terms of the pollutant levels (concentration),


these objectives are noncomrnensurable, and a multiobjective optimization


approach is desirable. The decision-maker is an individual or an agency


desires to simultaneously minimize the cost of wastewater treatment, along


with the levels of water quality parameters.


A nonlinear programming is employed to determine the optimal


schedule of construction and/or expansion secondary and tertiary processes


at ectch plant location, meeting estimated effluent discharge levels at


minimum present value cost. The cost function includes, capital cost of


secondary and tertiary units and variable operating cost of each process.


Water quality objectives represent the level of pollutant


parameters( or other indicators) in the stream reaches over the planning


period, and are developed by using mass balance equation for conservative


pollutants and the Streeter-Phelps equation for nonconservative pollutants*


Two additional indices of assurance of satisfying the quality objectives


and violation norm are also developed.


The cost and quality objectives are integrated to form a


multiobjective planning problem. With cost as primary objective and water


quality as secondary objectives, the latter objectives are reformulated


in the epsilon-constraints form. The epsilon-constraint problem is


solved for different levels of pollutants in the stream, corresponding


to different discharge policies. The noninferior solutions, including


the trade-offs along with optimal cost and corresponding levels of achieve


ment of each objective may be submitted to the decision-maker for his


evaluation of the Surrogate Worth function. Preferred solution are obtained


by staisfying the optimality criteria of the Surrogate Worth Trade-off
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method. The above developments are presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.


Chapters 4 to 8 are devoted to a comprehensive modeling of


groundwater system, and to developing planning and management methodologies


for efficient use of groundwater in general and conjunctive management of


ground and surface water in particular. Both short- and long-term planning


models of ground and surface water use are presented. In particular


is suggests procedures and methodologies for a comprehensive mathematical


analysis of hydraulically connected multi-cell aquifer and multi-stream


systems. The models consist of hierarchies of response functions relating


the system's response to various activities affecting it.


Appropriate response functions are developed which exclusively


allow for coupling a complex large-scale water resources system with a


management model. This is appreciable step ahead in the state-of-the


art of analyzing conjunctive use of ground and surface water resources


and is a major contribution of this study.


In Phase I and II of this study, groundwater parameter identification


models are developed and their usefulness is demonstrated. However, in


those studies unknown parameters were assumed to be a continuous function


of space, without taking into account the heterogeneous property of most


aquifers. In this study an approach is adopted which takes into


consideration the distributed nature of aquifer properties, by decomposing


them into various cells, whose geometric configurations are selected


according to the geological characteristics of the aquifer. A sensitivity


analysis of model output for errors introduced by input data and para


meters is also carried out.


The multicell-particular cell simulation procedure is discussed


in Chapter 4 of this report. It provides the construction of mathematical


models for numerically solving complex groundwater systems. The basic


used is to decompose the system into a number of cells according to
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certain considerations. These considerations may involve geographical,


geological and hydrological characteristics; administrative and operational


judgments; or any other requirements associated with the particular need


for the groundwater simulation model. The multicell mathematical model


is used to approximate cells1 boundary conditions associated with a


given stress. These boundary conditions are used to isolate each parti


cular cell's mathematical model. The following advantages are realized:


(1) The proposed procedure allows for applying mathematical


simulation models to a large-scale and complex system, where the application


of a regular compact simulation model on a digital computer is evidently


inadequate.


(2) The restriction of computer capacity often needed in


simulating a large aquifer system is best overcome by decomposing the


model.


(3) The proposed procedure is evidently advantageous in cases


where the interest is directed toward an isolated subsystem for a parti


cular response. The modelinq efforts can concentrate on the particular


subsystem cell, while the rest of the system is accounted for through


the aggregated multicell model.


(4) Data acquisition efforts are directed by the model's needs.


This is an important factor in evaluating the model.


(5) The flexibility of the model's structure is an appreciable


advantage in particular if an administrative scheme is considered.


This characteristic is well illustrated by applying the management model


to the tax-quota system in Chapter 8.


(6) Most developments later discussed are essentially based on


the availability of the decomposed aquifer simulation model. It allows


for production of response functions under any desired hierarchy.
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The importance of the algebraic technological functions


(A.T.F.) in a linear system is realized when the coupling of the


physical system with a management framework is desired. Some real


and meaningful advantages are associated with the hierarchy of the


response functions as described below:


(1) It provides the systme analyst with a methodology by which


to handle a large-scale and complex groundwater system within a management


framework. The response functions superposition may be easily constructed


in agreement with administrative or other considerations, not restricting


the management model formulation.


(2) The amount of preparation work associated with the pro


duction of response functions for later use in management model formulation


is considerably reduced.


(3) If a large number of wells is considered in a management


model, then the associated response functions matrices require an extensive


computer capacity unless a certain weighting of the response is applied.


This is possible via the proposed technique.


The stream-aquifer interactions add a most important aspect to


this research. An important contribution is the analysis which considers


a multi-stream system interacting with a complex groundwater system. Of


particular interest is the superposition of functions relating infiltration


form different streams to different aquifer cells. It provides a new


analytical tool for coupling infiltration from stream with management


framework. The A.T.F. and the stream-aquifer response functions combined


in the form developed in this study are the basis for analyzing a complex


water resources system within a management framework.


The management model deve-opment and analysis presented in Chapter


6 constitutes a major contribution of this study. The quantitative analysis


is made possible by utilizing the mathematical models previously developed.
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The following aspects are actually appreciated:


(1) The analysis provides a full demonstration of the


advantages associated with previous developments in application to


water resources management model formulation and solution prospectives,


(2) An important contribution is made to the analysis of


conjunctive use of ground and surface water systems. The proposed


model is a first step in taking into account the distributed para


meter characteristics of the systems involved in a water resources


management model formulation.


The following conclusions m?:y be drawn from this research


work,


(i) A multiobjective framework is developed for the long-


range planning and management of water and related land resources,


including the conflicting objectives of water quality and the costs of


point source pollutants. The multiobjective analysis and its impli


cations to the planning is a major step in the direction of the federal


guidelines ~ the "principles and standards" for the planning of water


and related land resources.


(ii) The modeling technique provides a procedure by


which an accurate map of drawdown is predicted at different parts


of a complex and large-scale groundwater system. The error for the


Fairfield-New Baltimore area case study associated with the multi


cell -particular cell approach and the conventional one is found to


be of the same order.


Citi) The digital computer time consumption was for the


overall simulation model computation more than four times the com


puter time consumed by solving the same response via the proposed


two-stage simulation model. This is only a particular measure in
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dieating the efficiency and worthiness of the newly developed


simulation technique. It is expected to be of a more value if


applied to a large and complex groundwater system.


(iv) The multicell mathematical model was implemented on the


mini-computer owned by the M.C.D. for the Fairfield-New Baltimore


aquifer. It is expected that particular cells8 mathematical models


could also be implemented on that computer because of the reduced


size of their associated mathematical model computer program.


(v) The proposed technique is most efficient for data


aquisition. This we conclude from the experience gained through


the various applications. Accurate and detailed data are most


likely needed for particular cells of interest. However, other


parts of the system may require limited and aggregated data as


employed by the multicell mathematical model. In many cases this


model's characteristic is very important.


(vi) The procedure for determining the hierarchy of re


sponse functions is well established. In general much fewer


computations (computer runs) are required as opposed to running


one-level response functions.


(vff) The applications of the stream-aquifer response functions


to the various case studies illustrate the usefulness of this study's


approach in extending these important functions' applicability. The may


be used either to predict infiltration from streams due to pumpage (which


is an important factor for stream balance as well) or to be utilized in


a.management model. It is a powerful tool but is restricted to linear


aquifer systems where the stream acts as a constant head boundary.
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Results obtained from applying the management model to the Fairfield-


New Baltimore area indicate that:


(viii) Even if the particular conditions identified for some


cases do not exactly coincide with the conceptual water resources management


model framework, it is still possible to sucessfully use some of its


fundamentals. The model is not restricted to certain system's structure,


and actually may be applied to any mathematical analysis involving ground


water linear systems' control.


(fx) The applications of this study to the


studied area provide the water users and the agencies interested


in water resources in this area with refined and useful information.


This includes all different response functions which may be used


for various needs. The effect of pumpage on drawdow is also given,


aggregated in cells resulting from ten-year requirement projections.


The drawdowns predicted here for the Cincinnati well field exceed


the figures predicted by the use of the analog model. This result


should be carefully considered. The future infiltration rates


from the stream provide the M.C.D. with much needed information


for future evaluation of stream flow balance under low flow con


ditions in this area.


(x) The management control mathematical model is well-


established and provides a comprehensive analysis of the most complicated


problem of conjunctive use of ground and surface water. Case Study


illustrates the model's applicability and practicability in solving problems


involving groundwater system control conjunctively with other systems.
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(xi) The decomposition of system's response provides for handling


large-sized problems. However, it does not automatically solve dimensionality


problems such as computer time and capacity.


(xii) The main conclusion from the model's sensitivity analysis in


that accurately identifying the physical system's parameters is a major


prerequisite for appreciating the management model solution.


The tax-quota model presented in Chapter 8 provides an improved


solution strategy and also extends the capability of management models


to handle groundwater recharge and surface water supply in addition to


well pumpage.


9.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH


In order to improve and further develop the methodologies presented


tn this study, the following recommendations are made:


(i) The surface water quality is analyzed by considering two


pollutants such as BOD and DO deficit levels. However, to make the


analysis more meaningful, other pollutants, such as phosphorus, total


dissolved solids, toxic material, pH, thermal load, etc., should be included.


CttlThe decomposed aquifer simulation model comprises a


hierarchy of aquifer mathematical models. The error associated


with the multicell model aggregation is analyzed.


However, the numerical methods used to solve the different models


introduce another source of inaccuracy to the final solution.


(iii) The multicell concept allows for considerations other


than hydro!ogical - geological to take place in defining cells1


boundaries in the model's structure. This introduces uncertainties


with respect to the various structural parameters (distance be
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tween centers of cells, etc.) in addition to the systems5


parameters (storage and transmissivity coefficients). It is


therefore necessary to validate the. mathematical model accounting


for all parameters taking place in the model's formulation. A


suitable identification model is desired.


(iv) Apart from the multicell-particular cell modeling procedure


which is not restricted to linear systems, all other devleopments in this


study are based on the assumption that the aquifer system can be approx


imated by a linear mathematical model. Extending the developments to


handle-non-linear systems, if at all possible, may further contribute to


water resources studies. The first effort in that direction should be


devoted to computing the error associated with the application of linear


models to a non-linear system.


(v) Water resources systems are particularly characterized as


being affected by a stochastic input. Precipitation, evaporation, evapo


transpiration, stream-flow and other such probabilistic phenomena play


essential roles in surface and groundwater systems• The developments in


this study consider deterministics model implying that the different


probabilistic inputs are represented by their mean. Further research


should be devoted to include the affectirig stochastic parameters in the


various developments. Stochastic control theory may be used to cope with


the management of the systems under the stochastic input.


(vi) Coordination technique and multilevel approach may eventually


help to cope with a problem involving other water systems, such as water


distribution systems. The construction of an overall management model


combining all different aspects of water related systems is a major task


in water resources planning and management.
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